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Filiatraut
Wins
Student activities fee referendum passes
Clare Taft

budget
requests. Last
In a camyear $94,359
paign between
was requested
a seasoned Stuby organizadent Union
tions, but only
veteran and a
$30,000 was alpolitical novlocated by the
university.
ice, the fight is
The Stuover. Kevin
dent Union
Filiatraut decampaigned
feated Nick
for the referenBrevetta in the
dum. Opposirace for Stution to the refdent Union
erendum was
president, caprepresented by
turing 68 percentofthevote.
Kevin Filiatraut
students who
Meghan Rogers defeated Jeff posted signs and sent e-mail reLongsworth, and was elected garding the negative side of the
to be vice -president. Tom referendum.
"The Student Union said that
Cassidy defeated Chris Kerr for
the position of treasurer. Mike they would present both the posiMurray was elected to the po- tive and negative aspects of the
sition of secretary. over Kate referendum," said Dan Birchok
Meacham. Kevin Comer de- "The Student Union never said
feated Melanie Shakarian for anything about the problems
with a s tudent activities fee."
the position of Chief justice.
Birchak and other students
Also on the ballot, and
passed, was the student posted signs to target commuter
students, which were taken down
acri vires fee referendum.
The student activities fee sometime this past weekend.
"The student activities fee will
will charge students $25 per
semester, generating approxi- finally provide clubs and organimately $175,000 per year for zationswiththefundstheysodesclubs, organizations and spe- perately need," said Student
cial events. Currently, clubs Union Vice President, Barry
and organizations receive di- MacEntee. "It isencumbent upon
the administration and the trustrect funding from John Carroll University,amounting to a ees to heed the voice of the students. This referendum has detotal of $70,000.
The referendum money livered a clear mandate."
The referendum passed by a
will help the Student Union
meet club and organization margin of 75 votes.
News Editor

The surveillance camera at the .U.tington Bank on FairTllOlXlt Circle shows the suspect in
that bank's hold-t~p.

ery
Tom O'Konowlu
Editor-in-Chief

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is searching
for the man who held up the Huntington National
Bank in front of John Carroll University's campus.
A white male entered the Fairmount Circle bank
during the noon hour of jan. 29and furnished a teller
with a note demanding money, according to the FBL
The man is believed to have been unarmed, and
he did not get away with any money, said Robert
Hawk, FBI agent.
Nonetheless, the law defines the incident as a
"bank robbery," according to Hawk
The suspect is presumed to be in his early twenties, with a height between 5-foot, 3-inches and 5foot, 8-inches. He has a slight mustache.

Faking your way to 21
Meagan Lynch
Managing Editor

There he sits at the threshold of the
golden gates to the land of 21-yearolds like some kind of superhero with
x-ray vision-waiting for his next underage victim. Poised, confident, you
approach the omnipotent bouncer
with a form of identification that your
friends say will never work but that
you just have to try anyway.
Success~

You never thought you'd be so glad
to walk into a place with incoherent
people, air so thick with smoke that
your eyes burn and lines to the bathroom that could wrap the globe.
However, this haven of chaos is often where the John Carroll University
underage drinking saga begins. Unfortunately. involvement in this saga
often yields trouble when a man in a
navy blue uniform complete with a
badge, gun, handcuffs and a squad car
creeps into the bar. The trouble is
heightened when you buy a beer. The
climax to this saga is the statement, "I

need to see some identification."
And you thought you were safe once
inside the bar, huh? Bummer.
According to Tavern Company AssistantManager AlexQuintana,itisperfectl y legal for. police officers to spot
check bar patrons.
·
Beat cops, or cops that patrol a particular area, may be in a squad car, in a
bar or on foot. They are allowed to ask a
person for identification if they have
probable cause.
Probable cause, according to Cleveland Heights Law Director John Gibbon, is if there is evidence of a crime or if
the evidence could be contested in court
on whether the search was legaL
Showing false identification to an
officer is "a misdemeanor in the first
degree, which is the most serious misdemeanor," according to University
Heights Police Lieutenant David Novinc.
Novinc added that first time offenderswill receive a minimum fineof$200,
(although it may be as high as $I,OOO)
and no more than six months in jail.
Second time offenders face a fine be-

tween $500 and $1,000 and a 60 day
license suspension. A third offense carries the same fine, bur it attaches a license suspension until the offender is
21.
Manufacturing false identification
carries a heftier fine. Under Ohio law, it
is illegal for any person other than the
state to manufacture, sell or distribute
in any manner an identification card
for the purpose of establishing a person's
age that displays the great seal of Ohio,
the words "Ohio," "State," "Official" or
any other designation that represents
the card as the official identification
card of Ohio. Doing so is a fourth degree
felony, and offenders are subject to a
fine of up to$2500 and five years in jaiL
Cleveland Heights bars such as Tavern Company and Quinn's in the
Heights require everyone to show proper
identification upon entering the bar. A
Quinn's bartender said, "Matt Quinn
cardseveryoneastheywalk in the door."
Quintana said that an average of five
people per night are turned away from
see IDs, page 3

The day o the hold-up, witnesses n
urve lance camera confirmed that he was wearing a dark
blue sweatshirt, beige baseball cap that was backwards at the time, and dark trousers.
"We haven't ruled out the possibility that (the
suspect] could be a college student." Hawk said.
Shaker Heights Police responded to the incident,
and are currently assisting the FBI in the ongoing
investigation.
Sgt. Mullaney,Shaker Heightsdetective,said that
his department did not have jurisdiction in the case
si nce the bank is a federal institution.
Hawk said that a nyone with possible information regarding the suspect should notify the FBI by
calling 522-1400.
Reward money is available, Hawk said.
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Students vie for RA positions
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Pledge season begins

Erin O'Donnell
process is over.
sororities for a variety of reasons, ranging
Steve Beaudry
Staff Reporter
In order to elimmate bias, the process
Staff Reporter
from improving their social life to building
The Resident Assistant (RA) process at
committee goes through all applications
PigTails. Tuck-ins. Singing in the cafete- upon past friendships
john Carroll is one that requires both time
and interviews byconductingaconsensus ria. Thesearejustsomeof the activities that
"I wanted to grow tighter with the
and dedication.
exercise. Next, the committee looks for the
will be seen on campus in the weeks to friends I already have," said Pht Beta Phi
Senior and twoyearRA , DanaColecchia
most qualified applicants and fills spots come.
pledge, Steve Spenthoff. "The Beta's are a
said, "I felt that !learned a lot about myself
accordingly. Lastly,thecommitteelooksat
Pledging for John Carroll fraternitiesand good group of guys to spend time with. I
and got to know other people."
num bers,asking how many spots are availsororities has officially started. The eight- just want to wm the Beta Bowl" The Beta
The entire RA process includes an esable for the year and the most qualified
week process, culminating with Greek- Bowl is an annual football game played besay, a detailed autobiography, two referapplicants are finally chosen to fill the
week and ind uction dances, kicked-off as tween Phi Beta Phi and Iota Beta Gamma.
ence letters, nine hours of small groupdisspots. Those who made it to the final deciearly as February 2 for some organizations.
All of the campus Greek organizations
cussionsand an interview with a commitsion but were not chosen as RA's then beMany of the fraternities and sororities have certain pledge requirements and accome alternates in case someone is unable
tee of eight to 10.
have a greater number of pledges this year tivities.
lO fulfill the position.
Th e committee usually consists of
than usual Delta Delta Xi pledge mistress,
Many pledges are required to carry
Donna Byrnes, director of Residence Life,
Most importantly,in looking for RAcan- junior Martha Keffer stated, "With thirty- pledge books, interview their members,and
Heather Tucker, assistant director of Resididates, Byrnes said heart, and a desire to seven pledges, this is our biggest year ever." obtain signatures from various students.
dence Life, hall directors and trained resibe a part of the campus, are important.
Students are pledging fraternities and Alpha Rho Omega pledges eat dinner with
dent assistants. The interview process la sts
their members every Friday.
20-25 minutes.
Other pledgeacti vi ties inc! ude going out
However, according w Tucker and
as group, community service, and mixers.
Byrnes everyone, whether chosen or not,
Some organizations include painting the
gets something out of the process.
Pacelli lion and scavenger hunts as part of
Clare Taft
Small group discussion classes are held
their pledging process.
Ed Klein
so the applicants become more in touch
It is the job of the pledge mistress, or
News Editors
with their own personaldevelopment. The
master, to organize events, answer pledge's
Spring is a time of rebirth. Easter, Passover, the Druid festival, john Carroll
mandatory classes are held for three hours
questions, and oversee general pledging
pledging and the residence life RA hiringprocesssignify new life forthoseof us that
every Sunday.
duties.
aren't part of these weird and off the wall annual ceremonies.
However, senior Joe Brazier disagrees
Delta Delta Xi pledge mistress, junior
Two of these activities, the clique of RA's and the clique of local fraternities and
with the politics of the RA process. Brazier
Jaime Richards stressed the importance of
sororities, causejCU students to resort to self -examination. For some, skeletons are
said, "It's a fair process in itself, but it's
unity in regard to pledge activities.
dragged out of years of hiding, for others, skeletons are added to the closet.
political because they know who they want
"We are big on unity because the pledge
Remember that time in second grade when you cheated during Red Rover? How
before the process begins." Brazier was a
group is so large this year. Sometimes in
about when , during seventh grade, you stole a candy bar [rom Revco because Billy
RAapplicant whowasnotchosen last year.
large groups it's harder to rea!I yget to know
told you to? lt will come out during the all-inclusive, comprehensive confessions,
On the whole, the entire RA process is
everyone," said Richards.
known as RA interviews.
time consuming for both the candidate as
Most fraternities and sororities exDo you like to drink? Do you like your seH -image and self-esteem? Scrap it all,
well as the small group facilitators who
pressed
that their social accivitiescome secyou are about to conform to a highly acculturated, elite grecian group.
are returning resident assistants.
ond
to
getting
toknoweachother,and buildDid you ever notice that all of the RA's sit together at lunch? Maybe you were
As with any leadership position, there
ing a bond throughout the organization.
friends with them before they became RA:s. Do you see them anymore? We suggest
are ce rtain qualities necessary in becom However, a common but serious proba theory that Residence Life is actually a fraternity in di sguise.
inga RA . According to Byrnes and Tucker,
lem
with pledging is hazing.
Ed would now like to mention Fr. Shea, because, frankly. he mentions him in
students applying for the RA process
John Carrolladministrationdefines hazevery commentary, and if he stopped now, his public would be upset Thanks Fr.
should know themselves, be<ipproachable, .
ing as "any act of initiation unto any stuShea, for alhhe memories.
open minded, assertive, imaginative,comdent
or other organization that causes or
We have no problems with being an RA or in a Gr~ or
mUDit'/ oricmed aaa aladet. aut. moa
Wiiiri;."~''"t'~Millb a
,or causes mental or physical
f
d...
e~plewhousedto
oorfrl.end.
imporran tly: rhe RA applicant s hould have
harm to any perscn."
tions. We find it troubling to see pledges dressed in all black, frantically finding
ume and be flexJble in availability.
"According to John Carroll University
signatures and other ridiculous acts all in the name of being part of something.
Questions applicants should ask thempolicy, 'hazing activities of any type are inClare would now like to mention two things; one she hates working with Ed and
selves are "Can l do the job?" "Willi do the
consistent with the educational process and
wishes he would shut up, he is not the brains of the team, and two, pledge KDG .
job?" and "How wi\11 fn into the commube prohibited at all times,m said Dean
shall
Not every Greek organization resorts to humiliation. There are those groups
nity?"
of Students, Patrick Rombalski.
that do actually promote "sister" and "brotherhood."
TheRA proccs amacts a wide variety
Rombalski went on to say that hazing
But how does painting the Pacelli Lion, while having garbage dumped on you,
of students. and despite what one might
includes
breaking any laws or university
bond you and your fellow pledges? There are other ways to bring people together
believe, it is nor necessary to have a perfect
policies.
(like glue) and make friends out of strangers.
"track record" ro become an RA. AccordSanctions against organizations charged
For example, have them write a 20 page autobiography. Then interrogate them
ing to both Tucker and Byrnes, there are
withhazingincludeanythingfrom a warnin a fashion that would make the Spanish Inquistion look like child's play.
students who have never broken a rule and
ing to the suspension of the organization's
If you really want strangers to bond, promise them free room and board. Then
there are those students who have been
pledging process.
assume that they have memorized every rule ever issued by the administration.
wntten up before for minor violations.
Fraternities and sororities are aware of
"Ed, you're creepy," said Clare,realizingthesimilarities between Ed andsqmrrels.
One word of caution for all those applithe
university's policies, and have taken
So go, pledge a sorority or fraternity, become an RA; you've been forewarned. If
cants, Residence Life does reserve the right
to make sure hazing is not part of
steps
you like yourself, pick one that won't make you into t~e campus tdtot
to take back an acceptance or deny an
their
pledging
processes. Richards stated,
Student Union meetings are every Tuesday at 5:15 m theJardme Room.
acceptance if an applicant is written up
"we're not about humiliation or degradaduring the RA process and even after the
tion, we just want the girls to have fun."
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Program addresses eating disorders~
Megan Hetman
Staff RePOrter
When doesdietinggo beyond
trying to lose weight1
Many of us have tried diet ing
or at least know someone who
has. The gym and workout rooms
arepackedeverynightwilhthose
trying to lose weight or stay in
shape.
Those are just the usual attempts to get the ideal body, right?
But what if these attempts go to
far?
On Wednesday, Feb. 25 from
7:00-9:00 PM in theJardine Room,
John Carroll University will join
hundreds of colleges nation wide
by participating in the National
Eating Disorders Screening Program (NEDSP)as part of National
Eating Disorders Awareness
Week (NEDAW), Feb. 23-28.
This program will allow stu-

dents to hear an educational presentation on eating disorders, meet
one-on-one with health care professionals and receive a free,
anonymous screening.
Eating disorders are serious
problems on college campuses.
Those who are most vulnerable to
eating discrders are people who
start dieting to boost self esteem.
As they lose weight they become obsessed with losing more
weight and develop erratic eating
disorders.
The most common eating disorder is anorexia nervosa in which
the individual starves themselves
by dramatically limiting caloric
intake.
Bulimia nervosa is an eating
disorder in which the individual
has binge periods in which they
consume unusually large
amounts of food and then, fearing

weight gain purge themselves,
usually by vomiting, using laxatives, or compulsive exercising.
John Ropar,director of the un iversitycounselingservices feels it
is important to participate in
NEDAW to help those students
who are struggling with eating
disorders
"I think that we [University
Counseling Services] have notresponded to the needs of students
on campus," Ropar said.
"!see more and more girls each
semester struggling with eating
disorders."
JohnCarrolldoes not only deal
with eating disorders during
NEDA Week.
"We have support groups for
friends of victims of eating disorders plus individualcounseling for
people with eating diSorders" said
Ropar.

IDs

News Briefs
Student Union stands against aati-femlni•
The executive board of the Student Union of john Carroll
University passed a resolution on Feb.lO to denounce the recent
incidents of anti-feminist litera cure and graffiti on campus. The
Student Union noted that the incidents violate john Carroll's
Jesuit character and "Community of Learning."

Academic Advlsirut:
Freshmen and sophomore advising willbegin Feb. 16. At the
firstacademicadvisingappointmentsophomoreswhohavecarned
45 credit hours should declare a major. Appointment cards ha~
been sent via mail.

Justice in 1Mog color
john Carroll University will commemorate Black HistorJ
month with a panel discussion ol eight local female

1

have
overcome prejudice,
"f cillle1·~- ~-ted IOd~
in
Ltftll8~ Will ~IDOIJCitb'\IJII..,
liUk of the eight judges. I free :progntm.ia.beillg SpoDIIOJid
the Office of Multicultural
Carroll Uni•IWS!ty, aind
will be held on Monday, Feb.l6, at 7:00p.m. in the OJ. '-"•" ....~"'"'
Student Center. Any questions, call, 397-4185.
The philosophy club at John Carroll University will present
the film, "The Quarrel,• on Thursday, Feb. 12 at 7:45p.m. m the
Jardine room. "The Quarrel" is the story of two Holocaust survi'YOI'Sand their dtffering perspectives on their experiences during
ftQIQc:aua. AH are welcome to attend.

continued from page 1
Tavern Company. The confiscated
identification cards are turned
into police, who, according to
Novinc, can potentially press
charges against both the minor
and the person that supplied the
identification.
ln an arrest situation, Gibbon
recognizes fact that a criminal
charge can be an intimidating experience, and he warns students
to be cautious.
He said, "It is best to talk to a
lawyer before giving a statement
to the police."
Nonetheless, avoiding arrest is
always the student's best option.

Perhaps one should
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Philosophy club movie

Northern Ireland cultural day
The John Carroll University Department of 1n ternatlOnal Studies will bold aculturalday to address misconceptions and stereotypes of the situation in Northern lrdand. There will be a focus on
history, literature. music and a film on Northern Ireland. Seats are
limited for the program. Anyone Interested should contact Dr.
Cbirayath of the Department oC International Studies at, l'ill-

ac~ept

Quintana's invitation to TavCo:
"Hey, stop in sometime for a drink
if you're 211"

Newsbrieft ~ comptled lryClare Taft, Ne~Editor.

ATT£MTiOH
STODEMTS:
Students dance the night away at the Valentine's Day Dance, 'My Heart Will Go 01\• on Feb. 7.

Beaudry nominations available
Abby Hoffmam

LIVE SWING IN
THE BASEMENT OF
TUFIDAY & WEDNESDAY:

The Carroll News, February 12, 1998

Staff Reporter
Awarded to anoutstandingsenior who exhibits characteristics of
Christian lifestyle, service, leadership and academic achievement,
the Beaudry Award has recognized John Carroll University seniors
since 1951.
The Beaudry Award was founded in honor of John Carroll graduate, Robert Beaudry, class of 1950, who died in a plane crash while
attending law schooL Beaudry was a member of the Christian Life
Community (CLC) whileattendingjohn Carroll.
CLC now sponsors the award in honor of Beaudry and his extensive service to the campus community.
"Bob Beaudry was an all-around good guy," said Helen Joyce, CLC
moderator.."The award was established in his memory to honor
scmeone with similar qualities."
The Beaudry Award is theonlystudentawardgiven at graduation.
To be considered for the award, a graduating senior must be
nominated. Nominations can be made by students of any class
However, only seniors can vote for the recipient of the Beaudry
Award.
Nommations will take place at tables in the Atrium and Grasselli
Library from Feb.l6-20. omination forms are also available in the
Campus Ministry Office. Nominations can be made until Feb. 20.

Read The
BluePrint

The last day for textbook
purchases or returns is:

SATVRDA'(,f"fBROAR'f fq
Trattoria
on the

Hill
Restaurant
Outdoor Dining
Party Room
12207 Mayfield Road
Clevalatld, Oblo 44106

421-2700
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Students vie for RA positions
Erin O'Donnell
Staff Reporter

The Resident Assistant (RA) process at
john Carroll is one that requires both time
and dedication.
SeniorandtwoyearRA, DanaColecchia
said, "1 felt that !learned a lot about myself
and got to know other people."
The entire RA process includes an essay, a detailed autobiography, rwo reference letters, nine hours of small group discussions and an imerview with a committee of eight to 10.
The committee usually consists of
Donna Byrnes, director of Residence Life,
Heather Tucker, assisrant director of Residence Life, hall dJrectors and trained resident assistants. The interview process lasts
20-25 minutes.
However, according LO Tucker and
Byrnes everyone, whether chosen or not,
gets something out of the process.
Small group discussion classes are held
so the applicants become more in touch
with their own personal development. The
mandatory classes are held for three hours
every Sunday.
However, senior joe Brazier disagrees
with the politics of the RA process. Brazier
said, "It's a fair process in itself, but it's
political because they knoww ho they wanr
before the process begins." Brazier was a
RAappl icant who was not chosen last year.
On the whole, the entire RA process is
rime consuming for both the candidate as
well as the small group facilitators who
are returning residem assistants.
As with any leadersh1p position, there
are cenai n qualities necessary in becom inga RA AccordingtoByrnes andTucker,
students applying for the RA process
should know themselves, be approachable, .
open minded, assertive, imaginative,commumty oritate.cl Ulli a luda:. lkii..JDOM.
importa ntly, th e RA npplica nts hoLJld have

ume and be flexible in availability.
Questions applicants should ask themselves are "Can l do the job?" "Will i do the
job?" and "How willl fit into the community?"
TheRA process attracts a wide variety
of students, and despite what one might
believe, il is nor necessary LO have a perfect
"track record" ro become an RA. According to both Tucker and Byrnes, there are
students who have never broken a rule and
there are those students who have been
written up before for minor violations.
One word of caution for all those applicants, Residence Life does reserve the right
ro take back an acceptance or deny an
acceptance if an applicant is written up
during the RA process and even after the

process is over.
ln order lO eliminate bias, the process
committee goes through all applications
and interviews by conducting a consensus
exercise. Next, the com mi tree looks for the
most qualified applicants and fills spots
accordingly. Lastly, the committee looks at
num bers,asking how many spots are available for the year and the most qualified
applicants are finally chosen to fill the
spots. Those who made it to the final decision but were not chosen as RA's then become alternates in case someone is unable
to fulfill the position.
Most importantly, in looking for RA candidates, Byrnes said heart, and a desire to
be a part of the cam pus, are important.
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Pledge season begins
Steve Beaudry

soror ities for a variety of reasons, ranging
from improvmgtheirsociallife to building
Pig Tails. Tuck-ins. Singing in the cafete- upon past friendships.
"I wanted to grow tighter with the
ria. Thesearejustsomeof the activities that
will be seen on campus in the weeks to friends I already have," saId Phi Beta Phi
pledge, Steve Spenthoff. "The Beta's are a
come.
Pledging for John Carroll frarernitiesa nd good group of guys to spend rime with. l
sororities has officially started. The eight- just want to win the Beta BowL" The Beta
week process, culminating with Greek- Bowl is an annual football game played beweek and induction dances, kicked-off as tween Phi Beta Phi and Iota Beta Gamma.
All of the campus Greek organizations
early as February 2 for some organizations.
Many of the fraternities and sororities have certain pledge requirements and achave a greater number of pledges this year tivities.
than usual. Delta Delta Xi pledge mistress,
Many pledges are required to carry
junior Martha Keffer stated, "With thirty- pledge books, interview their members, and
seven pledges, this is our biggest year ever." obtain signatures from various students.
Students are pledging fraternities and Alpha Rho Omega pledges eat dinner with
their members every Friday.
Other pledge activities include going out
as group, community service, and mixers.
Some organizations include painting the
Pacelli lion and scavenger h unrs as part of
Clare Taft
their pledging process.
Ed Klein
lt is the job of the pledge mistress, or
News Editors
master, to organize events, answer pledge's
Spring is a time of rebirth. Easter, Passover, the Druid festival, John Carroll
questions, and oversee general pledging
pledging and the residence life RA hiring process signify new life for those of us that
duties.
aren't pan of these weird and off the wall annual ceremonies.
Delta Delta Xi pledge mistress, junior
Two of these activities, the clique of RA's and the clique of local fraternities and
Jaime Richards stressed the importance of
sororities, causejCU students to resort to self-examination. For some, skeletons are
unity in regard to pledge activities.
dragged out of years of hiding, for others, skeletons are added to the closet.
'We are big on unity because the pledge
Remember that time in second grade when you cheated during Red Rover? How
group is so large this year. Sometimes in
about when, during seventh grade, you stole a candy bar from Revco because Billy
large groups it's harder to really get to know
told you to? It will come out during the all-inclusive, comprehensive confessions,
everyone," said Richards.
known as RA interviews.
Most fraternities and sororities exDo you like to drink? Do you like your self-image and self-esteem? Scrap it all,
pressed that theirsocialactiviriescome secyou are about to conform to a highly acculturated, elite grecian group.
ond to getting to knoweachother,and buildDid you ever notice that all of the RA's sit together at lunch? Maybe you were
ing a bond throughout the organization.
friends with them before they became RA's. Do you see them anymore? We suggest
However, a common but serious proba theory that Residence Life is actually a fra ternity in disguise.
lem
with pledging is hazing.
Ed would now like to mention Fr. Shea, because, frankly, he mentions him in
John Carroll administration defines hazevery commentary, and if he stopped now, his public would be upset. Thanks Fr.
ing as "any act of initiation unto any stuShea, for all-rhe memories.
dent
or other or&anization that causes or
We have no problems with being an RA or ina Gr~9r
~£>......,t>-<~OIRI~ a
, DT causes rttental or physical
f
d ...
ewhousec!to
urfrlen ,
harm to any person."
rions. We find it troubling to see pledges dressed in all black, frantically finding
"Accordi ng to john Carroll University
signatures and other ridiculous acts all in the name of being part of something.
policy, 'hazing activities of any type are inClare would now like to mention two things; one she hates working with Ed and
consistent with rheeducarional process and
wishes he would shut up, he is not the brains of the team, and two, pledge KIX;.
shall
be prohibited at all times,'" said Dean
or every Greek organization resorts to humiliation. There are those groups
of
Students,
Patrick Rombalski.
tha r do actually promote "sister" and "brotherhood."
Rombalski went on to say that hazing
But how does painting the Pacelli Lion, while having garbage dumped on you,
includes breaking any laws or university
bond you and your fellow pledges? There are other ways to bring people together
policies.
(like glue) and make friends out of strangers.
Sanctionsagainstorganizationscharged
For example, have them write a 20 page a utobiogra ph y. Then interrogate them
with hazing includ e anything from a warnin a fashion that would make the Spanish lnquistion look like child's play.
ing to the suspension of the organization's
If you really want strangers to bond, promise them free room andb~ard. Then
pledging process
assume that they have memorized every rule ever Issued by the admmistrauon.
Fraternities and sororities are aware of
"Ed, you're creepy," said Clare,realizing the similarities between Ed and squmels.
the
university's policies, and have taken
So go, pledge a Sorority or fraternity, become an RA; you've been forewarned. If
steps
to make sure hazing is not part of
you like yourself, pick one that won't make you into the campus idiot.
their
pledging
processes. Richards stated,
Student Union meetings are every Tuesday at 5:15 m thejardme Room.
"we're not about humiliation or degradation, we just want the girls to have fun."
Staff Reporter
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Program addresses eating disorders~
Megan Hetman
Staff Reporter
When does dieting go beyond
trying to lose weight?
Many of us have tried dieting
or at least know someone who
has. Thegymand workout rooms
are packed every night with those
trying to lose weight or stay in
shape.
Those are just the usual attempts to get the ideal bod y,right?
But what if these attempts go to
far?
On Wednesday, Feb. 25 from
7:00-9:00PM in theJardine Room,
john Carroll University will join
hundreds of colleges nationwide
by participating in the National
Eating Disorders Screening Program (N EDSP)as part of National
Eating Disorders Awareness
Week (NEDAW), Feb. 23-28.
This program will allow stu-

dents to hear an educational presen ration on eating disorders, meet
one-on-one with health care professionals and receive a free,
anonymous screening.
Eating disorders are serious
problems on college campuses.
Those who are most vulnerable to
eating disorders are people who
start dieting to boost self esteem.
As they lose weight they become obsessed with losing more
weight and develop erratic eating
disorders.
The most common eating disorder is anorexia nervosa in which
the individual starves themselves
by dramatically limiting caloric
intake.
Bulimia nervosa is an eating
disorder in which the individual
has binge periods in which they
consume unusually large
amounts of food and then, fearing

weight gain purge themselves,
usually by vomiting, using laxatives, or compulsive exercising.
john Ropar,director of the university counseling services feels it
is important to participate in
NEDAW to help rhose students
who are struggling with eating
disorders.
"l think that we [University
Counseling Services! have not responded to the needs of students
on campus,· Ropar said.
'I see more and more girls each
semester struggling with eating
disorders."
John Carroll does notonlydeal
with eating disorders during
NEDA Week.
"We have support groups for
friends of viet ims of eating disordersplusindividualcounselingfor
people with eating di5orders" said
Ropar.
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News Briefs
Student Union stands against aati-fetnJniw
The uecutive board of the Student Union of john Carroll
University passed a resolution on Feb.lO to denounce the rttent
incidents of ami-feministliterature and graHiti on campus. The
Student Union noted thar the incidents violate john Carroll's
Jesuit character and "Community ol Learning."

Academic AdvisinR
Freshmen and sophomore advising willbegin Feb.l6. At the
firstacademicadvisingappointmentsophomoreswhohaveearned
45 credit hours should declare a major. Appointment cards havoe
been sent via mail.

Justice in living color

john Carroll Univusiry will commemorate Black Histor.J
month with a panel discussion of eight local female~ wbo
haw: overcome ,r.rejudice,caUed, j~ in Uvju& Color.• ~

fn~ wtll~aoopeab-waol~--eo

\\lOde oC the eight judges. The fret populi& being sponsored tlj
the Office of Multicultural Affairsatjohn Carroll Uniw:rslty, and
will be held on Monday. Feb.l6, at 7:00p.m. in the OJ. Lombardo
Student Center. Any questions, call, 397-4185.

Philosophy club movie
The philosophy dub at john Carroll University will present
the film, "The Quarrel," on Thursday. Feb. 12 at 7:45p.m. in the
Jardine room. "The Quarrel' is the story of two Holocaust survi-

continued from page 1
Tavern Company. The confiscated
identification cards are turned
into police, who, according to
Novinc, can potentially press
charges against both the minor
and the person that supplied the
identification.
ln an arrest situation, Gibbon
recognizes fact that a criminal
c harge can be an intimidating experience, and he warns students
to be cautious.
He said, "lt is best to talk to a
lawyer before giving a statement
to the police."
Nonetheless, avoiding arrest is
always the student's best option.
Perhaps one should acj:ept
Quintana's Invitation to TavCo:
"Hey, stop in sometime for a drink
if you're 2lr

perspectJws on their experienct.s clwiDs

l~J&~~ . .aue~0~cmd

Northern Ireland cultural clay
The]ohn Carroll University Department of Inter nattonal Studies will hold aculturaldaytoaddress misconceptions and stereotypes of the situation in Northern Ireland. There will be a foe us on
bistory,literature,musicandafilmonNonhernlreland. Seats are
limited for the program. Anyone interested should contact Dr.
Chirayath of the Deparunent of lllteroarioaal Studles at. 3!11·

.ATT£tfTiOH
STOD£M.rs~
Students dance the night away at the Valentine's Day Dalce, 'My Heart Will Go On" on Feb. 7.

Beaudry nominations available
Abby Hoffmam

LIVE SWING IN
THE BASEMENT OF

'1'\-\-
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Staff Reporter
Awarded roanoutstandingseniorwhQexhibitscharacteristicsof
Christian lifestyle, service, leadership and academic achievement,
the Beaudry Award has recognized John Carroll University seniors
since 1951.
The Beaudry Award was founded in honor of John Carroll gradu·
ate, Robert Beaudry, class of 1950, who died in a plane crash while
anending law school. Beaudry was a member of the Christian Life
Community (CLC) while attendingJohn CarrolL
CLC now sponsors the award in honor of Beaudry and his extensive service to the campus community
"Bob Beaudry was an all-around good guy," said Helen Joyce, CLC
moderator. "The award was established in his memory to honor
someone with similar qualities."
The Beaudry Award is the only student award given at graduation.
To be considered for the award, a graduating senior must be
nominated. Nominations can be made by students of any class.
However, only seniors can vote for the recipient of the Beaudry
Award.
Nominations will take place at tables in the Atrium and Grasselli
Library from Feb.l6-20. Nomination forms are also available in the
Campus Ministry Office. Nominations can be made until Feb. 20.

Read The
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U.S. deploys more troops and planes to area
Men less likely to disclose HIV status
Men who tested pos1tive for HIV are less likely to tell their
sexual partners about their HIV status than women, according
to a study done by Michael Stein of Brown University. Stein's
research found 52 percent of men and 78 percent of women
revealed they were HIV positive. Out of the men who did
disclose their health history. only 42 percent said they always
used condoms during intercourse Stein further discovered
one-fifth of HIV positive people who were involved in a serious
relationship for at least six monthsf ailed toinform 1heir partner.

Gov.George Voinovichsigned twobillsf unherregulatingabortions
in the state of Ohio last week The first bill required minors to get
parental consent beforegetringan abortion. The biU al:;ospecified
that women must meet with a physician 24 hours before getting
an abortion to make sure questions about the procedure are
answered and so the doctor can provide medical information.
Voinovichalsosigneda bill that prohibits thesuue (rom funding
abortions ror state employees. unless the abortlon is llt.ICtS>IIry to
preserve the woman's life.

Heavy snow delays Olympic games
Blizzard conditions in Nagano, Japan clelayed several Olympic
events Monday. Alpine skiing events including the men's slalom
andthewomen'ssnowboardinggiantslalom werethemostaffected
by the weather, and the events have been rescheduled (or later in
the week The Japan Meteorological Ag~ncy told re~ the
snow should cease by Wednesday. The agency also issUed an
avalanchewamingforthemountainvlllagessurroundingNagano.

romdiscusslng w arr ey ave ea , utt osetestt ymgare ree
todiscloseinformation as rheychoose WllliamGinsberg.Monica
Lewinsky's lawyer, agreed with Clinton's lawyers, saying that
~regardingevldencetnthec:asewere'dlsastrous'and'unfair.'

Senates approves new surgeon general
The Senate approved Dr. David Satcher's nomination for U.S.
Surgeon General. a position vllcant for three years, on Tuesday.
Sa rcher made Jt through the of ten long and drawn-out process of
confirmation hearings. but severa!Sertate members waged attacks
on Satcher because he supportS partial birth abortiorts on some
cases Previous! y Satcher served as the director of the U.S. CenterS
for Disease Control and Prevention for the past four years.

World Briefs were compiled by Sara E. Buss, \\brldNewsEdi-

tor. with tht: aid oflnttrnel sourcts.
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Although U.S Ambassador to
the United
Nattons Bill
Richardson told Washington Post
reporters Saturd ay that" ... clear,
unfettered, unconditional access
to all sites and all applicable docume n ts" in Iraq would constitute
an acceptable di plomatic solution,
he ma intained tha t, • ... d iplomacy
right now is on life support. We
frankly don't see much hope it will
succeed ."
Claiming hisdiplomaticefforts

backing from Britain, Germany,
Staff Reporter
and Canada.
U.S. off icials th reatened s ubAustralia n Prime Minister John
sta ntial mili tary action against
Howard also announced Tuesday
Iraq within weeks if diplomatic
that he would support a ny U.S.
efforts continue to fail.
mi litary attac k on Iraq, accord ing
to Reuters.
Maintain ing that the goal of a
military a ttack would be specifiRussia n President Boris Yeltsin
re ma ined committed to a diplocally a imed atstoppinglraqi President Saddam Hussein from pnr
mat ic solution, accord ing to meclueing chemical and biological
d ia reports.
wea pons, Sec retary of Sta te
Cohen said his talks on Sa turday with French Defense Minister
Madele ine Albright sa id Monday
Alain Richard
that,"The administration
were "very
does not agree with those
positive." de who s uggest we should
"... diplomacy right now on life
spite France's
deploy hundred s of
opposition to
Amer ican troops to en support We frankly don't see
military intergage unilate rally in a
much hope will succeed."
ground war in Iraq aimed
vention
in
Iraq, accord a t goals that could not be
ach ieved (in thel991Gulf
ing to Reuters
War)." reported Reuters
reports.
In an internews service.
Defense Secretary William had "reached a critical stage." UN view published Monday by
Cohen ordered an add itional2.500 Secretary-General Kofi Annan Reuters, Iraq's Defense Minister
to 3,000 ground troops to Kuwait canceled a Middle Eastern visit to General Sultan Hashim Ahmed
on Monday to discourage Iraqi remain at U.N. Headquarters, re- told the weekly newspaper Pulse
ofYouth that "Despite the enemy's
leaderSaddam Hussein "from any ported AP sources.
· After late night talks on Sun- superiority in skill and technolcreative thinking." according to
day, Cohen a11d Saudi officials is- ogy and their developed weapons,
Reuters.
The additional troops rein- sued a joint statement in which Iraqis are completely confident of
forced the deployment of 42addi- they agreed that, " . .. if Saddam victory."
Nonetheless, troops of Sad dam
tional U.S. strike and support Hussein refuses to comply with
planes to the Persian Gulf region, the United Nations Security Reso- Hussein's elite Republican Guard
a request which , according to lutions, he alone would be respon- have been scattered throughout
Reuters, was made by Cohen on sible for the consequences of his Iraq, while diplomats from Iraq
actions."· reported Reuters.
have begun to seek support from
Saturday.
Cohen told reporters before the several Arab countries, reported
The threatened U.S. military
ac tio n is the result of Iraq's refusal Sunday evening meeting that he AP news sources.
If a military strike becomes
to give U.N. Special Commission would not ask Saud i officials for
(UNSCOM) inspectors access to permission to launch air strikes necessary, U.S. officials favor a
Iraqi sites which are suspected to from Saudi bases, claiming "The moonless night - a series of six
contain biological and chemical general (Central command Chief moonless nights in Baghdad wi U
General Antho ny Zi nni) has made begin on Feb. 20 - to attack
wa rfare programs.
When outlining the threat that a determinat ion that he can carry Baghdad, according to Newsweeh .
When asked by Reuters reportIraq poses, Cohen reiterated that out whatever he needs to carry
U.S. evidence confirms Saddam out with the forces that are now ers how much time Saddam had
Hussein's weapons stockpile in- there (in the Gulf) or will be there left, Madeleine Albright replied:
cludes 2.100 gallons of anthrax in the foreseeable future." accord- "It's not days, and it's not months it's in the weeks category. We want
germs as well as 3.9 tons of the ing to Reuters.
Sunday ended Cohen's Euro- tomakesurethatwehaveexplored
lethal nerve agent VX, according
pean tour during which he gained all the diplomatic options."
to Reuters reports.
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Voinovich signs parental consent bill

sponsored by
AMSA
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Bill Richardson

Jane Rich

Wall." came to talk on Germany and the
class was req uired to read h is book first.
T hin k ing of going abroad, but can't "The most interesti ng speaker I hea rd was
imagine being halfway across the world in Daniel Els burg." Mazzi said. 'He talked for
France or England? Well, there may be three hours [Elsburg] worked for Nixon
another option for you--our nation's capi- a nd turned over the Pentagon Papers. Th at
made for a n interesti ng discussion on contal, Washing ton, D.C.
Was h ington is a city with many oppor- spiracy theory."
tun ities for learni ng and fun. That is why
Interns in t he capital are often asked if
two j oh n Carroll students, se nior Ginger they had the opponu nny to see the presiMcCauley a nd ju nior Alicia Mazzi,decided den.t. Mazzi sa~ h im twice, including the
to s pend last semester there. Even though time he spoke ro the American University
they were both in the same city they had student body. The second nme was after
very d iffe rent exper iences to relate.
President C lin to n finished taping"Meet the
Mazz i loved the capi tal a nd decided to Press" and his motorcaid was going down
go through the "Washi ngto n Se meste r." She the street. Ma zzi caugh t a glimspe when
had class two days per week at the Ameri- Clinton waved to the group of studen ts.
can Universi ty, hadar) internship two days
Mazzi worked on Capitol Hill for Con per week o n Capitol Hill, and did research gressman james Trafficant, a Democrat
on her one day off. There were about 400 from the Youngstown area. Her duties were
students from all over the country and the towritenewspaperarticlesfonhecongressworld at the program.
man, write letters toconstituents,go to Con"I was really homesick ," Mazzi said. 'It gressional Hearings and take notes as well
was like being a freshman again, but I got as work on vario us other assignments.
over that in two weeks."
"The office really wanted me to get exOne major part of the internship was a per ience since I was only there for a semesmajor research paper to be worked on ter," Mazzi said.
throughout the semester. Mazzi's project
Some of the duties that Mazzi did [or
was on security relations between the U.S. Congressman Trafficam were things tha t
and Italy concerning Albania and Bosnia. legislative assistants do, not the typical in1t turned out to be 41 pages long with 40-50 tern assignments.
sources. She interviewed many people who
The students that came to D.C through
had first-hand experience with the topic. Washington Semester were housed in
"Getting contacts and interviewing for dorms that were on a separated part of the
this gave me a really good networking base," American University cam pus.
·
·
uGoing to A:merican-[University] made
Mazzi said.
The class that Mazzi attended consisted me appreciate the services such as the ath of different speakers. There were three to letics center, the computer facilities, and
six speakers a week. The class wasexpected the helpful administration we have atjCU,"
to do assigned background readings before Mazzi said.
each class to keep the question and answer
Maul's experience in Washington was
periods on an intellectual and interesting one that really made an impact on her.
level. Mark Fisher, author of "After The
•J made a lot of close friends from all

Staff Reporter

World News Editor

Not far away from Washington, D.C. , where allegations of
sexual misconduct continue -to
plague the president , testimony
began in the Fort Bel vi or, Va.,court
martial of Sgt. Maj . Gene C.
McKinney, accused of sexually
harassing six servicewomen.
Witnesses took the stand
throughout the week, testifying
McKinneymadeunwanted sexual
ad va nces toward them in places
such as Pe ntagon offic es and the
Lin coln Memorial.
McKinney plead in nocent to all
19charges, including indecent assault, maltreatment of s ubordinates, ad ulteryand obstructionof
justice, according to Reuters news
service.
Prosecutors
portrayed
McKinney as a person who used
his posinon to sexually harass female subordinates.
"This is a case about the abuse
of power and about six
servicewomen whose lives have
been ch a nged beca use of one
man." sa id prosecutor Capt. Brian
Dolan tot he jury.
The first of 50 witnesses expected to take the stand against
McKinney, Staff Sgt. Chnstine
Fetrow, testified Monday concerning two years of alleged sexual
advances.
Fetrow testified McKinney repeatedl y harassed he r: "He

grabbed me very aggressively by
my buttocks and pulled me into
him." Reuters reported.
Fetrow is currently in the
military's version of the witness
protection program because of alleged threats to her safety since
she went public with her accusations, reported Reuters.
Prosecutors introduced tape
recordings of a conversation between McKinney and Fetrow, in
which McKinney allegedly told
Fetrow to te ll those investigating
the case that all of their encounters and previous conversations
revolved aro und her m ilitary career, accord ing to Washington Post
reports.
Another witness claimed she
"unwillingly had sex" with
McKinney last October because
she was intimidated by his rank
as the highest ranking enl isted
officer, according to the Army
News Ser vice. She further stated
she believed McKinney withdrew
a job offer in his office after he
discovered she was pregnant.
The defense attacked her testimony, according to the Ar my
News Service, because she admitted lyingroc riminal investigators
and because her story has changed
since the alleged inc ident occurred last year.
Defense l11wyer Lt. Col. James
Gerstenlauer said McKinney's accusers were unable to work up to
his client's high standards, andre-

venge fueled their accusations,
according to the Washington Post.
"This court martial has nothing or very little to do with sexual
harassment or the abuse of power
by Sgt. Maj McKinney
'lt had to do with revenge, reward and deceit." Gerstenlauer
told Reu ters.
McKinney's attorneys claimed
in pretrial hearings that their client was made into an example to
show the world that the a rmy was
serious about getting rid of sexual
harassm ent, and that racial bias
played a part in singling om
McKinney, reported the Post.
McKinney is black. His accusers all are white.
McKinney was stripped of his
post on Feb. 10, 1997 by Army
Chief of Staff Gen. Dennis J
Reimer because the public attention was preventing him from doing his job, according to the Army
News Service.
The jury responsible for
McKinney's fate consists of four
en listed soldiers and four officers,
of which two are women and one
is black, according to Reuters. Six
jury members must side with the
prosecution in order to find
McKinney guilty.
If convicted, Reuters reported
McKinney could face a maximum
sentence of 55 and one-half years
in a military prison, permanent
stripping of his rank and loss of
retirement benefits.

over the world w ho I am still in
contact wah." Mazzi said.
McCauley also s pent thesemester in Washi ngto n, DC.
McCauley went th roug h the
Washington Center internship
program. She heard about 1 he
program through some friends
and decided that it would be a
great opportunity for her.
Over 200 students from
around the country and the
world are involved with the
Washington Center. In addition
to her o nce a week class concern ing mass media and politics, she completed a five days
per week internship.
For
the
internship ,
McCauley worked for the
Georgetown University Law
Center and Criminal Justice
Clinic. Shewas assignedtotwo
defense lawye rs who represented clients that ty picall y
All work 800 no play?: Senior Ginger McCauley
could not afford to pay for a
and a friend celebrate Halloween in Washington.
lawyer. McCauley's duties included taking stateme nts, interviewing witnesses, meeting with the cli- graduate school," McCauley said.
ents, photographing a nd diagram ing the
McCauley has recently been accepted to
crime scenes, running background checks, Un iversity of Pittsburgh Law School and
taking statements and testify ing in court.
Case Western Law School.
"Sometimes it was hard to find the w itWhe n McCauley was asked about the
nesses because they were homeless and I president, s he said, "I never met or saw the
would have to go to parks and shelters look- president but all my roommates did"
T he most Interesti ng experience
ing fo r them." McCauley said.
McCauley also had to iss ue and serve McCauley had while in Washington was
subpeonas and obtain manydi fferen tcourt going to see a Supreme Court Hear ing.
Both of the students earned 16creditsfor
documents. This internship gave her plenty
of real world experience and helpful prac- their work in the capital.
Contact jim Reed in Academic Advistng
tice in the legal world.
"The internship experience helped me or Pam Mason in PoliticaiSciencefofurther
decide between law school and psychology information.

Staff Reporter

This past Saturday a tragedy
took place, which may have gone
unnoticed by many John Carroll
students. While many of us were
enthralled
in
Olympic
snowboarding or doing some
other traditional weekend ritual,
Austrian pop star was involved in
a fatal car accident. Memories of
the man who composed "Rock me
Amedeus" and other pop rock anthems made me think back to my
childhood and ponder growing up
in the bizarre decade popularly
known as the eighties. Many
people repeatedly bash the eighties as a horrible turn from the free
spirited times in the sixties and
seventies, however l feel that there
was some good to come from growing up in the Age of Greed and
Booberries. With the nineties
coming to a close, Hind my memo-

Testimony begins in anny sexual harassment case
Sara E. Buss
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Washington tales

Tensions continue in Middle East
Katie M. Goetz
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n es o l
J h ll s 1 1 a u n
from my mind; (I can't bring mysell to make the easy Reagan jol<e
here, so insert your own). In a
struggle to hold on tom y youth as
long as possible, I would like to
share some of my desultory ravingsaboutour not too distant past.
When the eighties are covered
in American history classes years
from now, what will be said? As
Huey Lewis once told me, in the
eighties, "It's hip to be square." just
as Alex P. Keaton of "Family Ties"
constant! y tried to live down having an ex-hippie for a father, the
sense of community found in the
sixties and seventies gave way to
greed and junk bonds. Luckily for
us k1ds, we were too busy play1ng
Atari to care. Lifewassimpler.one
button and a joystick; not this
multi-button madness people
have to deal with for Nintenda64.
Some work-a-holics turned to co-

00/Aquets, boutonnieres, & corsages

Februrary 14th
is almost herel

Order your Valentine's
flowers today!
2261 Warrensville Ctr. Rd.
(just minutes from campus
in the Silsby Shopping Center)

932-7550
--

1 eand thersuchdru ~toke
upwiththejoneses,andendedup
shatter ing thei r li ves. l would get
my buzz from wh irling around on
my blue "Sit 'n Spin' unul I was
dizzy. (I've been writing to Mauel
for years pleading £or the marketing of adult-sized Sit 'n Spins, I'll
keep working on it.) Computers
were growing into the most powerful tool for business, but I was
just trying to figure out how to get
to Oregon without my youngest
sonjeb dying every damn time. l
remember the one-day war
America had invading Granada
and shady warhead trading. but I
was too busy fighting with my
s1ster for stealing my He-Man action figure as a date for Barbie.
(Why couldn't she just get a Ken
doll like everyone else?)
We all came out of it somehow
with some trinkets to remember
our youngerdaysand some scraps
of our sanity. I have sixty billion
cassette tapes and no one I know
has a stereo to play them. 1 still
don't know "Who's johnny• from
"Short Circuit." I got over being
ostracized by my friends because
my parents bought me one of those
skinny,plasticskateboardsinstead
of the wide, wooden Nash ones.
As the Fresh Pri nee said before he
stared blowing up aliens, "Parents
just don't understand." But some
good came from my experiences.
I have a calm head and steady
hands during tests because l
played "Operation" day after day.
Now that we have to deal with real
worldproblemseveryday,wechildren of the eighties must hold on
to our carefree memories despite
what the historianssay years from
now, like that feeling of temptation I get toshoutout "Large Marge
sent me!!" when 1 walk into a restaurant. 1 just w ish I could wake
up on Saturday mornings for cartoons like I used to.
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Tensions continue in Middle East
U.S. deploys more troops and planes to area
r
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Men less likely to disclose HIV status
Men who rested positive for HIV are less likely to tell their
sexual partners about their HlV status than women, according
to a study done by Michael Stein of Brown Universicy. Stein's
research [ound 52 percent of men and 78 percent of women
revealed they were HIV positive. Out of the men who did
disclose their health history, only 42 percent said they always
used condoms during intercourse. Stein further discovered
one-fifth of HIV positive people who were involved in a serious
relationship£ or at least six months failed to inform theirpartner.

Voinovich signs puental consent bill
Gov.George Voinovichsigned rwo billsfunherregulatingabortions
in the state of Ohio last week The first bill required minors to get
paremalconsem beforegeuingan abortion. The bill also specified
that women must meet with a physician 24 hours before getting
an abortion to make sure questions about the procedure are
answered and so the doctor can provide medical infonnation
Voinovich also signed a btll that prohibits the state from funding
abortions for state employees. unless the abortion is necessary to
preserve the woman's life.

Heavy snow delays Olympic games
Blizzard condirions in Nagano, Japan delayed several Olympic
events Monday. Alpine skiing events including the men's slalom
andthewomen'ssnowboardinggiantslalom werethemostaffected
by the weather, and the events have been rescheduled for later in
the week The Japan Meteorologiq~l Ag(ncy told reJXII1el:S the
snow should cease by Wednesday. The agency also issUed an
avalanche warning for the mountain villagessurroundingNagano.

Ointon lawyers blast grand jury leaks
PresidemClinton'slawyerswentto

leaks 1.0

.~lfl~O'D$~[~~

todJsc!oseinformationastheychoose. WHhamuu~;>uo::•~~;,IY•"'u""
Lewinsky's lawyer, agreed with Clinton's lawyers.
~ reprdin&evklenceiD theC8$C were"dlsastrous"

Senates approves new surgeon general
The Senate approved Dr. David Satcher's nomination for U.S.
Surgeon General. a position vllcam for three years, oo Tuesday.
Satcher made it through the of ten long and drawn-out process of
confirmation hearings. butseveralSenatemcmberswagedattacks
on Satcher because he supports partial binh abortions on some
cases. Previously Satcher served as the director of the US. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention for the pastfour years.

World Briefs were compiled bySaraE.Buss, \\brld News Editor, wilh tht aid oflntemtl sources.
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Katie M. Goetz
Although U.S. Ambassador to backing from Bmain, Germany,
Staff Reporter
the United Nations Bill and Canada.
U.S. officials threatened sub- Richardson told Washington Post
Australian Prime Minister john
stantial military action against reporters Saturday that" ... clear, Howard also announced Tuesday
Iraq wuhin weeks if diplomatic unfettered, unconditional access that he would support any U.S.
efforts continue to fail.
toallsitesand all applicable docu- military attack on Iraq, according
Maintaining that the goal of a ments" in Iraq would constitute to Reuters.
military attack would be specifi- anacceptablediplomaticsolution,
Russian President Boris Yeltsin
callyaimed at stopping Iraqi Presi- he maintained that," ... diplomacy remained committed to a diplo·
dent Saddam Hussein from pro- right now is on life support We matic solution, accordmg to meducing chemical and biological frank! ydon'tsee much hope it will dia reports.
Cohen said his talks on Saturweapons. Secretary of State succeed."
Claiming hisdiplomaticefforts day with French Defense Minister
Madeleine Albright said Monday
Alain Richard
that, "The administration
were "very
does not agree with those
positive ," dewho suggest we should
"... diplomacy right now is on life
spite France's
deploy hundreds of
opposition to
American troops to ensupport. We frankly don't see
military intergage unilaterally in a
much hope it will succeed."
ground war in lraqaimed
vention in
Iraq, accordat goals that could not be
Bill Richardson
achieved (in the l991Gulf
ing to Reuters
War)," reported Reuters
reports.
In an internews service.
Defense Secretary William had "reached a critical stage," UN view published Monday by
Cohen ordered an additional2,500 Secretary-General Kofi Annan Reuters, Iraq's Defense Minister
to 3,000 ground troops to Kuwait canceled a Middle Eastern visit to General Sultan Hashim Ahmed
on Monday to discourage Iraqi remain at UN. Headquarters, re- told the weekly newspaper Pulse
of Youth that "Despite the enemy's
leaderSaddam Hussein "from any ported AP sources.
After late night talks on Sun- superiority in skill and technolcreative thinking," according to
day. Cohen and Saudi officials is- ogy and their developed weapons.
Reuters.
The additional troops rein- sued a joint statement in which Iraqis are completely confident of
forced the deployment of 42 addi- they agreed that," ... if Saddam victory."
Nonetheless, troops of Sad dam
tional U.S. strike and support Hussein refuses to comply with
planes to the Persian Gulf region , the United NationsSecurity Reso- Hussein's elite Republican Guard
a request which. according to lutions, he alone would be respon- have been scattered throughout
Reuters, was made by Cohen on sible for the consequences of his Iraq, while diplomats from lraq
actions," reported Reuters.
have begun to seek support from
Saturday.
Cohen told reporters before the several Arab countries, reported
The threatened US. military
action is the result of Iraq's refusal Sunday evening meeting that he AP news sources.
If a military strike becomes
to give U.N. Special Commission would not ask Saudi officials for
(UNSC:OM) inspectors access to permission to launch air strikes necessary, U.S. officials favor a
ltaqi sites which are suspected to from Saudi bases, claiming "The moonless night - a series of six
contain biologk:al and chemical
warfare programs.
When outlining the threat that
lraq poses, Cohen reiterated that
U.S. evidence confirms Saddam
Hussein's weapons stockpile includes 2,100 gallons of anthrax
germs as well as 3.9 tons of the
lethal nerve agent VX, according
to Reuters reports.

general (Ceftttaloomula!ld Chtef
General Anthony Zinni) has made
a determination that he can carry
out whatever he needs to carry
out with the forces that are now
there (in the Gulf) or will be there
in the foreseeable future," according to Reuters.
Sunday ended Cohen's European tour during which he gained

moonl~

Jane Rich
Staff Reporter
Thinking of going abroad, but can't
imagine being halfway across the world in
France or England? Well, there may be
another option for you--our nation's capital, Washington. D.C.
Washington is a city with many opportunities for learning and fun. That is why
two john Carroll students, semor Gmger
McCauley and junior Alicia Mazzi ,decided
to spend last semester there. Even though
they were both in the same city they had
very different experiences to relate.
Mazzi loved the capital and decided to
go through the "Washington Semester." She
had class two days per week at the American University, had an internship two days
per week on Capitol Hill. and did research
on her one day off. There were about 400
students from all over the country and the
world at the program.
"I was really homesick," Mazzi said. 'It
was like being a freshman again, but I got
over that in two weeks."
One major part of the internship was a
major research paper to be worked on
throughout the semester. Mazzi's project
was on security relations between the U.S.
and Italy concerning Albania and Bosnia.
It turned out to be 41 pages long with 40-50
sources. She interviewed many people who
had first-hand experience with the topic.
"Getting contacts and interviewing for
thisgavemea really good networking base,"
Mazzi said.
·
The class that Mazzi attended consisted
of different speakers. There were three to
six speakers a week. The class was expected
to do assigned background readings before
each class to keep the question and answer
periods on an Intellectual and Interesting
level. Mark Fisher, author of "After The

Wall," came to talk on Germany and the
class was required to read his book first.
"The most interesting speaker I heard was
Daniel Elsburg." Mazzi said. 'He talked for
three hours. [Elsburgl worked for Nixon
and turned over the Pentagon Papers. That
made for an interesting discussion on conspiracy theory."
Interns in the capital are ohen asked if
they had the opportunity to see the presiden_t. Mazzi sayv hJm twice, including the
time he spoke to the American University
student body. The second time was after
President Clinton finished taping"Meetthe
Press" and his motorcaid was going down
the street. Mazzi caught a glimspe when
Clinton waved to the group of students.
Mazzi worked on Capitol Hill for Congressman James Trafficant, a Democrat
from the Youngstown area. Herduties were
to write newspaper articles forthe congressman, write letters toconstituents,gotoCongressional Hearings and take notes as well
as work on various other assignments.
"The office really wanted me to get experience since I was only there for a semester," Mazzi said.
Some of the duties that Mazzi did for
Congressman Trafficant were things that
legislative assistants do, not the typical intern assignments.
The students that came to D.C. through
Washington Semester were housed in
dorms that were on a separated pan of the
American University campus.
"Going to American-[University] made
me appreciate the services such as the athletics center, the computer facilities, and
the helpful administration we haveatJCU,"
Mazzisaid.
Mazzi's experience in Washington was
one that really made an impact on her.
"I made a lot of close friends from all

over the world who I am still in
contact With," Mazzi said
McCauley also spent thesemester in Washington. D.C.
McCauley went through the
Washington Center internship
program She heard about the
program through some friends
and decided that It would be a
great opportunity for her.
Over 200 students from
around the country and the
world are involved with the
Washington Center. In addltlon
to her once a week class concerning mass media and politics, she completed a five days
per week imernship.
For
the
internship,
McCauley worked for the
Georgetown University Law
Center and Criminal Justice
Clinic. She was assigned to two
defense lawyers who represented clients that typically
All work and no play?: Senior Ginger McCauley
could not afford to pay for a
and a friend celebrate Halloween in Washington.
lawyer. McCauley's duties included taking statements, interviewing witnesses, meeting with the cli- graduate school," McCauley said.
ents, photographing and diagraming the
McCauley hasre ently been accepted to
crime scenes, running background checks, University of Pittsburgh law School and
taking statements and testifying in court. Case Western Law School.
"Sometimes it was hard to find the witWhen McCauley was asked about the
nesses because they were homeless and I president, she said, "I never met or saw the
would have to go to parks and shelters look- president but all my roommates did."
ing for them." McCauley said.
The most interes11ng experience
McCauley also had to issue and serve McCauley had while in Washington was
subpeonasand obtain manydifferentcoun going to see a Supreme Court Heanng.
documents. Thisinternshipgaveherplenty
Both of the students earned 16creditsfor
of real world experience and helpful prac- their work in the capita I.
tice in the legal world.
Contact jim Reed in Academic AdYising
"The internship experience helped me or Pam Mason inPoliticalSciencefo further
decide between law school and psychology i riformation.

u!p;ltts tn Baghdad wi1l

begin on Feb. 20 - to attack
Baghdad, according to Newsweek.
When asked by Reuters reporters how much time Saddam had
left, Madeleine Albright replied:
"lt's not days, and it's not momhsit'sintheweekscategory. We want
to make sure that we have explored
all the diplomatic options."

grabbed me very aggressively by venge fueled their accusations,
my buttocks and pulled me into according to the Washington Post.
"This court martial has nothhim," Reuters reported.
Fetrow is currently in the ing or very little to do with sexual
military's version of the witness harassment or the abuse of power
protection program because of al- by Sgt. Maj. McKinney.
'It had to do wi ch revenge, releged threats to her safety since
she went public with her accusa- ward and deceit," Gerstenlauer
told Reuters.
tions, reported Reuters.
McKinney's attorneys claimed
Prosecutors introduced tape
recordings of a conversation be- in pretrial hearings that their clitween McKinney and Fetrow, in ent was made into an example to
which McKinney allegedly told show the world that the army was
Fetrow to tell those investigating serious about getting rid of sexual
the case that all of their encoun- harassment, and that racial bias
ters and previous conversations played a part in singling out
revolved around her military ca- McKinney,reported the Post.
McKinney is black. His accusreer,according to Washington Post
ers
all are white.
reports.
McKinney was stripped of his
Another witness claimed she
"unwillingly had sex" with post on Feb. lO, 1997 by Army
McKinney last October because Chief of Staff Gen. Dennis ].
she was intimidated by his rank Reimer because the public attenas the highest ranking enlisted tion was preventing him from doofficer, according to the Army ing his job, according to the Army
News Service. She further stated News Service.
The jury responsible for
she believed McKinney withdrew
a job offer in his office after he McKinney's fate consists of four
enlisted soldiers and four officers,
discovered she was pregnant.
The defense attacked her testi- of which two are women and one
mony, according to the Army is black, according to Reuters. Six
News Service, because she admit- jury members must side with the
ted lying tocriminal investigators prosecution in order to find
and because her story has changed McKinney guilty.
lf convicted, Reuters reported
since the alleged incident ocMcKinney could face a maximum
curred last year.
Defense lawyer Lt. Col James sentence of 55 and one-hal[ years
Gerstenlauer said McKinney's ac- in a military prison, permanent
cusers were unable to work up to stripping of his rank and loss of
his client's high standards, andre- retirement benefits.
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Washington tales

Staff Reporter
This past Saturday a tragedy
took place, which may have gone
unnoticed by many john Carroll
students. While many of us were
enthralled
in
Olympic
snowboarding or doing some
other traditional weekend ritual,
Austrian pop star was involved in
a fatal car accident. Memories of
the man who composed "Rock me
Amedeus" and other pop rock anthems made me think back to my
childhood and ponder growing up
in the bizarre decade popularly
known as the eighties. Many
people repeatedly bash the eight·
ies as a horrible turn from the free
spirited times in the sixties and
seventies, however Heel that there
was some good to come from growing up in the Age of Greed and
Booberries. With the nineties
comingtoadose,Ifindmymemo-

Testimony begins in anny sexual harassment case
Sara E. Buss
World News Edit or
Not far away from Washington, D.C. where allegations of
sexual misconduct continue to
plague the president. testimony
began in the Fort Belvior, Va.,court
martial of Sgt. Maj. Gene C.
McKinney, accused of sexually
harassing six servicewomen.
Witnesses took the stand
throughout the week, testifying
McKinneymadeunwantedsexual
advances toward them in places
such as Pentagon offices and the
Lincoln Memorial.
McKinney plead innocent to all
19charges, including indecent assault, maltreatment of subordinates.ad ulter y and obstruction of
justice, according to Reuters news
service.
Prosecutors
portrayed
McKinney as a person who used
his position to sexually harass female subordinates.
"This is a case about the abuse
of power and about six
servicewomen whose lives have
been changed because of one
man," said prosecutor Capt. Brian
Dolan to the jury.
The first of 50 wi messes expected to take the stand against
McKinney, Staff Sgt. Christine
Fetrow, testified Monday concerning two years of alleged sexual
advances.
Fetrow testified McKinney repeatedly harassed her: "He
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rie
th e1 h ie d1 s1 un
from my mind; (I can't bring myself to make the easy Reagan joke
here, so insert your own). In a
struggle to hold on to my youth as
long as possible, I would like to
share some of my desultory ravings about our not too distant past.
When the eighties are covered
in American history classes years
from now, what will be said? As
Huey lewis once told me, in the
eighties,"lt's hip to be square." just
as Alex P. Keaton of "Family Ties"
constantly tried to live down having an ex-hippie for a father, the
sense of community found in the
sixties and seventies gave way to
greed and junk bonds. luckily for
us kids, we were too busy playing
Ataritocare. lifewassimplrr:one
button and a joystick not this
multi-button madness people
have to deal with for Nintend0'64.
Some work-a-holics turned to co-

tgec:futi{!A/ boiAquets. boutonnieres, &corsages

Au. NEW REGGAE WEDMJ'.SDm OOMING mcti!
$1 Duns- No CovER !OR LADIES
LM: Bum; - JCU LADIES' NIGHT
$1 WEU DRoo<s & $1 Duns
PBAB PBiuilm (21+ «ms; 19+ LADIES)
lml:o • Hem - OLD Saroot

GuEsr DJs AND NO COVER BEFORE 11 P.M.
REGGAE: ICING OF BEAm

Februrary 14th
is almost here!
Order your Valentine's

flowers today!
2261 Warrensville Ctr. Rd.
(just minutes from campus
in the Silsby Shopping Center)

932-7550
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shattering their lives l would get
my buz.z from wh1rlingaround on
my blue "Sic 'n Spin" until I was
dizzy. (I've been wriung to Mattei
for years pleading for the marketing of adult-sized Sit 'n Spins, I'll
keep working on it.) Computers
were growing into the most power[ul tool for business, but I was
just trying to figure out how to get
to Oregon without my youngest
son jeb dying every damn time. I
remember the one-day war
America had invading Granada
and shady warhead trading, but I
was too busy fighting with my
sister for stealing my He-Man action figure as a date for Barbie.
(Why couldn't she just get a Ken
doll like everyone else?)
We all came out of it somehow
with some trinkets to remember
ouryoungerdaysandsomescraps
of our sanity. I have sixty billion
cassette tapes and no one I know
has a stereo to play them. I still
don't know"Who'sjohnny" from
"Short Circuit." I got over being
ostracized by my friends because
myparentsboughtmeoneofthose
skinny.plasticskateboardsinstead
of the wide, wooden Nash ones.
As the Fresh Prince said before he
stared blowing up aliens, "Parents
just don't understand." But some
· good came from my experiences.
I have a calm head and steady
hands during tests because I
played "Operation" day after day.
Now that we have to deal with real
world problems everyday, we children of the eighties must hold on
to our carefree memories despite
what the historians say years from
now, like that feeling of temptation I get toshoutout"L.arge Marge
sent me!!" when I walk into a restaurant. I just wish l could wake
up on Saturday mornings for cartoons like I used to.
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Taking an indepth look at a]CU student
Nicole Jusseaume

music. At the age of nine,she began playing
the saxophone. Since then, she has gone to
Panting and pacing herself on.a treadplay instrumentsincluding the flute, piano
mill in the Cardiovascular Center, a deterand guitar. Beethoven is her favorite commined joh n Car roll University sophomore
poser, and she loves playing his piano sonaexplains how she's trying to make her
tas as well as French flute music. Her m udreams become a reality.
sical talent encouraged her to begin playInterested in music, theater, exercising
ing at cafes in her home town of Parma in
july 1996. While Edman can play jazz, the
and making people laugh, Annie Edman
blues and folk music, herfavorite is the "Big
sounds like the typical Carroll student.
Band" style jazz from the forties. She conHowever, the extent of which she plays out
her passions go beyond that of the the norsidered studying music, but decided to try
act ing instead.
mal college srudem.
Ed rna n played a rnajor role in last
"!love to talk and be the center of atten se mester's play, The End of a Li ne.
tion," Edman sa id. •lf 1had myway,lwould
be a clown in a nursing home for the rest of
'It was the hardest role I've ever done,'
Edman said. ' I was Nora, a 60ish-year-old
my life.·
woman whose nephew died of AI DS." The
Inspired by her mother, who worked hard
play a lso se rved as a lea rning expe rience
to gi ve her a Catholic ed ucation, Edman
Phorocouncsyof AnoeEdman
'I learned a lot about acceptance and
said that she wouldn't be at john Carroll . Sophomore Anne Edman
ignorance,' s he said. 'l saw how m y acting
today wi tho ut her.
'She started out with nothing and some- th at sparked her fascination with the world abi lities could help and l hope they wilL"
Connecting wit h the aud ience is imporhow ma naged togetmeall the way th rough of television.
Television production captures her in- tant pan to Edman. 'I would just ho pe for a
twelve years of Catholic schooling and finally to JCU,' said Edman, who attended terest because it offers many opportunities characte r that everyone loves and rela tes
Padua Franciscan High School in Parma, to be active in the realm of public life. "Even to,' she said. 'A feel-good character, SomeOhio. 'She sacrificed everything-- nice if you're behind the scenes, you can con- body who's real and not untouchable.'
Besides her musical and acting interclothes, expensive anything and every- tribute a lot by preparing or presenting information ," Edman said. "I want to know ests, she also loves to fish and finds nature
thing,' she said.
Edman, a communications major, cur- how to run everything in the studio. I'm very relaxing.
She describes herself as being "nothing
rently works in the station atjCTV News definitely looking forward to my TV proextraord inary,"and wants the ideal Ameriand enjoys writing stories and running the duction class.'
Edman would like to stay in the Cleve- can life with a log cabin, a white picket
camera. Her goal is to pursue a career in
television,and she hopes to become famous land area to pursue her career. 'I used to fence, 2.5 children and a dog. 'l want to live
think it would be great to be a national face, simply,' she said. 'I'm not sure if that's posin the field .
"I want to be a success and make money, but not now;"she said. 'I just want to know sible in the media business, but I certainly
but being happy is what's most important people around town, help them, give them intend to try.'
However, Edman wouldn't mind ~ har
to me," she sa id. Watching the Today in info, report on their lives and be responsible
ing the stage on 4 2nd Street with th'f likes
Cleveland talk show and meeting the stars about it. I'd like to have trust.'
Edman's first love, however, has been of Annie, Rizzo and Cosette one day
when she was younger was a turning point

Forum Editor

Harley Magden
Year: Senior

Major. Finance and Marketing
Zodiac Sian: Taurus
Do you prefer McDonald's or
Buraer King fries?: Burger King
Favorite Olympic sport: Ice
Hockey

What Is the nicest thing any girl
ever did for you on Valentine's
Day?:. Drove
Favorite place to vacation: Las
Vegas. Because it's like I am in my
own lrttle fantasy land.
What COs are In your car right
now?: The Dave Matthews Band,
Bare Naked Ladies, Billy Joel and Fion
Apple to name a few.
Do you own a motorcycle?: No

Ignatius band ignites with new CD
'Tender Blindspot' hits the Cleveland airwaves
Molly Toussant
Staff Reporter

It started out as a bond between
twofirstgraders who loved throwing th ings out the windows of the
sc hool bus and making funny
faces at passing cars. T.j.
Wichmann and Adam Prestak ,
nowj ohnCarroll University fres hmen, were "bus-bud dies." Everyday for the following seve n years,
the two friends rode t he bus home
toge ther from Inca r na te Wo rd
Academ y in Parma Heights, Ohio.
Thi s fr iend ship, between grade
school friends, would become even
stronger when Prestak started listening to the alternative band
Green Day. His interestinthisnew
young talent set the basis for his
own musical development.
"!listened to Green Day a little
too much and eventually I bought
aguitarand started learningsome
chords," Prestak said . Ent er
Wi chmann with his one snare
drum. The two, who were St.
Ignatius High School sophomores
at the time in l994,shared an appreciation for music and asked
Ignatius freshman Rick LaCour to
join them. Shortly thereafter, the
band became more serious. They
added a bass player, Ignatius freshman Ryan Nowlin, and bega n
weekly practices.
It was later that year when the
band got its name, 'Tender
Blindspot.' Prestak was learning
to drive when his mother warned
hi m to watch out for his blind
s ts. He had been searching fora

name, and Blinds pot stuck
Tender Blindspot originally
had a male lead singer, but he was
dropped the day before they were
to record their demo tape in 1995.
Each of the remaining four band
members attempted to sing with
no success.
Coi nciden tally, Presta k's friend
John Ka lman , now a JCU freshma n,stopped by the recording session with his friend Liz Wittman
to watch the band record . Despera te for a singer, Presta k ask ed
W ittm an, a Beaumon t student
who is now a freshman at Cleveland State University, if she would
try singing. He took her into a
room taught her the song they
were practicing and she recorded
with the band. "We we re literally
jumping up and down beca use her
voice was so perfect," Prestak said.
After record ing th eir demo,
Tender Bli ndspot competed in the
Battle of the Bands contest at
Peabody's Down Under i n 1995.
The young band, a group of high
school juniors and sophomores
made their way to the finals,
slightly edging out an older classic rock band to win the contest.
After the Battle of the Bands,
Mike Seifert, a friend of band
members, of£ered to help them
record a CD. Seifert's father was
rheownerof a local recording studio and he was in the process of
starting his own studio. Seifert
offered to help the band record
their CD for $500 up front and
$500 when the CD was finished .

Recording
was easier said
than done. Because Seifert was
doing the band a
favor with his inexpensive prices,
other bands who
pa id more had
preference over
prime recording
ho u rs. For ex ample, i( a more
we ll - kn o w n
band lik e rap
group
BoneThugs-n-Har mony needed to
record , Tender
Blind s po t got
bumped fr om
th eir reco rd ing
tim e slot. "We
would be recording for a month,
l"ho&o cO\LI'ttt)' lvwkr811ndipot
but only have a Fromhigtl school to the big time?: Taking a break from practice, guitarist and
week's worth of songwriter Adam Prestak mugs for the ccmera Prestak is one ofTender
time actually in Blindspot's fOll'ldlng merrbers.
the
studio,"
"No one ever thought (the CD] good grades, but music was and is
Wichmann said.
For a year,Tender Blindspot was would come out." Many of the my life righ t now.•
Alter many hours of hard work,
in and out of the recording studio. other members had a strong folThey were playing a show or two a lowing throughout the )'l!ar, but at last the CD was completed. "It s
month as well. While the band Prestak had a different reaction cool lor us because we were able to
was progressively improving, from his friends. "They thought try things we can't do at a show,"
their fans were getting annoyed. thebandwasajokeandtheymuld Prestak said. Wichmann added,
"We had fans that came to every only come to our shows if they "Most of all our fans had someshow and they were getting mad liked the band WI! ~ opening thing ro take home wlth rhem."
Since the release or their debut
that they had nothing to take for," he said.
Other things were happening CD, the band has attracted a lot of
home with them,'Wichmann said.
"The big joke at lgnati us was in the lives of the band members interest and publicity. Radio staTender Blindspot," Prestak said. They were a group of h igh sch ool tio n l 07. / I'M (1" h e E nd) h as been
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OJr very 01v11 Theresa Daniels
from the Inn Betvveen is a rnemOO:
And the beat goes on: Drurrrner TJ . Widmann gives it his all at a recent Tender Blindspot
rehearsal. The band released its first CD, Saturnine. last November after years of hard work and
dedication to their rrusic.
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ties as most kids their age.
Wichmann was a starter for the
Ignatius lacrosse tea m. "My parents were involved and lacrosse
was just something I enjoyed and
wanted to do my senior year,"
Wichmann said.
.
However, the tension between
school and the band was of ten
hard to resolve. "We are a team,
butwedon't haveacoac h," Prestak
said. "There is no one to tell us
what to do. We have five members-that is all we need. There
are no backups. When one of us
can't rehearse or play, the whole
band really suffers."
Even though their schedules
are hecuc, Tender Blindspot was
able to release their firs t CD. Saturnine, th is past November.
Prestak and Seifert spent many
nigh ts in the studio mixing and
blending the CD.
"I'll have to ad mit that school
was not the first thing on my
mind," Prestaksaid. "lamsuremy
parents would rather that I was a
business major, intent on getting
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sandwich at regular price.
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Remember your Valentine with a
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beautifully decorated Heart Cake.
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Takitigan indepth look at a]CU student
Nicole Jusseaume
Forum Edttor

Harley Magden
Year: Senior
Major: Finance and -Marketing

Zodiac Sign: Taurus
Do you prefer McDonald's or
Burger King fries?: Burger King
Favorite Olympic sport: Ice
Hockey

What is the nicest thing any girl
ever did for you on Valentine's
Day?: Drove
Favorite place to vacation: Las
Vegas. Because it's like I am in my
own little fantasy land.

What CDs are In your car right
now?: The Dave Matthews Band,
Bare Naked Ladies, Billy Joel and Fion
Apple to name a few.
Do you own a motorcycle?: No

Panting and pacing herseU on .a treadmill in the Cardiovascular Center, a determ med John Carroll University sophomore
explains how she's trying to make her
dreams become a reality.
Interested in music, theater, exercising
and making people laugh, Annie Edman
sounds like the typical Carroll student.
However, the extent of which she plays out
her passions go beyond that of the the normal college student.
"I love to talk and be the center of attention," Edman said. "If I had my way, I would
be a clown in an ursing home for the rest of
my life."
lnspi red by her mother, who worked hard
to give her a Catholic education, Edman
said that she wouldn't be at john Carroll .
today without her.
'Shestaned out with nothing and somehow managed to getmeall the way through
twelve years of Catholic schooling and final! y to JCU,' said Edman, who attended
Padua Franciscan High School in Parma,
Ohio. 'She sacrificed everything--nice
clothes, expensive anything and everything,' she said.
Edman, a communications major, currently works in the station atjCTV News
and enjoys writing stories and running the
camera. Her goal is to pursue a career in
television, and she hopes to become famous
in the field.
"I want to be a success and make money,
but being happy is what's most important
to me," she said. Watching the Today in
Cleveland talk show and meeting the stars
when she was younger was a turning point
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Sophomore Ame Edman
that sparked her fascination with the world
of television.
Television production captures her interest because it offers many opportunities
to be active in the realm of public life. "Even
if you're behind the scenes, you can contribute a lot by preparing or presenting information," Edman said. 'I want to know
how to run everything in the studio. I'm
definitely looking forward to my TV production class.'
Edman would like to stay in the Cleveland area to pursue her career. 'I used to
think it would be great to be a national face,
but not now,' she said. ' I just want to know
people around town, help them, give them
info, report on their lives and be responsible
about it. I'd like to have trust.'
Edman's first love, however, has been

music. A tthe age of nine, she began playing
the saxophone. Since then , she has gone to
play instruments including the flute, piano
and guitar. Beethoven is her favorite com[X>Ser,and she loves playing his piano sonatas as well as French flute music. Her musical talent encouraged her to begin playing at cafes in her hometown of Parma in
July 1996. While Edman can play jazz, the
blues and folk mus1c, her favorite is the "Big
Band" style jazz from the fonies . She conside red studying music, but decided to try
acting instead.
Edman played a maJOr role in last
semester's play, The End ofa Line.
' It was the hardest role I've ever done,'
Edman said. 'I was Nora, a 60ish-year-old
woman whose nephew died of AIDS.' The
play also served as a learning experience.
'I learned a lot about acceptance and
ignorance,' she said. ' I saw how my acting
abilities could help and I hope they will.'
Connecting with theaudienceis important part to Edman. 'I would just hope for a
characte r that everyone loves and relates
to,' she said. 'A feel-good character, Somebody who's real and not untouchable.'
Besides her musical and acting interests, she also loves to fish and finds nature
very relaxing.
She describes herself as being "nothing
extraordinary;" and wants the ideal American life with a log cabin, a white picket
fence, 2.5 children and a dog. 'I want to live
simply,' she said. 'I'm not sure if that's possible in the media business, but I certainly
intend to try.'
However, Edman wouldn't mind sharing the stage on 42nd Street with the likes
of Annie, Ri zzo and Cosette one day.
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from the Inn Betvveen is a member.

Ignatius band ignites with new CD
'Tender Blindspot' hits the Cleveland airwaves
Molly Toussant

Re cording
was easier said
than done. BeIt started omasa bond bet ween
cause Seifert was
two first graders who loved throwdmng the band a
ing things out the windows of the
favor with his inschool bus and making funny
expensive prices,
faces at passing cars.
T.].
other bands who
Wichmann and Adam Prestak,
paid more had
nowJohn Carroll University freshpreference over
men, were "bus-buddies." Everyprime recording
day for the following seven years,
hours. For ex the two friends rode the bus home
ample, if a more
together from Incarnate Word
well-known
Academy in Parma Heights, Ohio.
band like rap
Th is friendship, between grade
group
Boneschool friends, would become even
Thugs-n - Harstronger when Prestak started lismony needed to
tening to the alternative band
record, Tender
Green Day. His interest in this new
Blindspot got
young talent set the basis for his
bumped from
own musical development.
their recording
"I listened to Green Day a little
time slot. "We
too much and evemuall y I bought
would be recorda guitarandsrarted learning some
ing for a month,
chords," Prestak sai d . Enter
Ttndc.rBIIM.poc
but only have a From high school to the big time?: Taking a break from practice, guitarist and
Wichmann with his one sna re
week's worth of songwriter Adem Prestak mugs f01 the camera. Prestak is one ofTender
drum. The two, who were St.
time actually in Blindspot's fOlllding merrbers.
Ignatius High School sophomores
the
studio,"
at the time in 1994, shared an ap"No one ever thought (the CD! good grades, but music was and is
Wichmann said.
preciation for music and asked
Fora year,Tender Blinds pot was would come out." Many of the my life right now."
Ignatius freshman Rick LaCourto
in and out of the recording studio. other members had a strong folAf terrnany hours of hard work,
join them. Shortly thereafter, the
They were playing a show or two a lowing throughom the year, but atlastthe CD was completed. "Il's
band became more serious. They
month as well. While the band Prestak had a different reaction cool for us because we were able to
added a bassplayer,Jgnatiusfreshwas progressively improving, from his friends. "They thought try things we can't do at a show,"
man Ryan Nowlin , and began
their fans were geuing annoyed. the band was a joke and they "M:>Uid Prestak said. Wichmann added,
weekly practices.
"We had fans that came to every only come to our shows if they "Most of al~ our fans had someIt was later that year when the
show and they were getting mad liked the band we were opening thing to take home with them.•
band got its name, 'Tender
Since the release of their debut
that they had nothing to take for,• he said.
Blindspot.' Prestak was learning
Other things were happening CD, the band hasamacted a lot of
home with them,' Wichmann said.
to drive when his mother warned
"The big joke at Ignatius was in the lives of the band members. interest and publicity. Radio stahim to watch out for his blind
Tender Blindspot," Prestak said. They were a group of high school tion \07 .9 /FM (Ihe End) ha5 been
s ts. He had been searching for a
stadtrm wtth Me same ...af~~'lfl~•!P!'••...-:~PiJI• •rt'•"'""i!iiilih..,J
work and extracurricular activities as most kids their age.
Wichmann wasastarterforthe
Ignatius lacrosse team. "My parents were involved and lacrosse
was just something I enjoyed and
wanted to do my senior year,"
Wichmann said.
However, the tension between
school and the band was often
hard to reso1ve. "We are a team,
but we don't have a coach,"Prestak
said. "There is no one to tell us
what to do. We have five members-that is all we need. There
are no backups. When one of us
can't rehearse or play, the whole
band really suffers."
Even though their schedules
are hectic, Tender Blindspot was
able to release their first CD, Saturnine, this past November.
Prestak and Seifert spent many
nights in the studio mixing and
blending the CD.
"l'll have to admit that school
was not the first thing on my
mind," Prestak said. "lam sure my
And the beat goes on: Drummer T.J. Wichmann gives it his all at a recent Tender Blindspot
parents would rather that I was a
rehearsal. The band released its first CD, Saturnine, last November after years of hard work and
business major, intent on getting
dedication to their music.
Staff Reporter
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name, and Blindspot stuck.
Tender Blindspot originally
had a male lead singer, but he was
dropped the day before they were
to record their demo tape in 1995.
Each of the remaining four band
members attempted to sing with
no success.
Coincidental! y, Prestak 'sf rie nd
john Kalman, now a JCU freshman,stopped bytherecordingsession with his friend Liz Wittman
to watch the band record Desperate for a singer, Prestak asked
Wittman , a Beaumont student
who is now a freshman at Cleveland State University; if she would
try singing. He took her into a
room taught her the song they
were practicing and she recorded
with the band. "We were literally
jumping up a nddow n because her
voice was so perfect," Prestak said.
After recording their demo,
Tender Blinds pot competed in the
Battle of the Bands contest at
Peabody's Down Under in 1995.
The young band, a group of high
school juniors and sophomores
made their way to the finals,
slightly edging out an older classic rock band to win the contest.
After the Battle of the Bands,
Mike Seifert, a friend of band
members, offered to help them
record a CD. Seifert's father was
the owner of a local recording studio and he was in the process of
starting his own studio. Seifert
offered to help the band record
their CD for $500 up front and
$500 when the CD was finished.

. . . . . . at 14101 Cedar Rd.
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Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.

Friday and Saturday

Cj)tt.tJ~
13940 Cedar Road

I~------------------,
Wilh litis coupon...
I
I
$1 off any regular size
:·

:
Ask about our John Carroll specials
with your Student I.D. card.

932-7600
Call ahead for
faster service!

I

sandwich at regular price.
Expires March 15, 1998
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Remember your Valentine with a
beautifully decorated Heart Cake.
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The business of
Valentine's Day
Nick Kovach

Valentines were a reminder for
cocky and timid kids alike that
For almost thirty years now, an they were good people and it was
ageless Charlie Brown has been their differences that made them
djsaJlHOinted come. Valenti.o.e's the same.
Uay1he butt of His so-called
A frequent exercise in group
friends' jokes and the steremypi- counseling is for the counselor to
cal demographic for teen suicide, ask all parties to write down one
Charlie finds a way to deal with or more good qualities that they
the lack of attention year in and see in the others. There is no confiyear out. Pan of his pattern in- dence booster quite like complicludes a deep-seeded resentment ments . Alienated teens tend to
of commercialism,which inciden- blind themselves to their talents
tally seems a little sedated since and focus primarily on their shorthis Christmas catastrophes have comings. As the old adage goes,
subsided. The other part of his id- "Whenever I do something right,
iosyncratic routine delves into a no one remembers. Whenever I do
masochistic self-evaluation, something wrong, no one forgets."
where Chuck draws a Stuart
Valentine's Day, like its sister
Sma lley-esque conclusion;he will holidays, can be a harsh reminder
not let the neglect make him mis- of how lonely someone may be.
erable. Naturally this Freudian Constant advertisements for jewexercise takes exactly twenty-two elry, candy. flowers, etc. sound like
minutes every year and always nails on the black board for a reseems to gather enough attention cently dumped or lonesome.
to land a spot on CBS's prime time
Don't make a holiday created
line-up.
by Hallmark and Hershey's an exWhy do cynical, self-deprecat- cuse to let a loved know how you
ing big mouths like me watch this feel about them. Don't make it an
same melodramatic run around excuse to forget how much you
like a sadist at an execution? love yourself, either. UnfonuSimple, we pine for the days when na rely there are no a] mighty roses
as innocent second graders we outtherewhich willerasetheomiwould run the gamut of friendly nous cloud a relationship might
faces that was our eight year-old have hanging over its head So my
commu nity. Lugging exactly 32 advice to anyone looking for those
Valentines around, always hold- roses is to save your money, beingsteadfastl y onto that one mes- cause if you think that's the ansage from Gem,Michaeljorda n, or swer to your problems, you'll be
the LooneyTunescharacterof our single again soon enough. So this
choice, which will finally let that Valentine's Day, don't follow in the
cute girl with the re.d coat who sits footsteps of Kevin Arnold or Zack
in the third row know just how we Morris, they only got dumped, refeel abour her.
peatedly. Instead this year, tune in
Ahh to rid ourselves of the rep- and take notes from that ten yearetitious, game of cat and mouse · old bald kid with a tendency to
that dating has become in ourcon- give up monstrous home runs and
voluted, young adult years. I miss be ourdone by his dog, he seems to
receiving Valentines. They were have the right frame of mind, even
an exercise in humility. You HAD if he is a blockhead. And if you're
to give everyone in class a small at Revco and have a few dollars
reminder that you knew their left over, splurge on that box of
name , even if they may have lost Mighty Morphin Power Rangers
control of their bodily functions Valentines, you've got $2.00 to lose
ingymclasswhentheywereseven. and hfe-long friendships to gain .
On this day they were your equaL Now as for Peppermint Patty and
her"just fnend,"Marcy... well,that's
an entirely different story.
Entertainment Editor
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A Look at
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by Ed Klein
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I want to go back to third grade.
At least that is what my gut reaction was after talking with my friend and
confidant, Kerry Hawkins.
Kerry, who I am happy to announce, recently turned nine, has it made in life.
Her biggest problem is math class. She has no bills. Everyday she has recess. And
she does not have a love interest.
I know what you are saying. When we were in third grade, it was the same way.
Well, yeah, but now we know what we were missing out on.
I asked Kerry if she had a valentine, secretly hoping those third grade Gesu
punks were keeping away from her.
"NO!" she definitively declared as though I were a blithering idiot for asking.
Rather matter-of -factly she added that lots of boys had had a crush on her.
But that was in kindergarten, and those carefree days of free love and milk
breaks were behind her now
"Jonathan kissed a girl under the jungle gym," Kerry said. "She didn't like it."
Oh, to return to those zany third grade days. Back when your buddy was
jonathan, and he was the first to figure out that girls were different in a good way.
Back when you were still trying to figure out how to do multiplication and all of a
sudden you figured out that the girl next to you was not only good to cheat off of,
but she was good looking as welL
Back when everyone got valentine's from everyone else.
Nate was my best friend till he started noticing girls, then he didn't have time to
play with Transformers anymore. I guess Kristy was the first girl I noticed, most
likely because she was smart and would help me with my homework. My mom
still thinks I should date her
Kerry's younger sister, Colleen, was not there that afternoon. According to Kerry,
she had ridden the school bus to a friend's house.
"I rode the bus everyday for thirteen years," I said.
"So," Kerry countered, "I have to walk everyday Twice a day."
'The bus is nothing special," 1 offered. "It actually is rather nauseating."
"You know," she said, "love is boring"
Boring. Love is boring.
Yeah, I guess when you are in third grade, and your best example of love is either
some fringe lunatic like jonathan or Nate kissing girls under the jungle gym, or
your parents, I guess love is boring.
I look at my parents, and l wonder, will I be like them?
If I ever find a girl and get married, will, in twenty years, the highlight of our time
together be a trip to Wal-Man on a Friday night?
Maybe. My parents appear happy. It seems robe working for them.
"I'm glad my mom and dad got married," Kerry said, "because I like my dad."
"Oh, and I love doggies!" she finally admitted.
I don't know, in the mean time, I am going to finish my math homework.
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For almost thirty years now, an
ageless Charlie Brown has been
dj8\l?ROinted come Vaifntige's
Day. 1'he butt of his so-called
friends' jokes and the stereotypical demographic for teen suicide,
Charlie finds a way to deal with
the lack of attention year in and
year out. Part of his pattern indudes a deep-seeded resentment
of commercialism, which incidentally seems a little sedated since
his Christmas catastrophes have
subsided. The other part of his idiosyncratic routine delves into a
masochistic self-evaluation,
where Chuck draws a Stuart
Sma lley-esque conclusion; he will
not let the neglect make him miserable. Naturally this Freudian
exercise takesexactlytwenty-two
minutes every year and always
seems to gather enough attention
to landaspotonCBS'sprimetime
line-up.
Why do cynical, self-depreca ring big mouths like me watch this
same melodramatic run around
like a sadist at an execution?
Simple, we pine for the days when
as innocent second graders we
would run the gamut of friendly
faces that was our eight year-old
community. lugging exactly 32
Valemines around, always holdingsteadfastl y onto that one message from Gem ,Michaeljordan, or
the looneyTunescharacterof our
choice, which will finally let that
cute girl with the red coat who sits
in the third row know just how we
feel about her.
Ahh to rid ourselves of the repetitious, game of cat and mouse
thatdatinghasbecomeinourconvoluted, young adult years. I m1ss
receiving Valentines. They were
an exercise in humility. You HAD
to give everyone in class a small
reminder that you knew their
name, even if they may have lost
control of their bodily functions
in gym class when theywereseven.
On this day they were your equal

Valentines were a reminder for
cocky and timid kids alike that
they were good people and it was
their differences that made them
rhesame.
A fr&)uent exercise in group
counseling is for the counselor to
ask all parties to write down one
or more good qualities that they
see in the others. There is no confidence booster quite like compliments. Alienated teens tend to
blind themselves to their talents
and focus primarily on their shortcomings. As the old adage goes,
"Whenever I do something right,
no one remembers. W henever I do
something wrong, no one forgets."
Valentine's Day, like its sister
holidays, can be a harsh reminder
of how lonely someone may be.
Constant advertisements for jewelry,candy, flowers ,etc. sound like
nails on the black board for a recently dumped or lonesome.
Don't make a holiday created
by Hallmark and Hershey's an excuse to let a loved know how you
feel about them. Don't make it an
excuse to forget how much you
love you rself, either. Unfortunately there are no almighty roses
outtherewhich willerasetheominous cloud a relationship might
have hanging over its head . So my
advice to anyone looking for those
roses is to save your money, because if you think that's the answer to your problems, you'll be
single again soon enough. So this
Valent me's Day, don't follow in the
footsteps of Kevin Arnold or Zack
Morris, they only got dumped , repeatedly. Instead this year, tune in
and take notes from that ten yearold bald kid with a tendency to
give up monstrous home runs and
be outdone by his dog, he seems ro
have the right frame of mind, even
if he is a blockhead. And if you're
at Revco and have a few dollars
left over, splurge on that box of
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers
Valentines, you'vegot $2.00 to lose
and life-long friends hips to gain.
ow as for Peppermint Patty and
her"just f riend,"Marcy... well, that's
an entirely different story:

A Look at

GHilDHOOI)
VAl£HTIH£S
by Ed Klein

I want to go back to third grade.
At least that is what my gut reaction was after talking with my friend and
confidant, Kerry Hawkins.
Kerry, who I am happy to announce, recently turned nine, has it made in life.
Her biggest problem is math class. She has no bills. Everyday she has recess. And
she does not have a love interest.
I know what you are saying. When we were in third grade, it was the same way.
Well, yeah, but now we know what we were missing out on.
I asked Kerry if she had a valentine, secretly hoping those third grade Gesu
punks were keeping away from her.
"NO'" she definitively declared as though I were a blithering idiot for asking.
Rather matter-of-factly she added that lots of boys had had a crush on her.
But that was in kindergarten, and those carefree days of free love and milk
breaks were behind her now.
"Jonathan kissed a girl under the jungle gym," Kerry said. "She didn't like il"
Oh, to return to those zany third grade days. Back when your buddy was
Jonathan, and he was the first to figure out that girls were different in a good way.
Back when you were still trying to figure out how to do multiplication and all of a
sudden you figu red out that the girl next to you was not only good to cheat off of,
but she was good looking as well.
Back when everyone got valentine's from everyone else.
Nate was my best friend till he started noticing girls, then he didn't have time to
play with Transformers anymore. I guess Kristy was the first girl I noticed, most
likely because she was smart and would help me with my homework. My mom
still thinks I should date her.
Kerry's younger sister, Colleen, was not there that afternoon. According to Kerry,
she had ridden the school bus to a friend's house.
"I rode the bus everyday for thirteen years," I said.
"So," Kerry countered, "I have to walk everyday. Twice a day."
'The bus is nothing special," I offered. "It actually is rather nauseating"
"You know," she said, "love is boring."
Boring. Love is boring.
Yeah, I guess when you are in third grade, and your best example of love is either
some fringe lunatic like jonathan or Nate kissing girls under the jungle gym, or
your parents, I guess love is boring.
I look at my parents, and I wonder, will I be like them?
If lever findagirland get married, will, in twenty years, the highlight of our rime
together be a trip to Wal-Mart on a Friday night?
Maybe. My parents appear happy. It seems to be working for them.
'Tm glad my mom and dad got married," Kerry said, "because llike my dad."
"Oh, and I love doggiesr she finally admitted.
I don't know, in the mean time, I am going to finish my math homework.
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sex1n relatignships
Mark Boieky
The Carroll News

My most embarrassmg crush story began just this semester at john Carroll. On the first day of
classes. I was so disappointed with my assigned teachers, until I attended my last class. l sat down
in the last row of desks only to wish I was sitting in front and center after being completely amazed
by the young, attractive professor. My excitement flourished and l knew this would be a phenomenal semester. During each class, my eyes were hazy and my desk had a growing puddle of drool;
finally, I realized that !had tom form him of my feelings. Preceding class, !followed him to his office
and I risked complete embarrassment as l professed my feelings. His face gradually turned beat red
and he concluded that we had to keep our relationship on a professional level. As disappointed and
humiliated as lam, our homework and essay tests have gotten significantly easier, of which my
fellow classmates should be thankful. -A.M.

Aries (March21-April19):
The person you had in mind
as your Valentine may not
come around; but don't worry,
a bigger and better opportunity arises. Don't hesitate to
jump on that opportunity.
Taurus(April20-May 20):
Your mate is really irritable
this week, and is just looking
for a chance to bite your head
off. So, do your best to prevent World War lli. Give it
time, if you can make it until
after President's Day, things
will simmer down.

When 1was in the fifth grade, I was one of the first girls to wear a bra. It wasn't that l wanted to
wear one, but rather that l had to because 1 was larger than most girls my age. Regardless, every
Friday at recess, everyone played "boysagainstgiris." It was basically a crazyrenditionof hyper boys
chasing petrified girls and then tackling them. Since l was one of the slowest girls in the class, the
same boyalwaysranafter me, tackled me, and proceeded to snap my bra. Countless weeks in a row,
he continued to do this Finally, one week,af ter l was tackled to the ground, l quickly responded by
snappmg his underwear. Needless to say, l never had another boy chase me again! - B.F
Every year, my high school had a "Turnabout Dance,"where the girls asked the guys to go. For the
past three years, I had discreetly asked any guy to be my date, but since it was my senior year,!
decided to get fun and daring. john and l had been dating for eight months so I figured that he was
a guaranteed, positive response. One a Friday two weeks before the big dance, !dramatically asked
him over the school intercom if he would attend the dance with me. My friends and other
acquaintances commented on how loving and creative I was. Everyday after school, he drove me
home,onlythis time, he told me that Kerry, my best friend, hadalreadyasked him. I was so hurt that
he said yes and even more hurt that she had the nerve to ask him. Furthermore, it was a long,
embarrassmg two weeks until the excitement of the dance was over. - M.L.

Gemini (May 21-june 20):
A good way to spice up your
relationship is to take a getaway weekend--relax and
have fun!! A recent financial
risk will pay off, allowing for
a good time on your trip.

My most embarrassing crush srory happened when I was a freshman atjCU. I was running on
the treadmill next ro this really cute guy. l was trying my best to keep my eyes off him and on the
mirror in front of me. As I started to get tired, 1guess I got a little distracted by this guy and I totally
wiped out on the treadmill. Instead of tossing in the towel, however, Igor back on the treadmill, with
a bleeding leg. (I was too mortified to notice) The guy says to me,'Um, you're gushing blood, are you
okay?' Needless to say, I called it quits and dodged the guy all year. -- S.N.

mind, and give you a better

person this weekend.

Virgo(August23-September 22): The scars of a past
relationship have finally
healed, so you're ready to "get
back out there' again. Go for
it: s/he who risks nothing,
gains nothing. You will meet
the right person by hanging
out with your friends.

14404 CEDAR RD.

Ubra (September23-0cto-

691·1981

ber 22): Although you may
be tempted bythefruitof another, you're better off with
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Pisces(February 19-March
20): You realize a new relationship will just not work
out. End it and you will find
new pleasure within two
weeks. You will save a lot of
energy and expenses by cutting it off when you should.

If your birthday is this
week:
A certain someone brings
a 'blast from the past' this
week However, your current
fling reminds you why you're
with them this weekend.

don't want togivetoanyoneelse."
Many who chose the longer
time periods did stress that their
answer was for an ideal case, and
admitted that the actual evenrs
can, and often times do, differ.
Almost everyone surveyed
agreed .that no matter when it
occurs, the act of sex sign ifica ntl ychanges the relationship.
A whopping 94 percent admitted it does change the relationship, whether for better or
worse.
"lf the couple is serious, then it
makes the relationship deeper,"
senior Kate Lynch said. "If not, it
forces them into being intimate
before they're ready."
Many felt it depended on the
couple, but that sex will either
bring people closer together or
push them farther apart.
"There's a deeper emotional
commitment [after sex]," sophomore Kristin Shaneyfelt said,"because after sex, you've really

comes to sex, because of the way
that.. well,yougetthepoint. When
it comes to approaching the act of
sex, though,jCU studenrs showed
that there's a !so differences in how
the genders act.
Oral sex is often times considered to be a precursor to sexual

I
.J

Also available to students is
a Charttable Trust Ftmd to help pay for tuitions!
Apply in Person at Shaker Hdgbts Country Club

3300 Courtland Blvd.
Shaker Heights. OH 44122
or call Carol for an appointment 991-3660

men initiating sex is not so much

a difference in the sex drive of
males and females, as much as it is
the mind set about sex that each
has.
"It has to with the way society
teaches people to be," sophomore
Heather Young said. "Women are
thought to be more passive, and to
let men take charge."
"Women want to get comfortable with the person first," freshman Gina Roaldi said~ "A lot of
guysdon'tthink that, and are more
aggressive with sex."
Finally, the studenrs emitted a
mixed bagtothequestionof which
gender brings up sex in conversation and talks about with the partner. Whether it bediscussingconcerns, questions, or anyth mg else,
women are more likely to talk
about sex with the other person,
a cording to 48 percent of those
polled.
"Guys just kmd of expect it,and
don't feel they have to talk about it
as much with the other person,"
Duncan said.
or the others polled for the
question, 36 percent felt that men
bring it up more, while 11 percent
said both do. Somefeltthat sex is
a more important tssue on the
mmds of men, and therefore they
want to bring it up.
"Men are more aggressive sexua 11 y," Sindelar said. ·rr's something
men want and they are driven by
it, so they will talk about it more.·
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intercourse.
Two-thirds felt that women are
more likely to perform oral sex
first, and 26percentsaid that men
are more likely to. Both social
reasons and the differences in the
act of oral sex for males and females were cited.
"[Oralsex]is more talked about
and kind of publicized for guys;
they expect it," freshman Megan
Duncan said. "Girls would never
say anything about it, and its almost taboo for them to expect it"
"It's much more conventional
for a girl 10 go down on a guy,"
Hofmann said. "As for a guy trying it on a girl, there are a lot of
other ways to complete the act
with the girl."
Regardless of who is performing it, many felt oral sex is indeed
an important part of a couple's
physical relationship, especially
for college students.
"Right now !at this age],
everybody's a little insecure about
they're bodies and what they look
like," Boyle said. "[Oral sex] allows you to be a little explorer,
and it creates comfort."
As far as initiating the actual
act of sex,just about all those surveyed said that men take the leading role in introducing intercourse into the relationship. Over
89 percent said men tend to initiate sex, while seven percent said
it's brought on by bot h.
Most agreed that the reason for
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Aquarius(January2Q-February 18): This week, don't
stray from your standards. A
recent breakup or let down
may lower your guard, but
don't give in to second best.
Don't let new interests fool
you, they may not be what
they seem.

shared something so special with
that person."
Gender d!If erences in sex
Obviously, males and females
fulfill different roles when it

Loeal
Coul_lfry Club
(only 2 mJles from campus)

~elivery!
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Sagittarius (November 22December 21): Hasty decisions regarding your romantic interest in the past begin
to have repercussions. Avoid
controversial issues with
loved ones this week.

Cancer (June 21-july 22):
If things have been rocky in
your relationship lately, take
some time for yourself. The
time apart will clear your

Leo (July 23-August 22):
The stress builds up lately,
but a romantic weekend is
just aroundthe corner--and
just what you needed. Keep
your stress at work, not in
your relationship and
troubles will work themselves out. Patience!

UNIVERIITY HEIGHTI

Scorpio (October 23-November 21): You're sensitive
feelings will be pushed to the
limit this week by your crush
or significant other, but your
fighting spirit will not surrender. You will be the one to
dominate if you tell them how
you really feel.

Capricorn (December 22January19): Youbecomedead
set on being with a certain
person. By doing this, you're
missing out on what else is
available. It takes time, but
you begin to realize this by
spending time with a new

picture of where your relationship is going.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

old faithful. Don't throw out a
good thing so soon--your
dedication and loyalty will be
handsome! y rewarded.

You've probably heard the saying, "Sex kills -come to john Carroll and 1ive forever."
Well, there certainly are some
peopleoncampus who would like
to see sex a more important part
of everyone's lives. "If more people
had sex at john Carroll, it would
be a better place," junior Jeff
Hillgoth said, "because there'd be
less sexual frustration."
Sexual frustration is not exact! y a term that can be looked up.
Through the testimony of various people, though, the most accurate definition seems to be,simpl y, not getting enough sex.
Whether or not there is
"enough"sex on campus is still up
in the air, but a recent unscientific survey of llO JCU studenrs
shows their thoughrs on the role
that sex plays in a relationship, as
well as how gendersactdiffereml y
when it comes to sex.
Sex and relationships
A time frame was offered to
studenrs for the ideal time into a
relationship that it's alright to
have sex (above chart). The answers were fairly mixed, with 34
percent saying that within six
months was the best time. "By
three to six months, you're at a
substantial comfort level," junior
Dan Boyle said. "By then, you've
had time to get to know the person
pretty well."
A few brave souls felt that it
was okay lO begin having sex
within the first few weeks, and to
begin building a relationship from
there .. The next most popular answer at 27 percent was to give the
relationship a month or two before engaging in sexual intercourse.
"By then you should know the
person well enough," freshman
Lindsay Hof mannsaid. "If lit takes
longer than that!, then it's not
right."
The rest of the studenrs surveyed felt it was better to wait, with
20 percent saying more than six
months, and 13 percent responding that one should wait until

marriage.
"Forme,[sex)issomething like
a gift that you want to give to that
special woman," junior Brian
Sindelar said. "lt'ssomething you
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Students' views

Vlilllf#OSft.~l"

sex1n relatignships
Mark Boleky

M7sr

The Carroll News

My most embarrassing crush story began just this semester at john CarrolL On the fi rst day of
classes, I wassodisappointed with my assigned teachers, until I attended my last class. I sat down
in the last row of desksonlyrow ish I was sitting infrontandcenterafter being completely amazed
by the young, attractive professor. My excitement flourished and I knew this would be a phenomenal semester. During eac h class, my eyes were hazy and my desk had a growing puddle of droo~
finally,I realized that I had to inform him of my feelings. Preceding class, !followed him to his office
and l risked complete embarrassment as I professed my feeli ngs. His facegradually turned beat red
and he concluded that we had to keep our relationship on a professional level. As disappointed and
humiliated as lam, our homework and essay tests have gotten significantly easier, of which my
fellow classmates should be thankful. - A.M.

Aries (March 21-Aprill9):
The person you had in mind
as your Va lenti ne m ay not
come around;but don't worry,
a bigger and better opportunity arises. Don't hesitate to
jump on that opportunity.
Taurus(April2G-May 20):
Your mate is really irritable
this week, and is just looking
for a chance to bite your head
off. So, do your best to prevent World Wa r III. Give it
time, if you can ma ke it until
after President's Day, things
will simmer down .

When l was in the fifth grade, I was one of the fi rst girls to wea r a bra It wasn't that I wanted to
wear one, but rather th at I had to beca use I was la rger than most girls my age. Regardless, every
Friday at recess,everyone played "boys against girls." Itwas basicallyacrazyrenditionof hyper boys
chasing petrified girls and then tackling them. Since I was one of the slowest girls in the class, the
same boy always ran after me, tackled me, and proceeded to snap my bra. Countless weeks ina row,
hecontmued to do this. Finally, one week, after I was tackled to the ground, lquicklyresponded by
snapping h1s underwear. Need less to say, I never had another boy chase me agai n! - B.F
Every year, my high school had a "Turnabout Dance," where thegirlsasked the guys togo. For the
past three years, 1 had dtscreetly asked any guy to be my date, but since it was my senior year, I
decided to get fun and daring. john and I had been dati ng for eight months so I figured that he was
a guaranteed, positive response. One a Friday two weeks before the big dance, [d ramatica lly asked
him over the school intercom if he would attend the dance with me. My friends and other
acquaintances commented on how loving and creative l was. Everyday after school, he drove me
home;onlythis time, he told met hat Kerry,my best friend, hadalready asked him. I was so hurt that
he said yes and even more h urt that she had the nerve to ask him. Furt her more, it was a long,
embarrassing two weeks unti l the exciteme nt of the dance was over. - M.L.

Gemini (May 21-June 20):
A good way to sp ice up your
relationship is to take a getaway weekend --relax a nd
have fun!! A recent financial
risk will pay off, allowing for
a good time on your trip.

My most embarrassing crush story happened when I was a freshman atjCU. I was r un ning on
the treadmill next to this really cute guy. I was trymg my best to keep my eyes off him and on the
mirror in front of me. As Jstarted to get tired, I guess I got a little distracted by this guy and I totally
wtpedouton the treadmill. Instead of tossing in the towel, however, Igot back on the treadmill, wi th
a bleeding leg. (I was too mortified to notice) The guy says to me, 'Urn, you're gushing blood, are you
okay?' Needless to say, I called it quits and dodged the guy all year. -- S.N.

Cancer (June 21-July 22):
If things have been rocky in
your relationsh ip lately, take
some time for yourself. The
time apart will clear your
mind, and give you a better
picmre of where your relationship is going.
Leo (July 23-August 22):
The stress builds up lately,
but a romantic weekend is
just aroundthe corner--and
just what you needed. Keep
your stress at work, not in
your relationship and
troubles will work themselves out. Patience!
Virgo(August23-September 22): The scars of a past
rela lionship have finally
healed, so you're ready to 'get
back out there' again. Go for
it: s/ he who risks nothing,
gains nolhing. You will meet
the right person by ha nging
out with your friends.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

UNIVERSITY HEICiHTJ
14404 CEDAR RD.

Libra(Septem.ber2.3-0ctober 22): Although you may
be tempted bythefruitof another, you're beuer off with
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Scorpio (October 23-November 21): You're sensitive
feelings wi ll be pushed to the
limit this week by your crush
or significant othe r, but you r
fighting spirit will not surrender. You will be the one to
dominate if you tell them how
you really feel.
Sagittarius(November 22December 21): Hasty decisions regarding your romantic interest in the past b egin
to have repercussions. Avoid
con trover sia l issu es wi th
loved ones this week.
Capricorn (December 22January 19): You become dead
set on being with a certain
person. By doing this, you're
missing out on what else is
avai lable. It takes time, but
you begin to realize this by
spending time with a new
person this weekend.
Aquarius (January 20-February 18): This week, don't
stray from your standards. A
recent breakup or let down
may lower your guard, but
don't give in to second best.
Don't let new interests fool
you, they may not be what
they seem.
~(February1~~h

20): You realize a new relationship will jusl not work
out. End it and you will find
new pleasure wilhin two
weeks. You will save a lot of
energy and expenses by cutting it off when you should.
If your birthday is this
week:
A certain someone brings
a 'blast from the past' this
week However, your curren t
fling reminds you why you're
with them this weekend.

shared somet hing so special with
that person."
Gender dtfferences in sex
Obviously, males and females
fulfill different roles when it

don't want to give to anyone else."
Many who chose the longer
time periods did stress that their
answer was for an ideal case, and
admitted that the actual events
can, and often times do, differ.
Almost everyo ne sur veyed
agreed .that no matter when it
occurs,the act of sex significantly
changes the relatjouship.
A whopping 94 percent admitted it does change the relationship, whether for better or
worse.
"If the couple is serious, then it
makes the relationship deeper;
senior Kate Lynch said. "lf not, it
forces them into being intimate
before they're ready."
Many felt it depended on the
couple, but that sex will either
bring people closer together or
push them farther apart.
"There's a deeper emotional
commitment [after sex]," sophomore Kristin Shaneyfelt said, "because after sex, you've really

comes to sex, because of the way
that...well,yougetthepoint. When
it comes to approaching the act of
sex, though,JCU students showed
that there's alsodifferencesin how
the genders act.
Oral sex is often times considered to be a precursor to sexual

I
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intercourse.
Two-thi rdsfeltthatwomenare
more likely to perform oral sex
first ,and 26percentsatd that men
are more likely to. Both social
reasons and the diffe rences in the
act of oral sex for males and females were cited.
"[Oral sex! is more talked about
and kind of publicized for guys;
they expect it," freshman Megan
Duncan said . "Girls would never
say anything about it, and its almost taboo for them to expect it."
"It's much more conventional
for a girl to go down on a guy,"
Hofma nn said. "As for a guy trying it on a girl, there are a lot of
other ways to complete 1he act
with the girl."
Regardless of who is performing it, many felt oral sex is indeed
an important part of a couple's
physical relationship, especially
for college students.
"Right now lat thi s agel.
everybody's a little insecure about
they're bodies and what they look
like," Boyle said. ~Oral sex] allows you co be a li ttle explorer,
and it creates comfort."
As far as initiating the actual
act of sex,just about all those surveyed said that men take the leading role in introd ucing intercourse imo the relationship. Over
89 percent said men tend to initiate sex, while seven percent said
it's brought on by both.
Most agreed that the reason for
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old faith ful. Don'tthrow out a
good thing so soon--your
dedication and loyalty wi ll be
h andsomely rewarded.

You've probably heard the saying, "Sex kills- come to john Carroll and live forever."
Well, there certainly are some
people on ca mpus who would like
to see sex a more important pa rt
of everyone's lives. "If more people
had sex at john Carroll, it would
be a better place," junior jeff
Hillgoth said, "because there'd be
less sex ual frustration."
Sex ual frustratio n is not exactlya te rm that can be looked up.
Through the testimony of various people, though, the most accurate defi ni tion seems to be,simply, not getting enough sex.
Whether or not there is
"enough" sex on ca mpus is still up
in the air, but a recent unscientific survey of 110 jCU students
shows their thoughts on the role
that sex plays in a relationship, as
well as how ge ndersact differently
when it comes to sex.
Sex and relationships
A time frame was offered to
st udents for the ideal time into a
relationship that it's alright to
have sex (above chart). The answers were fairly mixed, wi th 34
percent saying th at within six
months was the best time. "By
th ree to six months, you're at a
substantial comfort level," junior
Dan Boyle said. "By then, you've
had tim e ro get to know the person
pretty well."
A few brave souls felt th at it
was okay .to begin having sex
within the fi rst few weeks, and to
begin building a relationship from
there.. The next most popular answer at 27 percent was to give the
rela tionship a mont h or two before engaging in sexual inte rcourse.
"By then you should know the
person well enough," freshman
Lindsay Hof mannsaid. "If li t takes
longe r th an that]. then it's not
right."
The rest of the students surveyed felt it was bettertowait,with
20 percent saying more than six
months, and l3 percent responding th at one should wait until

marriage.
"Forme,[sexlissomethi ng like
a gift that you want to give to that
special woman," junior Brian
Sindelar said. "It's somethi ng you
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men initiating sex is not so much
a difference in t he sex drive of
males and females, as much as it is
the mind set about sex that each
has.
"It has to with the way society
reaches people to be," sophomore
Heather Young said . "Women are
thought to be more passive, and to
let men take charge."
"Women want to get comfortable Wlth the person first," freshman Gina Roaldi said. "A lot of
guysdon'nhink that,andare more
aggressive with sex."
Finally, the students emitted a
mixed bagtothequestionof which
gender brings up sex in con versation and talksabout with the partner. Whetherit bediscussingconcerns, questions, or anything else,
women are more likely to talk
about sex with the other person,
according to 48 percent of those
polled
"Guys just kind of expect it,and
don 't feel they have to talk about it
as much with the other person,"
Duncan sa td.
Of the others polled for the
question, 36 percent felt that men
bring it up more, while 11 percent
said both do. Some felt that sex is
a more importan t issue on the
minds of men, and therefore they
want to bring it up.
"Menare moreaggressivesexually,"Sindelarsatd. "It's something
men want and they are driven by
it, so they will talk about it more."
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Sottth Park

Valentine Dinner Guide
A look at Cleveland's most romantic restaurants

Hitchin' a Ride
One of JCU's finest couples prepare to
celebrate Valentine's Day this weekend.

Guess what.
Next week. check out The Carroll News for your chance to win free
tickets to see Brownie Mary In concert at the Odeon: Friday, Feb. 27.

DlltlapubecJ:

Fatmq Award
Nominations fa the I 998 Distinguished Faculty
Award are requested for fi..M.fjme facuJty \M1o
have completed tlTee ye3~ of sevice at John
carro11 Ul1ivesit}'. Criteria fa evaluatia1 ere
teaching, rese3l'Ch and scholarship, ad\Asing,
,xofessia'lal acaderriC service. university service.
and service to the community OLJtside the
lJrWa"sity.
lhe deadline b" ~ c:l ncmnaDa'1s and supporing
doc:umerltalioo is Marth 9 at the
A:adenic Vice Presiclerlts Offlce.

Q.Jeslicns regardilg the
process may be addressed to

Professor Richard FleisdYnan.
Department rJ KCCU"'ta'ley.

3974443.

Meg Martin and Dan Babic
Staff Reporters
At no other time of the year is
restaurant ch01ce as imponant as
on Valentine's Day. You need to
make the right impression on you
Valentine and make known exactly how you feel.
The pitfalls of this night can
often have disastrously awkward
effects on budding relationships.
To help you, we've put together
some restaurant ideas to match
yourfeelings. This is list of restaurants that have spared our relation ship (and appetites throughout irs var ious sta ges.
Don't Want to jump into Romancejust Yet:
In a new relationship,selening
what color roses to give isn't the
only Valentine-related awkwardness you are forced to deal with.
Makmg the right dining choice is
of ten confusing and pressure
filled. You can diffuse the situation with these nice-but-not-ultra romantic restaurants.
With the weather we have been
having lately, perhaps you would
like to take a starlight walk down
Miram ar to Gerraci's Restaurant
($$).Delicious Italian cuisine with
a casual atmosphere keeps things
from getting overly intimate. l[
Italian sounds good to you, you
could also try Grande's ($$) restaurant on Mayfield.
Oysters a I ways have been
known as a food of love. Why not
try seafood? Charley's Crab ($$$(
on Chagrin offers remarkably consistent quality in seafood entrees.
If seafoodisn'tyourthing. you'll
findjayson 'sPewterMug($$$)further down the road on Chagrin .
Salad lovers will adore it's menu
of 56 different salads. Couple th at
with special combination dinners,
and Jayson's is a legitimate V-Day
hotspot.
I Want Her to Know How Much
I Like Her:
If you want to create a little
more roma ntic ambia nce on your
date , then these resta urantsare just
what you're looking for. Take her
on a fabulously romantic journey
into the passion ltalywithout ever
getting on a plane. little Italy will
serve as the backdrop for an excellentdining experience at Trattoria

($$)on Mayfield Road.
Or you could dazzle your date
with your knowledge of Cleveland
by taki ngadrive by the Erie shoreline and whisking her into the
castle-like structure that hold
Dan's Lighthouse($$$). The drive
is more than worth it!
If you want lOjazz up yourrelationship,try Leonetti's On the Falls
($$$)in Chagrin Falls, This lively
restaurant will delight you with
irs live jazz band and its tantalizing. dishes.
To spice up your romance, go
beyond what's been done. Show
her you're exotic and adventurous
by taking herto The Saffron Patch
($$$), a delightfully wonderful
atmosphere which will uninhibited the shyest eater. A truly original option that offers outstanding
Indian cuisine, The Saffron Patch
takes dining beyond your typical
meal. .For first-timers, we recom mend the chicken makhani, one
of our all-time favorites.
l Want to Shower Her with Romance
Nobody does Amore better
than the Italians, and you'll find
the ideal setting for that at the
Baricelli Inn($$$$). The most historic of all restaurants in Linle
Italy, the is full-service inn is the
perfect place to wine and dine your
Valentine.
for the ultimate in romance,
nobody compares to the excellent
gourmet cuisine and superb service at Classics($$$$) This is the
most exquisite indulgence a restaurant could possibly offer. llhe
tunes of the baby grand piano and
violins create a love scene right
out of Hollywood. If you've got
money to splurge on the one you
love, this is the Valentine's Day
hotspot.
We hope that these restaurants
wills spark some passion for you
on Valentine's Day, weather you're
a new couple, or have been together throughout the years,
Valentine's Day is about spending
some time with those you appreciate most. So, for all of you who
don not have a boyfriend or girlfriend , you can still celebrate the
holiday by spending the day with
those you love the most. .. your
friends.

The Carroll News presents our free 1998
Valentine.
Just cut out below, and deliver.
For You. About You. By You. (Don't say we never gave you anything!)

~~~.rtu Room Available
Rehearsal Dinnera • Bdclal Showeq
or Any Othet Celebration!

VALENTINE'S WEEKEND
Combinations Dlaneu Starting at $14.95
•Crab-ChlcMn • Crab-Prime Rl~
• Csab-Biadt Angua Slrip Steu
1'\JUCOt.IUESWUTHEARl'CiiAJIMGNEDINHPJ'ORI
lncludft: Sol.p. s.J.d. En~N'. ~ and Champegr.

'39 •95
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ENTERTAINMENT

"Those bastards, they killed Beavis and Butthead!"
Aaron Baker
Staff Report er
A small idea can take you anywhere. just ask Trey Parker and
Matt Stone, the more than slightly
perverted creative team behind
Comedy Central's new smash hit
cartoon series, "South Park".
Born from their simple idea
were the lives of four foulmouthed second gra ders: Stan,
Kyle,'Eric and Kenny. ·
Originally a five minute cartoon short, produced for Christmas cards called, "The Spirit of
Chri stmas," the show ha s exploded. Spawned from a Mortal
Kombat-esque fight between
Santa Clausandjesus, "Spirit" was
an instant hit in Hollywood. Not
many Christmas cards show St.
Nick and the Lord appealing to a
group of eight year olds for help.
Not to men non the fact that Brian
Boitano advises the boys and in
turn saves the day.
As al} avid fan could tell you,
this short was laced with expletives, not exactly easy to slip by
the Comedy Central censors. As a
result, the show has been revamped and has evolved from a
couple of amateur filmmakers'
holiday farce into a bona fide
cui t hit.
To date, only 11 original episodes of "South Park" have aired
on the cable network , but its popularity has exploded in the 18-35
ag <dtmogra
- "
Proclaimed as "no brow comedy" by RollingStone's David Wild,
the show does deal with some
pretty intense issues present in
today's society, including alien
abductions, singing fecal matter
and homosexual pets.
Below the surface,though, there
are some serious topics such as
poverty, racism and religious freedom .Kenny McCormick,when he

is not dead (he has died in every
episode but one), is frequently
mocked for being poor, while other
characters enjoy plush lives, as in
the case of Eric Cartman, the extremely obese member of the
group.
Theories about the importance
of Kenny have popped up all over

the conclusion, the police chief
stands in front of theflagpoleand
says, "At least no one was hurt," as
Kenny slides, rotating down, the
flag pole stuck through his skull
Even more obvious is in the
Thanksgiving episode when
Kennygoesintothe"Grab-0-Can"
to gather as many cans of food as

the internet, with people going as
far as saying that Kenny symbolizes for poverty because he talks,
but no one can hear what he is
acttmll-y saying. and also mat every episode he dies and the only
people who care in the town are
Stan and Kyle.
.
For instance in one show,
Kathie Lee Gifford comes to South
Park to award Cartman a prize for
winning an essay contest.
During the context of the show;
an assassination attempt on
Kathie Lee goes awry and Kenny
is impaled on a flag pole. Then at

he can for his poor and hungry
family
While in the booth, he floats
aroundwithth nsoffood,ev nt!MIIy grabMRsMld of one, measly can of string beans to feed the
family.Moments later heisdecapitated when a band of crazed turkeys attack the town meeting.
Character Stan Marsh seems
to be the leader of this motley crew.
Infamous for his "Raggedy Andy"
Halloween costume, and projectile vomit every time his pseudogirlfriend Wendy Testaburger
speaks to him, Stan usuallydirects

the group. In the Thanksgiving
episode, Stan is cloned by a genetic engineer, based on the demented Doctor Moreau from the
H.G. Wells classic novel.
Stan's best friend and the third
member of the group is Kyle
Broslovski.
Saddled with the role as the to-

also happens to be the show's
scapegoat. A racist and asexist,he
is at times offensive, but nevertheless hilarious. In the Halloween
episode, he arnved at school for
the costume contest dressed up in
a Hitler costume his mom had
made for him.
When his costume was discovered, he was sent to the principal's
office to view a video which would
ideallyencourage him tonotwam
to wear the costume anymore.
The plan backfired and he only
grew to love thefascist leader even
more. Then the principal ordered
htm tochJngecostumesand tried
to rna ke him a ghost costume. Anot her mistake. When she was
done, he was just as offensive and
racist as before, because his ghost
costume was nothing more thana
Ku Klux Klan hood and robe ..
Isaac Hayes, the vo1ce behind
the nymphomaniac chef, who
happens to be black, tells
Can man, "Boy, remind me to beat
your ass later, you little cracker,"
upon seeing Cartman's new get
up.
I believe "South Park' is here to
stay. Some people disagree, ming
that its incredibly quick popularity will fizzle out and the show's
creativity will fade away, like Bart
ken j ewish kid, is subject to con- Simpson's catch phrases and
stant ridicule because his mother "Beavis & Butt head's" adolescent
always tries to ruin any fun the humor. The only catch phrase
·
·
v n
~e
South Park conu;i n s I S K I.e
creates nothing but laughs for the screaming, • They killed Kennyf ....-~~-
audience. Kyle is most famous for You Bastards!" after Kenny finds a
his not-so-imaginary fnend, Mr. newwaytopenshineverymsta\1Hankey, the Christmas Poo, a non- ment except the Christmas epidenominational non-offensiveal- sode.
With a creative team as origiternativetoSanta.Kylealsoseems
to always be at odds with Eric nal as Stone and Parker running
Cartman, perhaps the show's fun- the asylum, there are no reasons
why "South Park" cannot survive
niest character..
Cartman, the aforementioned the popularity bug and become a
fat kid, insists that he is just big- constant on Comedy Central for
boned or pleasantly plump. He years to come.

This is the way God made her
Nick Kovach
Entertairment Editor
Want a recipe for instant success as a young, female musician?
Just follow these three easy steps.
First off, it's always benevolent to
your cause if you just happen to be
incredibly gorgeous. That way,
once your beauty hasca ughtsome
eyes, you ca n keep them with the
second step, showing off your angelic voice. And as for the final
step, by fa r the simplest,just have
a phenome nalinnersenseof mundane understanding and in turn
parlay it into sensual, introspective, and emotionally raw song
wriringability. You could do it that
way, but then you'd have to compete with the likes of Tori Amos,
Sa rah Mclachlan, and Lauren
Christy. Well, if your name is the
unpronounceable
Chantal
Krev iazuk, the competition had
better start watching their backs.
Never heard of her? You will.
Her debut album, Under These
Roc hs and Stones has reaped critical acclaim from all over. Steven
Batten, music editor at Scene
Maga:z:i ne named this twenty-four
year old's first effort 199Ts best album. Not bad praise for someone

who had never even played
for a live audience prior to
this past summer's biggest
ticket, Lilith Faire. This
Winnipegger was a piano
prodigy by the age of two
andpenningherownsongs
by 15.
Then a cathartic experience led to the finished
product that signed with
Sony Records for a reported
one million dollars, less
than a month after releasing her demo tape. While
traveling in Italy, Chantal
Chantal Kreviazuk
was seriously injured in a
motorcycle accident. She broke a young man a star. Oh you were a
her jaw and femur. The accident star. I was there, c'mon and tell me
forced her to take a hiatus from I wasn't worth sticking it out for. I
school, and that led her back to was there and I know I was worth
the piano and writing.
it. 'Cause if I wasn't worth it that
The first song she wrote, "Sur- makes me worse off than you are."
rounded"is in remembrance of her
The albums first single, "God
first boyfriend who committed MadeMe"wentallthewaytonumsuicide.Undoubtedly the album's ber two on MuchMusic's top
marquis track, the painfully hon- twenty-five countdown. "God
est "Surrounded" has literally Made Me" is still receiving strong
brought her to tears on stage. Her airplay in the states. Having almagestic,driving voice echoes her ready played an exclusive CD redisappointment and pain when lease show at the invitation- only
she sings. "I was there when you Spy Room Downtown Cleveland,
were young and srrong and per- Chantal will be making her reverted and everything that makes turn to town Saturday, Feb. 28 at

TheOdeon.

Under These Rocks and
Stones,originallyreleased in
her native Canada in late
1996, began attracting stateside hype in mid 1997. Since
a few of the record's songs
are personal narratives of
discontent,critics have been
quick toslaptheugly Alanis
Morrissette tag on her. But
don't let these comparisons
ruin your image of her before you've even heard her
sing. It is ironic that she and
Alanis would be compared,
don't ya' think? They are
from different parts of
Canada. Chantal is a gifted pianist, while Alanis's guitar playing
ability is weak at best, and most
importantly, unlike Alanis,
Chantal wrote all but two of the
songs on Under These Rocks and
Stones alone. Not to add the fact
that she didn'tattempt tocapitalize on any passing fancies by sacrificing her pride and delving into
the field of 80s' dance pop.
Often linked romantically
with Our Lady Peace's from man,
Raine Maida, Chantal refuses to
talk about her personal life and
wonders why people care about

her marital status now that she
has a recording contract.
"We're very good friendsat very
important stages in our lives. Let's
leave it at that,• she says.
The angriest track on the album is "Believer• written about a
drunk fan she encountered one
night in a bar that tried to put his
hand down her shirt. "I carry my
microphone with me everywhere
I go. in case I need to break your
face, in case I need you to be dead.~
After hearing this song live, 1
wasn't sure whether to laugh or
run for the exit. Her emotion is
raw and the anger is real She is
clearly not a woman who a ppreciates being crossed.
She is slowly becoming recognizabletothesensitiveearof rnodernmusicandsongslike, "Wayne",
"Green Apples" and "Co-Dependent" rounding out the album, a
sudden decline anytime soon is
very unlikely. Chantal Kreviazuk
will perform Saturday, Feb. 28 at
The Odeon, on the first leg of her
first rea I Ame ric an tour. Come see
this beautiful, young, gifted songstress and you will not leave disappointed. But if you do, oh well,
it's not her fault, thats justthe way
God made her.
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Sottth Park

Valentine Dinner Guide
A look at Cleveland's most romantic restaurants

Hitchin' a Ride
One of JCU's finest couples prepare to
celebrate Valentine's Day this weekend.

Guess what.
Next week, check out The Carroll News for your chance to win free
tickets to see Brownie Mary in concert at the Odeon: Friday, Feb. 27.

Dlstlapi1bed
~culqAward
Nominations fa the I 998 Distinguished Facully
~ are requested for fuiJ.tjme faculty who
have completed ttree years of service at Jci1n
Carroll UrWersity. Criteria fa" evaluat:ia1 are
teaching. research and scholalship, advising.
prol"essior1a academic seMce, universit¥ service.
and setVice to the community outside the
University.
The deadline for receipr cl

rannaucr.s and Sl..lpJ:)Oiing

daa.rnEnalion is Mnh 9 at the
~VIce Presidert:s Oflice.

OJeslicx1s regardfrlg the
process~ be addressed to
f'rofes.sa Richard Fleischman,
Department cJ Nr.OJr"'in:)j.

397-4443.

Meg Martin and Dan Babic
Staff Reporters
At no other time of the year is
resta uram choice as import am as
on Valentine's Day. You need to
make the right impression on you
Valentine and make known exactly how you feel.
The pitfalls of this night can
often have disastrously awkwa rd
effects on budding relationships.
To help you, we've put together
some restaurant ideas to match
yourfeelings. This is list of restaurants th at have spared our relationship (and appetites throughout its various stages.
Don't Want to jump into Romance j ust Yet
Ina new relationship, selecting
what color roses to give isn't the
only Valentine-related awkward ness you are forced to deal with.
Making the right dining choice is
often confusing and p ressure
filled. You can diffuse the situation with these nice- but-not-ultra roma ntic restaurants.
With the weat her we have been
having la tely, perhaps you wo uld
like to take a starlight walk down
Mirama r to Gerraci's Restaura nt
($$} Delicious Italian cuisine wi th
a casual atmosphere keeps thin gs
from getting overly intimate. 1f
Italian sounds good to you, you
could also try Grande's ($$) restaurant on Mayfield.
Oysters always have been
known as a food of love. Why nor
try seafood? Charley's Crab ($$$(
onChagrmoffersremarkablyconsistent quality in seafood entrees.
If seafood isn'tyourthing,you'll
findjayson'sPewter Mug($$$) further dow n the road on Chagrin.
Salad lovers wi ll adore it's menu
of 56differem sa lads. Couple that
with special combi nation dinners,
and Jayson's is a legitimate V-Day
hotspot.
IWant Her to Know How Much
I Like Her:
If you want to create a little
more romantic ambiance on your
da te, then these restaurantsarejust
what you're looking for. Take her
on a fabulously romantic journey
into the passion I! al y without ever
get ting on a plane. Little Italy will
serve as the backdrop for an excellent dining experience at Ira no ria

($$)on Mayfield Road.
Or you could dazzle your date
with your knowledge of Cleveland
by takmg a drive by the Erie shoreline and whisking her into the
castle-like structure that hold
Dan's Lighthouse($$$). The drive
is more than worth it!
If you want wjazz up you r relationship,try Leonetti's On the Falls
($$$)in Chagri n Falls, This lively
restaurant will delight you with
its live jazz band and its tantalizing. dishes.
To spice up your romance, go
beyond what's been done. Show
her you're exotic and advemurous
by taking her w TheSaffron Patch
($$$), a delightfully wonderful
atmosphere which will un inhibited theshyesteater. A truly original option that offers outstanding
Indian cuisine, The Saffron Patch
takes dimng beyond your typical
meal.. For first-timers, we recommend the ch icken makhani, one
of our all-time favor ites.
I Wan t to Shower Her with Romance
Nobody does Amore be tter
than the Italians, and you'll find
the ideal setting fo r that at the
Baricelli lnn ($$$$). The most historic of all restaura nts in Little
ltaly, the is full-service inn is t he
perfec t place to wine and dine your
Valenti ne.
For the ultimate in romance,
nobody compares to the excellent
gourmet cuisine and superb service at Classics($$$$) This is the
most exquisite indulgence a restaurant could possibly,offer. 1'he
tunes of the baby grand piano and
violins create a love scene right
out of Hollywood. If you've got
money to splurge on the one you
love, this is the Valentine's Day
hotspot
We hope that these resta urams
wills spark some passion for you
on Valentine's Day, weather you're
a new couple, or have been together throughout the years,
Valentine's Day is about spending
some time with those you appreciate most. So, for all of you who
don not have a boyfriend or girlfriend , you can still celebrate the
holiday by spending the day with
those you love the most. .. your
friends.

The Carroll News presents our free 1998
Valentine.
Just cut out below, and deliver.
For You. About You. By You. (Don't say we never gave you anything!)

Room Available
Rehearsal Dinnen • Bridal Showen
or Any Other Celebrationl

VALENTINE'S WEEKEND
ComblnatJorur Dlanera Starting at $14.95
•Crab-Chicken • Crab-Prim• 81'• Crab-Black Angua Strip St•ak
P\IU.Coua£5Wf.Eni£ARTCttANMQNIDHI£1UORI

lndudn: So..p, s-led, Enlm. o.-rt and Olampegne
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ENTERTAINMENT

"Those bastards, they killed Beavis and Buttheadf'
Aaron Baker
Staff Reporter

A small idea can take you anywhe re. just ask Trey Parker and
Mart Stone, the more than slightly
pe r verted crea tive team behind
Com edy Ce ntral's new smash hit
cartoon series, "South Park ".
Born from their simple idea
w er e the lives of fo ur foul mou thed second graders: Stan ,
Kyle, Eric and Kenny. ·
Origina ll y a five minute cartoo n short, prcxiuced for Christ·
mas ca rds called, "The Spirit of
Ch r istmas," the show ha s exploded. Spawned from a Mortal
Komba t-esque fight bet wee n
Sa nta Clausa ndjesus, "Spiri t" was
an instant hit in Hollywood. Not
many Christmas cards show St.
Nick and the Lord appeali ng to a
group of eight year olds for help.
Not to me ntion the fact that Bria n
Boitano advises the boys and in
turn saves the day.
As an avid fan could tell you,
th is short was laced with expletives, not exac tly easy to slip by
the Comedy Centra l censors_ As a
result, the show h as bee n revamped and has evolved fro m a
couple of ama teur filmmakers'
holid ay farce into a bona fide
cult hit.
To date, only II original episodes of "South Park" have aired
on thecablenetwork,butitspopularity has exploded in the 18-35
a ide
Proclaimed as "no brow cornedy"byRollingStone'sDavidWild,
the show does deal with some
pretty intense issues present in
today's society, including alien
abductions, singing fecal matter
and homosexual pets.
Below the surface, though, there
are some serious topics such as
poverty,racism and rel igious freedom .Kenny McCormick, when he

is not dead (he has died in every
episode but one), is frequently
mocked for being poor, whileother
characters enjoy plush lives, as in
the case of Eric Cartrna n, the extre mel y obese membe r of the
gro up
Theories about the importance
of Ken ny have popped up all over

the internet, with people going as
far as saying that Kenn y symbolizes for poverty because he talks,
but no one can hear what he is
actm~lly saying, and also that every episode he dies and the only
people who care in the town are
Stan and Kyle.
.
For instance in one show,
Kathie LeeGiffordcomestoSouth
Park to award Cartman a prize for
winning an essay contest.
During the context of the show,
an assassination attempt on
Kathie Lee goes awry and Kenny
is impaled on a flag pole. Then at

the conclusion, the police chief
stands in front of the flag pole and
says,· At least no one was hurt," as
Ken ny slides, rotating down, the
flag pole stuck through his skull.
Even more obvious is in the
Thanksgiving episode when
Ken nygoesintothe"Grab-0-Can"
to gather as many cans of food as

the group. In the Thanksgiving
episode, Stan is cloned by a ge·
netic engineer, based on the de·
rnemed Doctor Moreau from the
H G. Wells classic noveL
Stan's bestf riend and the third
mem ber of the group is Kyle
Broslovski.
Saddled with the role as the to-

also happens to be the show's
scapegoat. A racist and a sexist, he
is at times offensive, but nevertheless hilarious. In the Halloween
episode, he arrived at school for
the costume contest dressed up in
a Hitler costu me his mom had
madefor htm.
When hiscostumewasdtscovered, he was sent to the principal's
office to view a video which Y..Qu\d
tdea llyencourage h1m to not want
to wear the costume anymore.
The plan backfired and he only
grew to love the fascist leader even
more. Then the princ ipal orde red
him toch .mgecostumesand tried
to make him aghostcostume. Another mistake. When she was
done, he was just as offensive and
racist as before, because his ghost
costume was nothing more than a
Ku Klux Klan hood and robe ..
Isaac Hayes, tht: voice behind
the nymphomaniac chef, who
happens to be black, tells
Cartman, "Boy, remind me to beat
your ass later, you little cracker,"
upon seeing Gutman's new get
up.
I belicve"South Park' Is here to
stay. Some people disagree, citing
that its incredibly quick popularity will fizzle out and the show's
creativity will fade away, like Bart
he can for his poor and hungry ken j ewish kid, is subject to con- Simpson's catc h phra ses a nd
family.
stant ridicule because his mother "Beavis & Butt head's" adolescent
While in the booth, he floats always tries to ruin any fun the humor The only catch phrase
of [ood,ev around wi h the
she South Park ontalns 1 K \e
ids ·
v ln.
ut~~lly grablMg-hold of one, mea- creates nothing but laughs for the
screaming, • They killed Kennyf
sly can of string beans to feed the audience. Kyle is most famous for You Bastards!" after Kenny fi nds a
family. Moments later he is decapi- his not-so-imaginary friend, Mr. new way to perish in every installtated when a band of crazed tur- Hankey, the Christmas Poo, a non- ment except the Christmas epikeys attack the town meeting.
denominationaL non-ofrensiveal- sode.
With a creative team as origiCharacter Stan Marsh seems ternative to Santa.Kyle also seems
to be the leader of this motley crew. to always be at cxids with Eric nal as Stone and Parker running
Infamous for his "Raggedy Andy" Cartman, perhaps the show's fun- the asylum, there are no reasons
Halloween costume, and projec- niest character..
why "South Park" cannot survive
tile vomit every time his pseudoCartman, the aforementioned the popularity bug and become a
girlfriend Wendy Testaburger fat kid, insists that he is just big- constant on Comedy Central for
speaks to him, Stan usually directs boned or pleasantly plump. He years to come.

This is the way God tnade her
Nick Kovach
Entertainment Editor

Want a recipe for instant success as a young, female musician?
Just follow these three easy steps.
Firs t off, it's always benevolent to
your cause if you just happen to be
in credibly gorgeous. That way,
once your beauty hascaughtsome
eyes, you can keep them with the
second step, show ing off your angelic voice. And as for the final
step, by farthe simplest,just have
a phe nomenal inner sense of mundane understanding and in turn
parlay it into sensual, introspective, and emotionally raw song
writing ability. Youcoulddoitthat
way, but then you'd have to compete with the likes of Tori Amos,
Sa rah Mclachlan, and Lauren
Christy. Well, if your name is the
unpronounceable
Chantal
Kreviazuk, the competition had
better start watching their backs.
Never heard of her? You will
Her debut album, Under These
Rocks and Stones has reaped critical acclaim from all over. Steven
Batten, music editor at Scene
Magazinenamedthistwenty-four
year old's first effort 1997's best album. Not bad praise for someone

who had never even played
for a live audience priorto
this past summer's biggest
ticket, Lilith Fai rc~- This
Winnipegger was a piano
prcxiigy by the age of two
andpenningherownsongs
byl5.
Then a cathartic experience led to the finished
prcxiuct that signed with
Sony Records for a reported
one million dollars, less
than a month after releasing her demo tape. While
traveling in Italy, Chantal
ChMtal Kreviazuk
was seriously injured in a
motorcycle accident. She broke a young man a star. Oh you were a
her jaw and femur. The accident star. I was there, c'mon and tell me
forced her to take a hiatus from I wasn't \I.Qrth sticking it out for. I
school, and that led her back to was there and I know I was \I.Qrth
the piano and writing.
it. 'Cause if I wasn't worth it that
The first song she wrote, "Sur- makes me worse off than you are."
rounded"is inremembranceof her
The album's first single, "God
first boyfriend who committed Made Me"wentall the way to numsuicide. Undoubtedly the album's ber two on MuchMusic's top
marquis track, the painfully hon- twenty-five countdown. "God
est "Surrounded" has literally Made Me" is still receiving strong
brought her to tears on stage. Her airplay in the states. Having almagestic,driving voice echoes her ready played an exclusive CD redisappointment and pain when lease show at the invitation- only
she sings, "I was there when you Spy Room DowntoWn Cleveland,
were young and strong and per- Chantal will be making her reverted and everything that makes turn to town Saturday, Feb. 28 at

TheOdeon.
Under These Rocks and
Stones. originally released in
her native Canada in late
1996, beganattractingstatesidc hype in mid 1997. Since
a few of the record's songs
are personal narratives of
discontent, critics have been
quicktoslaptheugly Alanis
Morrissette tag on her. But
don't let these comparisons
ruin your image of her before you've even heard her
sing. It is ironic that she and
Alanis \I.Quld be compared,
don't ya' think? They are
from different parts of
Canada. Chantal is a gifted pianist, while Alanis's guitar playing
ability is weak at best, and most
importantly, unlike Alanis,
Chantal wrote all but two of the
songs on Under These Rocks and
Stones alone. Not to add the fact
that she didn't attempt to capitalize on any passing fancies by sacrificing her prideanddelving into
the field of 80s' dance pop.
Often linked romantically
with Our Lady Peace's from man,
Raine Maida, Chantal refuses to
talk about her personal life and
wonders why people care about

her marital status now that she
has a recording contract.
"We're very good friendsat very
important stages in our lives. Let's
leave it at that," she says.
The angriest track on the album is "Believer" written about a
drunk fan she encountered one
night in a bar that tried to put his
hand down her shirt. "I carry my
microphone with me everywhere
I go. in case I need to break your
face, incase I need you to be dead ."
After hearing this song live, I
wasn't sure whether to laugh or
run for the ex it. Her emotion is
raw and the anger is real She is
clearly nota woman whoa ppreciates be ing crossed.
She is slowly becoming recognizable tothe sensitiveearof modern.musicandsongslike,"Wayne",
"Green Apples" and "Co-Dependent" rounding out the album, a
sudden decline anytime soon is
very unlikely. Chantal Kreviazuk
will perform Saturday, Feh 28 at
The Odeon, on the first leg of her
fi rst real American tour. Come see
this beautiful, young, gifted songstress and you will not leave disappointed. But if you do, oh well,
it's not her fault, that's just the way
God made her.
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Senior steps off stage,
directs one-act

Creed

finds

Annie Edman
Staff Reporter

success
John Fuller
Staff Reporter

Despite excessive comparisons
togrunge,Creed has attained considerable popularity in a rather
brief period of time. Their album,
My Own Prison reached Gold status only weeks after its national
debuton Wind-Up Records. Their
virtually unheard of label has
been given a huge boost.
' We knew we were taking a
chance," says Stapp, "but we knew
deep down that something was
going to happen, so we went for it."
Joining Wind-Upturnedoutto
be a good decision for Creed, and
the band is currently enjoying the
fruits of their labor with the success of its first single, the title cut,
"My Own Prison," and an American tour.
Creed's music and I yrics are
primarily written by Mark
Tremonti Oead guitar, vocals) and
Stapp.Lyricsarewritten byStapp
on every track except the first one,
"Torn," written by Tremonti . The
rhythm section of Brian Marshal\
(bass guitar) and Scott Phillips
(drum) provides.anexcellem compliment to Tremonti's soaring guitar riffs.

The Carroll News, February, 12, 1998

Strapp's voice sounds like a
hybrid
between
grunge
icons,Vedder and jason Ross (]
Mary 3),which could be the reasonforthecomparisonstogrunge.
Yet as Tremonti points out, the
guitar parts throughout thealbum
are much more regimented, as in
the 'Pity For a Dime" solo.
This is most likely due to
Tremonti's classical music training. My Own Prisons lyrics are
verythought-provokingandcontemplative.Stapp grew up in what
he considered an oppressively religious household.
Thus to him, the lyrics are an
expression of his will to find
meaning in life and peace within
himself.
The name "Creed" suits the
band welL Their lyrics are meaningful and statements of faith and

belief.
If you are looking for a solid
album with some soul-searching
lyrics, then "My Ow.n 'f>riso~·
could make you a believer in

Beth Wood, a student in the
"Directing fo r the Stage" class,
lounged in a surprisingly relaxed manner on the couch of
the green room , backstage at
Marinello Little Theater Sunday afternoon .
She had just completed the
very first rehearsal of technical
week, the period of the time
spanning seven days before
opening night in which the
lights, make- up, costumes and
la st m inu te touch - ups are
added to the production.
leading up to this learning
experience is a giant play biography that begins with community theater in the third
grade, a farce called "Speaking
of Murder" where Wood was
continuously reprimanded for
her memorization skills.
'They always yelled at me
for yelling out everyone else's
lines," she said.
In her four years at
Westerville North High School,
Wood managed a total of 15
plays and musicals, including
"Hello, Dolly" and "Music Man".
Although she had fun with the
musicals, she refers to herself
as an actress at heart.
Wood came to john Carroll
deliberately because she knew
the theater department was

sm all and she didn't want to
major in an area wJth such a
difficult success rate.
Officially a communications
major, she has taken every theater course offered in the major.
Af ter playing in every main stage
production at JCU , including
"Crimes of the Heart" and "Merrily We Roll Along," Wood is following her heart and researching the graduate schools of acting at NYU, DePaul and Harvard .
How did Wood get to this
point? In the "Directing for the
Stage"class, each member has an
opportunity to choose a play and
direct it in Marinello. When no
one proposed a play, a professor
approachedWoodandsuggested
she try it out. The result?
An experimental product of
the feminist movement, written
in 1965, titled "Calm Down,
Mother: a transformation for
three women."
The play is a collection of
scenes, spotlighting three differemactressesand portraying a variety of female roles in society.
The episodes depict an empowerment of women over traditional chains that limit the
woman's personal growth.
'It's not a male-bashing festival byanymeans,'Wood intends
to make that point clear.
'It's kind of about breaking
away. Men are fine and women

are fine, too," explained the direc tor.
This directing production
was the biggest learning experience yet for Wood when it comes
to acting. her goal from the beginning was to "understand
where directors come from."
Wood walked into this terrifyingand exciting situation with
the mind-set that is beneficial to
her background. As an actress,
Wood sees character motivations
very clearly. As a director now,
she can picture what she wants
to see happen on stage.
Wood compared the stress
levels of acting to directing, saying one is not harder than the
other, just dif£erent.
So what will Wood be doing
on Friday night during those
moments beforetheclockstrikes
8p.m. in the Little Theater?
'I'll be freaking Out," she says
in a nervous laugh, 'but l know
it's a matter of letting go and
trusting them to do it"
Wood's advice to future student directors is to keep acting
and directing tendencies distinctly separate. For her, it is
possible to give the actors on
stage a vivid picture of what is
expected from them without
limiting their creative talents.
'lt's the importance of building from scratch-making it real,
not just a facade," she said.

SPORTS
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.
' Men·s swimming likes underdog
Women sw1mmers
role at OAC championships
confidence high
]CU loohs to regain conference title from Mount Union
for OAC meet
Blue Streaks seeking ninth consecutive crown

Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter

Nine would be just finefor the
john Carroll University women's
swimming and diving team .
The Blue Streaks will be aim ing to win their nimh consecutive
OAC mle and 13th consecutive
conference crown overall, dating
back to JCU's membership in the
President's Athletic Conference.
SeveralOAC individual champions from last year return forJCU,
includ ing 1997 OAC Most Valuable Swimmer,seniorPamjimison.
Jimison is the defending champion in the 100- and 200-yard
backstroke, and is a favorite in
these events this year.
Other returning champions are
senior Carrie Greenplate, junior
Monica Kramer,sophomoreShannon Murphy and junior di verjulie
Randles.
Adding depth to the squad are
freshmen Carrie Scherger, Anne
Learned,
K.C.
Rambasek,
StephanieRosplockandfreshman
diver Maren Aikey.
The Blue Streaks toughest competition will be Mount Union.
'We're both better teams now than
we were last year," ]CU head coach

Matt Lenhart said. ' Compared
with Mount, we are much better
in distance free styles, relays, and
diving."
.
Compared to last year's team,
Lenhart feels this squad is better
all-around . "We have more depth
and quality this season ,and our
div ing and relays are better."
The Blue Streaks lost four seniors to graduation last year.
'Wtthavea lot more natural talent this year than we did last year,"
Murphy said. "This is the most
talented group of swimmers I have
ever swam with. We're definitely
going to dominate the OAC's and
have a lot of fun doing it."
. To prepareforthis weekend, the
swimmers have cut back on their
work load this past week They
have been limited to performing
warm-ups,acoupleof sprints, and
sharpening up on skills. By letting their bodies rest and refraining from stress, the swimmers feel
more speed will develop and it will
be easier for the swimmers to pull
their bodies through the water.
"We'rereadytogoandseewhat
we have. I'm not losing any sleep
overit.lthinkwe'lldoreallywell,"
Lenhart said.

White House experience
ool

Creed's creed.
Rona Proudfoot
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john Carroll University swimmer Kara Newmeyer missed out
on a rigorous schedule of preseason training during her junior
year to throw a party.
But it wasn't the normal party
you may expect from a college student. ln fact , it was all a part of her
job description.
Newmeyer, now a senior, served
as an intern in the White House
social office during the 1996 fall
semester. Her job description included helping toorganize and run
White House social functionsduring the holiday season, along with
rubbing elbows with the likes of
Bill, Hillary and Tipper.
At the same time,the rest of the
JCU women'sswimming team was
at home getting ready for the 1997
Ohio Athletic Conference season.
"You can always second guess
yourself,' said Newmeyer of the
affect her semester in Washington had on herswimming. 'Working 50 or 60 hours a week, there
was no way I could be in the pool
or even workout. But as a Division
lll athlete,swimming isn't my life.
It's fun and I enjoy it, but I have
other interests."
One of Newmeyer's other interests is working with the elderly,
spec ifically through the National
Council on Aging. From there she
was asked to work on the Clinton/
Gore ca mpaign , and eventually
she obtained an internship at the
White House.
Although she missed four
months of hard training to go to
Washington, Newmeyer returned
to the ranks just in time for last
year's trip to Florida over winter
break. That gave her all the time
she needed to equal her previous
year's success of OAC runner-up

challenge, but not one that is insurmountable. 'Our times typicallycomedownmore(thanother
teams'] at the end of the season,
and our guys have experience
swimming th ree days in a row."
Shay has his own philosophy
about winning the meet. ' Really
good teams get psyched up for prelims. That's where you win a meet
- m prelims and in relays."
"It's a lmle di fferenr this year,"
freshman J.P. Merc hant said.
"We're the ones out for blood, and
they're the ones that have to try to
hold on."
JCU has jusnwo returmngOAC
champions in soptwmore Pete
Waisandsenior Brad Wilson. Both
were members of last year's conference champion 200- and 400yard medley relay reams.
Wilson is seeded second in the
jamuMkthcll
100-yard butterfly, while Wais is
JCU sophomore Pete Wais is seeded first in the 100-yard
first in the 100-yard backstroke.
breaststroke at this weekend's OAC Championships.
Shay, with a nearly unblemjunior Gerry Shay agreed. "Be- ished record, he is seeded first in
Rona Proudfoot
ing thedefendingchampisa lot of four individual events and second
Staff Reporter
With a record of 2-2 against hype,sowehaveanadvamagetry- in two others.
Freshman J.P. Merchant is
conference opponents, the john ing to win back something we
seeded second in the 1650-yard
Carroll University men's swim- haven't had for a while."
JCU's had won seven straight freestyle, but Shay, the No. 1 seed,
ming and diving team is considered the underdog entering today's OAC title prior to last year when does not intend to swim the event
Senior diver DanAnsevin and
Ohio Athletic Conference Cham- Mount Union edged the Blue
junior Chuck Aquino, both allpionships, and that's just fine with Streaks in a close meet.
This year Mount Union will be conference selections last year,
JCU head coach Matt Lenhart.
Lenhart would rather have his the team to beat. Baldwin - will be important factors on the
team do the chasing than be Wallace, whom the Blue Streaks diving from.
Said Wilson, "We work toward
chased. "It's a negative if you're lost to in a regular season meet,
the end of the season. We've got
looking back and a positive if you will also pose a threat.
Len h an sees Moum Umon as a noth ing to lose."
ca n look forward." he said .

Brad Wilson has ~rogressed
leaps and bounds at JCU

Staff Reporter
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Kara Newmeyer
in the 1650-yard freestyle.
This year, however, Newmeyer
plans to be the bridesmaid no
longer. SheenterstheOACChampionshipsseeded No.l in the 1650yard freestyle. With a full year of
training under her belt, she has
exploded in the pool with the best
season of her collegiate career.
"Kara definitely gained confidence ," JCU head coach Matt
Lenhart said. "Being that close to
the nerve center of everything
that's going on, things aren't limited, so you gain confidence."
Newmeyer plans to volunteer
for a year after graduation, but
would like to work with the elderly or, ultimately, become an occupational therapist. Her experiences swimming and serving as
an intern should help her ease in to
that next phase of her life.
'Swimming is a team sport,' she
said. "You learn to work well with
others and interning in Washington gave me a direct experience in
a professional situation."

How's this for progress? Brad
Wilson had never swam the lOGyard butterfly prior to last year's
dual meet with Hiram. But he
was put in the race anyway. A
fish out of his element, right?
Not exactly.
'I think l won ," he said.
Fair enough. Despite Hiram's
annual ineptitude in the pool, it
was still a fair! y impressive feat.
'He had a natural feel for it,"
JCU head coach Matt Lenhart
said. "Itwassomethingwecould
play with. It turned out well."
More important. though,
than his quick taking to the
event is his progress over his four
yearsatjohn Carroll University.
He has gone from being a competitor in the consolation finals
of theOhioAthleticConference
Championships his freshman
year to coming within an eyelash of winning an individual
title last year ~sa junior in the
lOG-yard butterfly.
Now a senior, Wilson has
high expectations for this year's
OAC Championships. He will
swim in three individual events
and on a pair of relay teams. But
it's the 100-yard butterfly he has
his eyes on after being touched
out at the wall last year.
"l'm expecting tow in the fly
if I'm 100 percent that day," said
Wilson, whowas.a bit underthe
weather on Monday.
The swimmer who beat him
hassincegraduated and Wilson
is seeded No.2 behind Mount

Union's Ed Kurlander, whom
Wilson beat last year.
Wilson had never put as
much work into swimming as
he has atJCU. In high school, he
swam about 4,000 yards each
day, and skipped practice once
ortwicea week, he said. But his
practice lengths nearly doubled
at]CU.
And he has just kept improving from yeartoyear. He reached
the consolation finals of the 100yard freestyle and backstroke at
the 1995 OAC Championships.
The next year, he placed fourth
inthe200-yard backstroke. Last

Brad Wilson

year, touched out at the walL
Meanwhile his whole outlookonswimminghaschanged.
Whereas as a freshman he was
swimming for his own best
times, now he is swimming for
places and points.
"It's kind of weird,' he said.
'I've never had to do that before.
It's more pressure on me, but
more fun, too, because other
people are depending on you."
But Wilson will not let the
pressure get to him. About this
weekend he said, 'Whatever
happens, happens."
Fair enough.
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Senior steps off stage,
directs one-act

Creed
finds

Annie Edman
St aff Reporter

success
John Fuller
St aff Reporter

Despi te excessivecomparisons
togrunge, Creed has au ained considerable popularity in a ra ther
brief period of ti me. Their alb um,
My Own Pri so n reached Gold status only weeks after its national
debu t on Wind-Up Records. T hei r
virtua ll y un hea rd of label has
been given a huge boost.
"We knew we were takin g a
chance," says Stapp,"but we knew
deep down that something was
going to happen,so we went for it."
joining Wind -Upturnedoutto
be a good decision for Creed, and
the band is currently enjoying the
fruits of their labor with the success of its first single, the title cut,
"My Own Prison," and an American tour.
Creed's music and lyrics are
primarily written by Mark
Tremonti Clead guitar, vocals) and
Stapp. Lyrics are written by Stapp
on every track except the first one,
"Torn," written by Tremonti . The
rhythm section of Brian Marshall
(bass guitar) and Scott Phillips
(drum) provides.an excellent compliment to Tremonti'ssoaringgui·
tar ru[s.
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Strapp's voice sounds li ke a
betwee n
gr unge
hy br id
icons,Vedder and j ason Ross (J
Mar y J),w hich could be the reason for the comparisons to grunge.
Yet as Tremonti po ints out, the
guitar parts throughout the album
are much more regimented, as in
the "Pity For a Dime" solo.
This is most likely due to
Tremonti's classical music training. My Own Prisons lyrics are
very thought-provoking and contemplative.Stappgrew up in what
he considered an oppressively religious household.
Thus to him, the lyrics are an
expression of his will to find
meaning in life and peace within
himself.
The name "Creed" suits the
band well. Their lyrics are meaningfulandstatementsof faith and
belief.
If you are looking for a solid
album with some soul-searching
lyrics; then "My Ow_o ~rison"
could make you a believer in
Ctced'scrtcd.

Beth Wood, a student in the
"Duecting for the Stage" class,
lounged in a surprisingly relaxed manner on the couch of
th e green room, backstage at
Mari nello Little Theater Sunday aftern oon.
She had just completed the
ver y first rehea rsal of technical
week, the period of the time
span n ing seven days before
opening nigh t m wh ich the
lights, make-up, costumes and
last minute touch-u ps a re
added to the production.
Leading up to this learning
experience is a giant play biography that begins with community theater in the third
grade, a farce called "Speaking
of Murder" where Wood was
continuously reprimanded for
her memorization skills.
"They always yelled at me
for yelling out everyone else's
lines," she said.
In her four years at
Westerville North High School,
Wood managed a total of 15
plays and musicals, including
"Hello, Dolly" and "Music Man".
Although she had fun with the
musicals, she refers to herself
as an actress at heart.
Wood came to john Carroll
deliberately because she knew
the theater department was

small and she didn't want to
major in an area wi th such a
difficult success rate.
Officially a communications
major, she has taken every thea ter course offered in the major
Af rer playi ng in every rna in stage
production a t j CU, includi ng
"Crimes of the Heart" and "Merrily We Roll Along," Wood is following her heart and resea rching the graduate schools of acting at NYU, DePa ul and Harvard .
How did Wood get to thi s
poin t? In the "Directing for the
Stage" class, each member has a n
opporrunityto choosea play and
direct it in Marinello. When no
one proposed a play, a professor
approached Wood and suggested
she try it out. The result?
An experimental product of
the feminist movement, written
in 1965, titled "Calm Down,
Mother: a transformation for
three women."
The play is a collection of
scenes, spotlighting three differentactressesand portraying a variety of female roles in society:
The episodes depict an empowerment of women over traditional chains that limit the
woman's personal growth.
'It's not a male-bashing festival byanymeans,'Wood intends
to make that point clear.
"It's kind of about breaking
away. Men are fine and women

are fine, too," explained the director.
This directing prod uc tion
was the biggest learning experience yet for Wood when it comes
to acti ng. her goal from the beginning was to "understa nd
where directors come fro m."
Wood walked into this terrifyi ngand exciti ng situa tion w1th
the mind-set that is beneficial to
her background. As an actress,
Wood seescharactermotivations
very clearly. As a director now,
she ca n picture what she wants
to see happen on stage.
Wood compared the stress
levels of acting to directing, saying one is not harder than the
other, just diHerent.
So what will Wood be doing
on Friday nigh t during those
moments before theclockstrikes
Sp.m. in the Little Theater?
"I'll be freaking out," she says
in a nervous laugh, "but I know
it's a matter of letting go and
trusting them to do it."
Wood's advice to future student directors is to keep acting
and directing tendencies distinctly separate. For her, it is
possible to give th.e actors on
stage a vivid picture of what is
expected from them without
limiting their creative talents.
"It's the importance of build ingfromscratch-making it real,
not just a facade," she said.

SPORTS
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Women swimmers' Men's swimming likes underdog
role at OAC championships
confidence high
]CU loohs to regain conference title from Mount Union
for OAC meet
Blue Streaks seeking ninth consecutive crown
Kristen Stlh
St aff Reporter

ine wo uld be just fine for the
John Carroll Universi ty wome n's
swimming and diving team.
The Blue Streaks will be aimingrowm their ninth consecutive
OAC title and 13th consec utive
con fere nce crow n overall , dating
back to JCU's me mbership in the
Presid ent's At hletic Conference.
Several OAC individual champions from last year ret urn for jCU,
in cl uding 1997 OAC Most ValuableSwimmer,senior Pam Jimison .
Jimison is the defending champion in the 100- and 200-yard
backstroke, and is a favorite in
these events this year.
Other return ing champions are
senior Carrie Greenplate, junior
Monica Kramer, sophomore ShannonMurphyandjuniordiverjulie
Randles.
Adding depth to the squad are
freshmen Carrie Scherger, Anne
Learned,
K.C.
Rambasek,
Stephanie Rosplock and freshman
diver Maren Aikey.
The Blue Streaks toughes tcompetition will be Mount Union.
"We're both better teams now than
we were last year,"JCU head coach

Matt Len hart sa id. "Compa red
with Mount, we are much better
in distance free styles, relays, and
div ing"
.
Compared to last yea r's team,
Lenhart feels th is squad is better
all-around. "We have more depth
and qua lity this season,and our
diving and relays are better."
The Blue Streaks lost fo ur seniors to graduation last year.
·w~ havea lot more natural talent this year than we did last yea r,"
Murphy said. "This is the most
talented group of swimmers I have
ever swam with . We're definite! y
going to dominate the OAC's and
have a lot off un doing it."
To prepare for this weekend ,the
swimmers have cut back on their
work load this past week. They
have been limited to performing
warm-ups,acoupleof sprints, and
sharpening up on skills. By letting their bodies rest and refraining from stress, the swimmers feel
more speed will develop and it will
be easier for the swimmers to pull
their bodies through the water.
"We'rereadytogoandseewhat
we have. I'm not losing any sleep
over it. I thinkwe'lldoreallywell ,"
Lenhart said. •

Wh~te House experience

ool
Rona Proudfoot
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john Carroll University swimm er Kara Newmeyer missed out
on a rigorous schedule of preseason training during her junior
year to throw a party.
But it wasn't the normal party
you may expect fromacollegestudent.lnfact,itwasallapartofher
job description.
Newmeyer, now a senior, served
as an intern in the White House
social office during the 1996 fall
semester. Her job description includedhelpingtoorganizeandrun
White Housesocial functions during the holiday season, along with
rubbing elbows with the likes of
Bill, Hillary and Tipper.
At the same time, the rest of the
jCU women'sswimmi:ngteam was
at home getting ready for the 1997
Ohio Athletic Conference season.
"You can always second guess
yourself," said Newmeyer of the
affect her semester in Washington had on her swimming. "Working 50 or 60 hours a week, there
was no way I could be in the pool
or even workout. But as a Division
Ill athlete, swimming isn't my life.
It's fun and I enjoy it, but l have
other interests."
One of Newmeyer's other interests is work ing with the elderly,
specifically through t he Nati onal
Council on Aging. From there she
was asked to work on the Clinton /
Gore campaign, and eventually
she obtained an internship at the
White House.
Although she missed four
months of hard training to go to
Washington , Newmeyer returned
to the ran ks just in time for last
year's trip to Florida over winter
break. That gave he r all the time
she needed to equal her previous
year's success of OAC runner-up

challenge, but nOl one tha t is insurmountable. "Our times typically comedow nmore lthanother
teams'] at the end of the season,
and ou r guys have ex perience
swimm ing three days in a row.·
Shay has his own philosophy
about w inning the meet. "Reall y
good teams get psyched up for prehms. That'swhereyouwinameet
-in prehms and in relays."
"It's a little different this year,"
fres hm an J.P. Merch ant said.
"We're the ones out for blood, a nd
they're the ones tha t have to tr y to
hold on."
JCU has just two returningOAC
c hampio ns in sophom ore Pete
Wais andsenior'Brad Wilson. Both
were members of last year's conference champion 20o- and 40Qyard medley relay teams.
Wilson is seeded second in the
James t.4itchtll
100-yard butterfly, while Wais is
JCU sophomore Pete Wais is seeded first in the 100-yard
first in the 100-yard backstroke.
breaststroke at this weekend's OAC Championships.
Shay, with a nearly unblemJunior Gerry Shay agreed. "Be- ished record, he is seeded First in
Rona Proudfoot
ingthedefendingchampisa lotof four individual events and second
Staff Reporter
With a record of 2-2 against hype,sowehaveanadvantagerry- in two others.
F reshman J.P. Merchant is
conference opponents, the john ing to win back something we
seeded second in the 1650-yard
Carroll University men's swim- haven't had for a while."
JCU's had won seven straight freestyle, but Shay, the No. 1 seed,
ming and diving team is considered the underdog entering today's OAC title prior to last year when does not intend to swim the event
Senior diver Dan Ansevin and
Ohio Athletic Conference Cham- Mount Union edged the Blue
junior Chuck Aquino, both allpionships, and that's just fine with Streaks in a close meet.
This year Mount Union will be conference selections last year,
JCU head coach Matt Lenhart.
Lenhart would rather have his the team to beat. Baldwin- will be important factors on the
team do the chasing than be Wallace, whom the Blue Streaks diving front.
Said Wilson, "We work toward
chased. "It's a negative if you're lost to in a regular season meet,
the end of the season. We've got
looki ng back and a posi tive if you wi 11 also pose a threat.
Lenhart sees Mount Union as a nothing to lose."
can look forward," he sa1d.

Brad Wilson has ~rogressed
leaps and bounds at JCU

Staff Reporter
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Kara Newmeyer
in the 1650-yard freestyle.
This year, however, Newmeyer
plans to be the bridesmaid no
longer. She enters the OAC Championshipsseeded No.1 in the 1650yard freestyle. With a full year of
training under her belt, she has
exploded in the pool with the best
season of her collegiate career.
"Kara definitely gained confidence ," JCU head coach Matt
Lenhart said. "Being that dose to
the nerve center of everything
tha t's going on , things aren't limited, so you gain confidence."
Newmeyer plans to volunteer
for a year after graduation , but
would like to work with the elderly or, ultimately, become an occupational therapist. Her experiences swimm ing and serving as
an intern should help her ease into
that next phase of her life.
"Swimming is a team sport,"she
said. "You learn to work well with
others and interning in Washington gave me a direct experience in
a professional situation."

How's this for progress? Brad
Wilson had never swam the 100yard butterfly prior to last year's
dual meet with Hiram. But he
was put in the race anyway. A
fish out of his element, right7
Not exact! y.
"1 think I won ," he said.
Fair enough. Despite Hiram's
annual ineptitude in the pool, it
was still a fair!y impressive feat .
"He had a natural feel for it,"
jCU head coach Matt Lenhart
said. "ltwassomethingwecould
play with. lt turned out well."
More important, though,
than his quick taking to the
event is h:is progress over his four
yearsatjohnCarroll University.
He hasgonefrom being a competitor in the consolation finals
of theOhioAthleticConference
Championships his freshman
year to coming within an eyelash of winning an individual
title last year as a junior in the
100-yard butterfly
Now a senior, Wilson has
high expectations for this year's
OAC Championships. He will
swim in three individual events
and on a pair of relay teams. But
it'sthelOO-yard butterfly he has
his eyes on after being touched
out at the wall last year.
"I'm expecting to win the fly
if I'm 100 percent that day," said
Wilson,who was a bit under the
weather on Monday.
The swimmer who bea t him
hassincegraduatedand Wilson
is seeded No. 2 behind Mount

Union's Ed Kurlander, whom
Wilson beat last year.
Wilson had never put as
much work into swimming as
he has atjCU . In high school, he
swam about 4,000 yards each
day, and skipped practice once
or twice a week, he said. But his
practice lengths nearly doubled
atJCU .
And he has just kept improving from year to year. He reached
theconsolationfinalsof the 100yard freestyle and backstroke at
the 1995 OAC Championships.
The next year, he placed fourth
in the20Q-yard backstroke. Last

Brad Wilson

year, touched out at the wall.
Meanwhile his whole outlookonswimminghaschanged.
Whereas as a freshman he was
swimming for his own best
times, now he is swimming for
places and points.
"It's kind of weird," he said.
"I've never had to do that before.
lt's more pressure on me, bur
more fun, too, because other
people are depending on you."
But Wilson will not let the
pressure get to him. About this
weekend he said , "Whatever
happens, happens."
Fair enough.
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Men's basketball moves into first place tie
]CUgets.helpjrom.within conft;rence as Mount Union and ONU are upset victims
Matt Rayl
Staf1 Reporter

You might say the john Carroll University men's basketball team is on a roll. But
that may be the understatement of the year.
A six-game winning streak has propelled
the Blue Streaks into a first-place tie with
Ohio Northern Umversity in the Ohio Athleuc Conference
lronicall y. ONU played an integral part in
JCU's climb to the top. The Blue Streaks
began by defeating the Polar Bears, 96-79,
two weeks ago. Last Wednesday, ONU was
upset by Otterbein, and Mount Union by
Hiram. ONU rebounded to knock off Mount
Union four days later. This array of surprising games created the present two-way tie
between the Polar Bears and Blue Streaks.
JCU hosted Hiram last night at the Don
ShulaSpmsCemer.JCUwill also host Mount
Union on Saturday. The Purple Raiders defeatedJCU in Alliance in December, 78-61.
"We're approaching each game the. same.
way,' senior Artie Taylor said. "We beat our-

selves the first time [against Mount Union].
We're not going to do anything different, or
make any major changes.
"Right now, our confidence level is the
highest it's ever been [this season]. Different
guys have been stepping up lately, and this
teamwork really helps us to support each
other out on the floor."
After losing five straight games on the
road, JCU extended its current road win ning streak to three games with victories
over Otterbein and Baldwm-Wallace last
week.
JCU 05-5,ll-3in theOAC)escaped with
a 78-72 decision against Otterbein on Saturday in Westerville, Ohio. The Cardinals
effectively shut down the strong inside
game of the Blue Streaks, who might have
lost the game if not for the stellar performance of junior Dan Coxon, who scored a
career-high 28 points, shooting 11-of-14
from the field, including 4-of-7 from threepoint range.
. "I wasn't really open. I made my shots

with people in my face," Coxon said. "Some
great passes by[seniorguard]Mike Pap gave
me easy transition baskets. I've had games
like that before in high school, but this was
the first college game when l scored that
many points or shot that well."
"He really blossomed into a money
player, I thought, in that game," JCU head
coach Mike Moran said of Coxon." And the
kids knew it, too. A lot of times the kids
don't realize who has the hot hand and
whose night it is on a particular night. But
thewayDannywasshooting,hecould have
picked up the prom queen at the dance,
that's how on he was."
Fellow junior Mark Heidorf added 14
points, while grabbing a team-high 11 rebounds.
JCU defeated crosstown rival BW last
Wednesday for the second time in two
weeks. TheBlueStreaksalmost squandered
a 25-11 first half lead before holding off a
late comeback by the Yellow Jackets to preserve the 79-76 victory.

"Coming off the victory against Ohio
Northern, you worry about a bit of a letdown," Moran said. "Playing against our
biggest rival, I think the cards were stacked
in their [BW] favor."
Coxon and Heidorf again led the Blue
Streaks inscoringand rebounding, respectively. Coxon netted 17 points and Heidorf
tOlaled a career-high 16 rebounds.
"Neither of those two wins was a work
of art, but I'm not asking the kids to be
Rembrandts out there," Moran said. "In
this league, any road win is beautiful
enough to put upon my refrigerator door."
Following Saturday's game against
Mount Union,JCU will wrap up its reguhr season conference schedule by traveling to Heidelberg on Wednesday and taking on Marietta on Saturday in the season
finale at the Shula Sports Center. Following these games will be theOACPostseason
Tournament, with the champion earning
an automatic berth in the NCAA Division
lll Tournament.

Women's basketball halts
losing streak at nine
Mark Boleky

Athletic Conference with a l-14 record.
With starters freshman jaime Rochon
(sickness) and senior Molly Brenlove(knee)
It's finally over.
Thejoh n Carroll University women's bas- out of the lineup, sophomore Allison Likar
ketball team broke its nine game losingstreak stepped up with a career-high 23 points.
on Tuesday at Hiram, winning easily, 81-44. Likar started the first 14 games of the sea"Certainly every game we've been trying son before losing her spot to Rochon.
to win," JCU head !=Oach Carol Dugan sa id. "I
"I think that shows everything about
think what was key was that everyone came Ally," Dugan said. "Shes always had a good
out relaxed and didn't seem pressured."
attitude and worked hard."
lfanyteamwasapttobeexploi d,i wa
(&- . ~ O)hadltswaywithHiram,
Hiram The Terriers <~re last in the Ohio which hasn't beaten the Blue Streaks in 14
straight contests. Starting the second half with a big run,JCU coasted
to viqpry. Freshman Meghann
Hubach took acfvantage of the relatively small Hiram squad, registering six blocks and seven rebounds.
Before the win, the string of futility tied the school record for consecutive games lost in a season. first set In
1975. The Blue Streaks reached that
mark Saturday with a 83-62 loss to
Otterbein. The loss was especially
tough for the Blue Streaks, since they
defeated Otterbein in their first meeting, theconferenceopenerln November.
"I just think the Intensity wasn't
there. They were a very heatable
team," said Rochon, wholrrljCU with
15 points and eight rebounds. "We
gotdownearly,and never got on track
to come back."
In Saturday's loss, the Blue Streaks
.JCU's Christine Marrapese drives toward the
were hurt by the absence of Brenlove,
basket during last Saturday's loss to
who is out for the season with a torn
Otterbein at the Don Shu! a Sports Center.
anterior cruclate ligament. Brenlove
Assistant Sports Editor

SEMESTER ABROAD IN COSTA RICA
The Organization lor Tropical Studies (OTS} and Duke University are
acceptina applications lor the Falll998 semester for a field-oriented,
science ba. .d Mmetter abroad program in Costa Rica. Students
earn 16 credit hours in tropical ecology, environmental science and policy,
field research methods, and Spanish language and culture.

Credits may he h-ansferrecl from 011lce University.
• hand ...on experl.ntlalleaming • Independent field projects
• cultural immersion • extended stays at remote field •it••
• home stays • extensive travel to dlverM eco•ystems
For brochure and application matorialo, contac:t
Organization fw Treplcal Stuclea, Ouko Univoroity
Tol.: (919) 68.4-577 A; Email. <naoOacpub.duko.odu>
h1tp://www .ots.duko.odu
Application deacllne for 199t Fall •-•t.rla
M ....h20, 199t.
... A consortium ofunh'£r.tilits providing ltadtrship in education. research
<;lnd rh£ r~.lpotUible u.s" ofTI(J!ural r~Jourcc.f in th• tropic.J.

Lemieux leads list of
top track performances
Sports Editor

Two weeks ago, john Carroll
Un iversi ty'sMatt Lemieux provisionally
qualified for the NCAA Division III Indoor Track & Field Championships. If
no other athletes betterrrl his score, he
would be in.
But Lemieux took care of the uncertainty on Saturday at the Midwest Elite
Meet at Ohio Northern University. The
senior pole vaulter took first place at the
prestigous meet with a vault of 15feet,ll
inches to automatically qualify for the
Division lii Indoor Championships.
junior Steve Spenthof£ also turned in
an impressive performance last weekend as he won the 30Q-meter dash, fin-
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Wrestlers eke by
Findlay, 17-16
Robert McCarthy
Staff Reporter

Once agai n the john Carroll
wrestling team faced a major deficit early in its match, and once
again JCU fought back, this time
scra tching its way to a 17-16 victory over Findlay last Friday at
the Don Shula Sports Center.
After dropping four of the fi rst
five bouts,JCU rebounded with a
victory from junior Mike Stull at
158 pounds. That victory got
things moving in the right direction for the Blue Streaks as they
went on to claim four out of the
last five bouts.
"Fmdlay was able to get out to
an early lead because their lineup is very strong in the lower
weight classes and our strength is
in the heavier weight classes,"JCU
head coach Kerry Volkmann said.
"The farther up theweightclass
ladder that we go, the more experience we have," Volkmann said.
"Th at experience pays off in close

matches."
With the Blue Streaks breathing rapidly down their necks,
Findlay held tightly to a slim 1614 lead with one match remaining. Heading into the final bout,
heavyweightRichEslichknewthe
hopes for a Blue Streak victory
rested on his shoulders. Eslich
didn't buck le under the pressure,
defeating hisopponent, 6-0, to give
JCU the victory.
"Our guys have stayed strong
throughout each match all season
long and that is a testament to how
hard they work and their conditioning," Volkmann said.
The victory improved thejCU
mark to 19-H as it heads into tomorrow night's match against defending Ohio Athletic Conference
champion Mount Union.
A victory in this match could
result in one of the most successful seasons in Volkmann's 11-year
coaching career atJCU.
"We have seven guys who are

JCU's Nate Samblanet (right) sprawls with his Findlay opponent during the Blue Streaks'
one-point victory on Friday in the Don Shula Sports Center.
having career years for us this year,"
said Volkmann. "It is rea lly amazing when you look at the talent we
lost from last year's2l-3squad and
recognize that this season we have
been so successful."

Casey Martin•s cart case

who injured her knee
againstCapitaltwoweeks
ago, tried to come back
slowly, but only aggravated it.
"Molly's a tremendous
person and athlete,"
Dugan said "The kids realize they have to step it
up, and that's what Molly
wants.•
JCU travels to Mount
Union Saturday, and finIshes up the 1997-98 campaign with two games
next week. Both of JCU's
Hnal two opponents,
Heidelberg and Marietta, L..!!!!.-_ _!!!!!__ _ _ __.:_~-'---____:!!~~
have already fallen to the JCU's Megha'ln 1-U:>ach shoots a layup during
Blue Streaks this year.
the loss to Otterbein on Saturday.

Brian Murphy

SPORTS

lshing a full second ahead of his nearest competitor at the Spartan Invitational at Case Western Reserve University.
The distance mrrlley relay team of
senior Rob Miller, sophomore Nick Sellers, and freshmen joe Wlttlne and jeff
Taraba also took first place.
Also at CWRU, junior Debbie
Pagano and freshman Molly Lynch finished second and third, respectively, in
the 3,000 meter run. junior high
jumper Laura Slazyk tied for second,
and sophomore Martisse Best finished
third In the 400-meter dash.
The Blue Streak men's and women's
track teams will be In action on Friday
at Oberlin.

The 1998 Ohio Athletic Conference Swimming and Diving Olampionships
Who: john Carroll, Baldwin-Wallace, Hiram, Mount Union, Ohio Northern
Where:JCU's William H. johnson Natatorium
When: Today through Saturday
Preliminaries begin at 12 noon each day
Finals begin at 7:00p.m. each day
Admission: Free to all preliminary sessions
$2 for students and $4 for adults to all finals
No OAC or JCU passes will be accepted at the gate

Junior, Basketball
Recorded career-high
28 points against
Otterbein and had
team-high 17 against
BW, both victories.
Shot 16-of-25 from
the field, including 5of-12 from three-point

Casey Martin is a professionalgolfer who was born without the vein that runs along the bone in his lower leg,
a condition /mown as Klippel- Trenaunay-Weber Syndrome. The condition makes walking painful and may
lead to amputation . Last Monday, a f ederal magistrate in a Eugene, Ore., U.S. District Court bega n hearing
testimomy to decide whether the Americans With Disabilities Act should force the Professional Golfers'
Association (PGA) to grant Martin the righ(to ride instead of walk in PGA Tour events.

--

Give Martin the chance: it's about execution, not a cart
Brian Murphy
is a
ThecartsimplyputsMartinon of the game. Golf
tin probably can't identify-walking on the golf coursehasrarely,if the same level as the rest of the play the game regardless one's
field. They can use all their clubs ability to walk. If you can stand
ever, been pleasant for him.
Nothing,not even an absolutely just like Martin. But he can't get and swing a club, you are a golfer.
In the end, it comes down to
terrible round of golf, can spoil a around the course like them. The
Casey
Martin being able to play
nee.
cart
gives
him
that
cha
good walk for Martin. Good walks
the
game
of golf. Golf does not
And
while
Martin
may
get
to
are few and far between. Walking
the 18 holes of a golf course only his ball quicker than the other necessarily in valve walking from
brings him excruciating pain. So competitors, it will in no way put shot to shot. It involves executing
to complete a full round, he must him at an advantage. He can look each shot,which Martin does well.
Appropriately enough, followuse a power cart to e;et from one athisshotfordays,but it all hinges
on his execution. He, just like the ing his first career victory, Martin
shot to the next.
ThePGA wantstopreventMar- other golfers, must hit the shot he became part of Nike's "I Can" camtin from having the right to do so wants. His skills, not a cart, allow paign. 'just do it' sounds like a
good motto because that's what
in events it sponsors. That would him to do that.
Yes, the rules of golf do state thePGATourshoulddo. Givehim
virtually eliminate Martin from
ever playing in PGA Tour events. that Martin is not allowed to use a a chance to showcase his skills beHeneedsacarttodoso,andshould cart in PGA Tour events. But that cause they don't depend on a cart.
be allowed this opportunity.
The PGA Tour's case is based
on the the idea tha t Martin's use of
they must withdraw from compea cart puts the rest of the field at a Robert McCarthy
tition, not order a motorized cart .
disadvantage because walking Commentary
Parr of being an athlete is expePeople have swarmed to
test their stamina while Martin,
no pun intended, gets a free ride. riencing and dealing with thedif- Martin's support and argued that
While he sits idly in a can, breeze fering physical and emotional de- the weather conditions will still
blowing in his face, moving from mands of the sport. Current liti- effect Martin, despite the use of a
shot to shot, the other competitors gation is threatening this aspect cart. TellthattoKenVenturi,l964
PGA Champion and Ben Hogan,
must walk the course, subject to of the golf world.
Casey Martin issuing the PG A 1950 U.S. Open Champion.
the course and wear her conditions.
Battling 100-degree temperaBut who's really at a disadvan- for the right to use a cart in competage? Martin mayoneday lose his tition because he thinks that his turesandnear lOOpercent humidleg because of the disability. Am- disability puts him at a disadvan- ity, Venturi lost eight pounds durputatio n is something he could tageagainstother competitors. By ing the course of the 36-hole final
face in the future,and he's putting using a cart he says that the play· round, and near! y.collapsed afterother people at a disadvantage by ing field will be balanced. This is wards,suffering from extreme desimplyincorrect. Using a cart will hydration and exhaustion. The
using a cart?
He simply cannot get around giveMartinanadvantageover the allowance of a cart would unthe course by walking. He can by rest of the Tour pros who must doubtedly have made the final
round more bearable and less
can . With the cart he is able to do walk.
Since the inception oJ the PGA physicallydemandingfor Venturi
what is at the vcry essence of golf
- execution of shots. lt doesn't Tour, walking the course during and his fellow competitiors. But it
matter how one's self, but how competition has been the most was not an option.
fundamentalof rules. Players need
Hogan battled back from a
one's ball , gets from tee to green.
Martin proved exactly that just to be physically fit to battle the major car accident that shattered
a few weeks ago. just one week elements, including extreme tem- both of his legs a mere 16 months
afte r winning a tournament us- peraturesand varying terrain. All before play began in the 1950 U.S.
ing a can, he missed the cut badly players face the rigors in the same Open. Hogan entered the tournastill using a cart. Obviously, the manner and battle to the finish. ment, handling pain and ph ysica I
can did nothingfor his game when When players are unable to finish strain that would parallel Martin's
he missed the cut. Did it when he a tournament forphysicalreasons Hogan stumbled his way to the

Matt Lemieux
Senior, Track & Field
Qualified to compete in
the NCAA Division Ill

"

Indoor Championships
with a first-place pore
vault of 15 feet, 11 inches at the Midwest Elite
meet on Saturday at
Ohio Northern.

Allowing Martin to use a cart would take the physical aspect out of golf
18th green, but was able to hold it
together for the last hole and the
title. The use of a cart would definitely have eased Hogan's pain.
But battling a nd overcoming
these elements is all part of what
makes golf so challenging, both
physically and mentally. ThePGA
Tour is trying to protect the purity
and integrity that has made the
game of golf so competitive. By
removing the physical challenge
for Martin, the game loses i tscompetitive nature.
Two of the game's more notable
icons, Arnold Palmer and Jack
Nicklaus, have taken a stand in
support of the PGA Tour's decision torefuse Martinthecart privilege. They have said that the use of
a can eliminates the "physicalness· and the conditioning demands of the sport.
Nicklaus and Palmer have refused to use carts on the Senior
PGA Tour, though it is within the
rules for the elder circuit Despite
their several recent physical and
health problems(Palmer recovering£ rom prostate cancer, Nicklaus

has co, 1stant back ailments), they
continue to walk. Palmer, 68, has
said the day he can no longer walk
the course IS the day he will quit
playing competitive golf.
Physical handicaps have not
stopped other athletes from
achieveing their dreams of participating in the professional
arena. Jim Abbott was an AllAmerican pitcheratMichiganand
was drafted by the California Angels,despite havingonlyone hand
Abbott went on to throw a nohitter, a rare occurrence in baseball even for two-handed pitchers.
Abbott did not seek a change in
rules to level the playing field between him and other pitchers. If
Martin's ailment poses a serious
threat to his health, he should not
be out there m the first place.
The PGA sympathizes with
Martin and his condi tion, but his
ailments do not warrant changes
within the rules, especially one
which would challenge the integrity of the game and put all other
golfers, who work just as hard,at a
disadvantage.
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Men's basketball moves into first place tie
]CU·gets.help from .within conft;rence as Mount Union and ONU are upset victims
Matt Rayl
Staff Reporter

You might say the john Carroll University men's basketball team is on a roll. But
that may be the understatement of the year.
A six-game winning streak has propelled
the Blue Streaks into a first-place tie with
Ohio Northern Umversity in the Ohio Ath letic Conference.
lronically,ONU played an integral pan tn
jCU's climb w the top. The Blue Streaks
began by defeating the Polar Bears, 96-79,
two weeks ago. Last Wednesday, ONU was
upset by Onerbetn, and Mount Union by
Hiram. ONU rebounded to knock off Mount
Union four days later. This array of surprising games created the present two-way tie
between the Polar Bears and Blue Streaks.
jCU hosted Hiram last night at the Don
ShulaSpor15Center.jCU will also host Mount
Union on Saturday. Tlie Purple Raiders defeatedJCU in Alliance in December, 78-6L
"We're approaching each game the, ~me.
way," senior Artie Taylor said. "We beat our-

selves the first time [against Mount Unionl
We're not going to do anything different, or
make any major changes.
"Right now, our confidence level is the
highest it'sever been [thisseasonl Different
guys have been stepping up late! y, and this
teamwork really helps us to support each
other out on the floor."
After losing five straight games on the
road,JCU extended il5 current road winning streak to three games with victories
over Otterbein and Baldwin-Wallace last
week.
JCU(l5-5, ll-3in theOAC)escaped with
a 78-72 decision against Otterbein on Saturday in Westerville, Ohio. The Cardinals
effectively shut down the strong inside
game of the Blue Streaks, who might have
lost the game if not for the stellar performance of junior Dan Coxon, who scored a
career-high 28 poinl5, shooting 11-of-14
from the field, including 4-of -7 from threepoint range.
. ")wasn't really open. 1 made my shots

with people in my face," Coxon said. "Some
great passes by[seniorguard]Mike Pap gave
me easy transition baskel5. I've had games
like that before in high school, but this was
the first college game when I scored that
many points or shot that welL"
"He really blossomed into a money
player, 1 thought, in that game," JCU head
coach Mike Moran said of Coxon. "And the
kids knew it, too. A lot of times the kids
don't realize who has the hot hand and
whose night it is on a particular night. But
the way Danny was shooting, he could have
picked up the prom queen at the dance,
that's how on he was."
Fellow junior Mark Heidorf added l4
points, while grabbing a team-high 11 rebounds.
JCU defeated crosstown rival BW last
Wednesday for the second time in two
weeks. The Blue Streaks almost squandered
a 25-11 first ha If lead before holding off a
late comeback by the Yellow jackets to preserve the 79-76 victory.

"Coming off the victory against Ohio
Northern, you worry about a bit of a letdown ," Moran said. "Playing against our
biggest rival,! th ink the cards were stacked
in their [BW] favor. "
Coxon and Heidorf again led the Blue
Streaks inscoringand rebounding,respectively. Coxon netted 17 points and Heidorf
totaled a career-high 16 rebounds.
"Neither of those two wins was a work
of art, but I'm not asking the kids to be
Rem bra ndts out there," Moran said. "In
this league, any road win is beautiful
enough to put up on my refrigerator door."
Following Saturday's game against
Mount Union,JCU will wrap up its regular season conference schedule by traveling to Heidelberg on Wednesday and taking on Marietta on Saturday in the season
finale at the Shula Sports Center. Followingthesegames will be theOACPostseason
Tournament, with the champion earning
an automatic berrh in the NCAA Division
1U Tournament.

Women's basketball halts
losing streak at nine
Mark Boleky

Athletic Conference with a 1-14 record.
With starters freshman jaime Rochon
(sickness) and senior Molly Brenlove (knee)
It's finally over.
The john Carroll University women's bas- out of the lineup, sophomore Allison Likar
ketball team broke itS ninegamelosingstreak stepped up with a career-high 23 points.
on Tuesday at Hiram, wmning easily, 81-44. Ukar started the first 14 games of the sea"Certainly every game we've been trying son before losing her spot to Rochon.
"I think that shows everything about
to win," JCU head ~eac h Carol Dugan said. "I
thmk what was key was that everyone came Ally," Dugan said. "She's always had a good
out relaxed and didn't seem pressured."
attitude and worked hard"
1f any team wa!>apttobeexploited, · wa
(8- , 5-- 6) had Its way with Hiram,
Hiram. The Terriers are last in the Ohio which hasn't beaten the Blue Streaks in 14
straight contests. Starting the sec·
ond half with a big run,jCU coasted
to vic~9ry. Freshman Meghann
Hubach took advantage of the rela·
tively small Hiram squad, register·
ing six blocks and seven rebounds.
Before the win, the string of futility tied theschoolrecordforconsecu·
tive games lost in a season, first set in
1975. The Blue Streaks reached that
mark Saturday with a 83-62 loss to
Otterbein. The loss was especially
tough for the Blue Streaks, since they
defeated Otterbein in their first meet·
ing, theconferenceopener inNovem·
her.
"I just think the Intensity wasn't
there. They were a very heatable
team," said Rochon, wholedJCUwith
15 points and eight rebounds. "We
got downearly,andnevergoton track
to come back"
jomcs Mkchdl
In Saturday's loss, the Blue Streaks
JCU's Christine Marrapese drives toward the
were hurt by the absence of Brenlove,
basket during last Saturday's loss to
who is out for the season with a torn
Otterbein at the Don Shula Sports Center.
anterior cruciate ligament. Brenlove
ASSIStant Sports EditOr

SEMESTER ABROAD IN COSTA RICA
The Organization for Tropical Studies (OTS) and Duke University are
accepting applications for the Fall 1998 semester for a field-oriented,
1cience ba•ed Hmeater abroad program in Co1ta Rica. Students
earn 16 credit hours in tropical ecology, environmental science and policy,
field research methods, and Spanish language and culture.
• hand1-on experiential learning • Independent field projeds
• cultural Immersion • extended stays at remote field sit• home stays • extensive travel to diver- ecosystems
For brochure and application malorials, contact

Or.,..;aation for Tropical Stvcieo, Duko University
Tel.: (919) 684-577o4; EmaiL <nooOacpub.duko.odu>
hHp://www .ots.duko.odu
Application deaollne for 199t Folio...,._ Is
M•ct. 20, 199t.
. A consortium ofuniwr~itit.s prO\•iding leadership itt education.
QJ'td the rt$JX~Niblc u~·• ()/ noturalr~sourcc.s in lhtt tropics.

1'~3tarch

Staff Reporter

Once again the john Carroll
wrestling team faced a major deficit early in its match, and once
againJCU fought back, this time
scratching its way to a 17-16 victory over Findlay last Friday at
the Don Sh ula Sports Center.
After dropping four of the first
five bouts,JCU rebounded with a
victory from junior Mike Stull at
158 pounds. That victory got
things moving in the right direction for the Blue Streaks as they
went on to claim four ·out of the
last five bouts.
"Findlay was able to get out to
an early lead because the ir lineup is very strong in the lower
weight classes and our strength is
in the heavier weight classes,"JCU
head coach Kerry Volkmann said.
"The farther up the weight class
ladder that we go, the more experience we have ," Volkmann said.
"That experience pays off in close

matches."
With the Blue Streaks breathing rapidly down their necks,
Findlay held tightly to a slim 1614lead with one match remaining. Heading into the final bout,
heavyweight Rich Eslich knew the
hopes for a Blue St reak victory
rested on his shoulders. Eslich
didn't buckle under the pressure,
defeating hisopponent,6-0, to give
JCU the victory.
"Our guys have stayed strong
throughout each match all season
long and that is a testament to how
hard they work and their conditioning," Volkmann said.
The victory improved theJCU
mark to 19-l-1 as ir heads into tomorrow night's ma tch againstdefendi ng 0 hio Athletic Conference
champion Mount Union.
A victory in this match could
result in one of the most successful seasons in Volkmann's 11-year
coaching career atjCU.
"We have seven guys who are

JCU's Nate Samblanet (right) sprawls with his Rndlay opponent during the Blue Streaks'
one-point victory on Friday in the Don Shula Sports Center.
havingcareeryearsfor us this year,"
said Volkmann. "!t is really amazing when you look at the talent we
lost from last year's2l-3squadand
recognize that this season we have
been so successfuL"

Junior, Basketball
Recorded career-high
28 points against
Otterbein and had
team-high 17 against

BW, both victories.

---

Shot 16-of-25 from
the field, including 5of-12 from three-point

Brian Murphy

ishing a full second ahead of his nearest competitor at the Spartan lnvita·
tional at Case Western Reserve Unl·
verslty.
The distance medley relay team of
seniorRobMiller,sophomoreNickSell·
ers, and freshmen joe Wlttine and jeff
Taraba also took first place.
Also at CWRU, junior Debbie
Pagano and freshman Molly Lynch finished second and third, respectively, in
the 3,000 meter run. Junior high
jumper Laura Slazyk tied for second,
and sophomore Martisse Best finished
third in the 400-meter dash.
The Blue Streak men's and women's
track teams will be in action on Friday
·at Oberlin.

The 1998 Ohio Athletic Conference Swimming and Diving Championships

CreJin may be transferred from Duke University.

Robert McCarthy

Give Martin the chance: it's about execution, not a cart

Lemieux leads list of
top track performances
Two weeks ago, John Carroll
University's Matt Lemieux provisionally
qualified for the NCAA Division llllndoor Track & Field Championships. If
no other athletes bettered his score, he
would be in.
But Lemieux took care of the uncertainty on Saturday at the Midwest Elite
Meet at Ohio Northern University. The
senior pole vaulter took first place at the
prestigous meet with a vault of 15 feet, 11
inches to automatically qualify for the
Division Illlndoor Championships.
junior Steve Spent hoff also turned in
an impressive performance last week·
end as he won the 300-meter dash, fin-

Wrestlers eke by
Findlay, 17-16

Casey Martin is a professionalgolferwho was born without the vein that runsalong the bone in his lower leg.
a condition known as Klippel-Trenaunay-Weber Syndrome. The condition makes walking painful and may
lead to amputation. Last Monday, a federal magistrate in a Eugene, Ore., US Dist ri ct Court began hearing
testimomy to decide whether the Americans With Disabilities Act should force the Professional Golfers'
Association (PGA) to grant Martin th e right'to ride instead ofwal kin PGA Tour events.

Heidelberg and Marietta, '----"'=--have already fallen to the JCl!s Megham 1-UJach shoots a layup during
Blue Streaks this year.
the loss to Otterbein on Saturday.

Brian Murphy
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Casey Martin•s cart case

who injured her knee
against Capital two weeks
ago, tried to come back
slowly, but only aggravated it.
"Molly's a tremendous
person and athlete,"
Dugan said. "The kids realize they have to step it
up, and that's what Molly
wants."
JCU travels to Mount
Union Saturday, and fin·
!shes up the 1997-98 campaign with two games
next week. Both of JCU's
final two opponents,

Sports Editor

SPORTS

Who:john Carroll, Baldwin-Wallace, Hiram, Mount Union, Ohio Northern
Where:JCUs William H. johnson Natatorium
When: Today through Saturday
Preliminaries begin at 12 noon each day
Finals begin at 7:00p.m. each day
Admission: Free to all preliminary sessions
$2 for students and $4 for adults to all finals
No OAC or JCU passes will be accepted at the gate

is a
tin probably can't identify-walking on the golf course has rare! y, if
ever, been pleasant lor him.
Nothing,not even an absolutely
terrible round of golf, can spoil a
good walk for Martin. Good walks
are few and far between. Walking
the 18 holes of a golf course only
brings him excruciating pain. So
to complete a full round, he must
use a power cart to ~et from one
shot to the next.
The PGA wants to prevent Martin from having the right to do so
in events it sponsors. That would
virtually eliminate Martin from
ever playing in PGA Tour events.
He needs a cart rodoso,andshould
be allowed this opportunity
The PGA Tour's case is based
on the the idea that Martin's use of
a ca rt puts the rest of the field at a
disadvantage because walking
test their stamina while Martin,
no pun intended, gets a free ride.
While he sits idly in a cart, breeze
blowing in his face, moving from
shot to shot, the other competitors
must walk the course, subject to
the course and weather conditions.
But who's really at a disadvantagd Martin may one day lose his
leg because of the disability. AmpU[ation is something he could
face in the future, and he's putting
other people at a disadvantage by
using a cart?
He simply cannot get around
the course by walking. He can by
cart. With the cart he is able to do
what is at the very essence of golf
- execmion of shots. It doesn't
matter how one's self, but how
one's ball , gets from tee to green.
Martin proved exactly that just
a few weeks ago. just one week
after winning a tournament using a cart, he missed the cut bad! y
still using a cart. Obviously, the
cart did nothingforhisgamewhen
he missed the cut. Did it when he

The cartsimplyputsMartinon
the same level as the rest of the
field. They can use all their clubs
just like Martin. But he can't get
around the course like them. The
cart gives him that chance.
And while Martin may get to
his ball quicker than the other
competitors, it will in no way put
him at an advantage. He can look
at his shotfordays,but it all hinges
on his execution. He, just like the
other golfers, must hit the shot he
wants. His skills, not a cart, allow
him to do that.
Yes, the rules of golf do state
that Martin is not allowed to use a
cart in PGA Tour events. But that

of the game.
allows
play the game regardless one's
ability to walk If you can stand
and swing a club, you are a golfer.
In the end, it comes down to
Casey Martin being able to play
the game of golf. Golf does not
necessarily involve walking from
shot to shot. It involves executing
eachshot,whichMartindoeswell.
Appropriately enough, following his first career victory, Martin
became part of Nike's "1 Can" campaign. "just do it' sounds like a
good motto because that's what
thePGA Tour should do. Give him
a chance to showcase his skills because they don't depend on a cart

Matt Lemieux
Senior, Track & Field
Qualified to compete in
the NCAA Division Ill
Indoor Championships
with a first-place pole
vault of 15 feet, 11 inches at the Midwest Elite
meet on Saturday at
Ohio Northern.

Allowing Martin to use a cart would take the physical aspect out of golf
Robert McCarthy

they must withdraw from competition, not order a motorized cart.
Part of being an athlete is expePeople have swarmed to
riencing and dealing with the dif- Martin's support and argued that
fe ring ph ysica I and emotional de- the weather conditions will still
mands of the sport. Current liti- effect Martin, despite the use of a
gation is threatening this aspect cart. Tell that toKen Venturi,1964
of the golf world.
PGA Champion and Ben Hogan,
Casey Martin issuing the PGA 1950 U.S. Open Champion.
for the right to use a cart in compeBattling 100-degree temperatition because he thinks that his turesand near 100 percent humiddisability putS him at a disadvan- ity, Venturi lost eight pounds d urtageagainstothercompetitors. By ing the course of the 36-hole final
using a cart he says that the play- round,andnearly.collapsed aftering field will be balanced. This is wards,suffering from extreme desi mplyincorrect. Usi nga cart will hydration and exhaustion. The
give Martin an ad vantage over the allowance of a cart would unrest of the Tour pros who must doubtedly have made the final
walk.
round more bearable and less
Since the inception aJ: the PG~ ph ysicallydemandingfor Venturi
Tour, walking the course during and hisfellowcompetitiors. But it
competition has been the most was not an option.
fundamental of rules. Players need
Hogan battled back from a
to be physically fit to battle the major car accident that shattered
elements, including extreme tem- both of his legs a mere 16months
peraturesand varying terrain. All before play began in the 1950 U.S.
players face the rigors in the same Open. Hogan entered the tournamanner and battle to the finish. ment, handling pain and physical
When players are unable to finish strain that would parallel Martin's.
a tournament for physical reasons Hogan stumbled his way to the

Commentary

18th green, but was able to hold it
together for the last hole and the
title. The use of a cart would definitely have eased Hogan's pain.
But battling and overcoming
these elements is all part of what
makes golf so challenging, both
physically and mentally. ThePGA
Tour is trying to protect the purity
and integrity that has made the
game of golf so competitive. By
removing the physical challenge
for Martin, the game loses its competitive nature.
Two of the game's more notable
icons, Arnold Palmer and Jack
Nicklaus, have taken a stand in
support of the PGA Tour's decision to refuse Martin the can privilege. Theyhavesaid thattheuseof
a cart eliminates the "physicalness" and the conditioning demands of the sport.
Nicklaus and Palmer have refused to use carts on the Senior
PGA Tour, though it is within the
rules for the elder circuit. Despite
their several recent physical and
health problems (Palmer recovering£ rom prostateca ncer, Nicklaus

has co<~stant back ailments), they
cont inue to walk Palmer, 68, has
said the day he can no longer walk
the course is the day he will quit
playing competttive golf.
Physical handicaps have not
stopped other athletes from
achieveing their dreams of participating in the professional
arena. Jim Abbott was an AllAmerican pitcher at Michiganand
was drafted by the California Angels, despite having on! y one hand.
Abbott went on to throw a no·
hitter, a rare occurrence in baseball even for two-handed pitchers.
Abbott did not seek a change in
rules to level the playing field between him and other pitchers. lf
Martin's ailment poses a serious
threat to his health, he should not
be out there in the first place.
The PGA sympathizes with
Martin and his condition, bur his
ailments do not warrant changes
within the rules, especially one
which would challenge the integrity of the game and put all other
golfers, who work just as hard ,at a
disadvantage.

--
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Editorial opinion

Facing hate
crimes atJCU
John Carroll University's campus has been plagued with numerous messages of hate over the past several months. Swastikas drawn on doors, racial slurs agilillSt Afr1can Amerit:ans,
graffiti against illegal immigrants, flyers denouncing women
and most recently, someone changing the screen saver on the
Recplex computer lab to attack an administrator with a derogatory term referring ro sexual orientation complete the growing
list of hate crimes on campus.
Admittedly,some peopleareabletoignore these hateful messages, probably because they are not targeted by them or because
they are able to dismiss the antagonist as ignorant
However, those who are de riled cannot possl bly disregard the
emotional impact of such cruelty.
At a Jesuit university whose mission statement expresses "a
deep respect for thef reedom and dignity of the human person,"
it is appalling that some members of the community insist on
assaulting the dignity of others.
By spread ingsuch insulting messages against certain people.
these perpetrarorsseem to say that their targets are unworthy of
being atJCU and perhaps society in general. Realistically; though.
the perpetrators are clearly the ones who are unworthy of being
atjCU. Their actions directly-defy common mores of r.act and
the central values of the university.
While there are nora mmificacions for violating mores of tact,
such acts are qualified as hate crimes, which carry federal and
state penalties, as well as university sanctions.
Unfonunately, the cowardly perpetrators may never faGe the
penalties because they choose anonymity.
While they can escape unharmed by avoiding the repercus·
sions of their extreme behavior. the emotional turmoil of their
victims leaves a scar that cannot be escaped.
Sowhatcan bedone? Inasocietythatfoundsirsprinclpleson
freed om of speech and expression, can we lash out In an attempt
to stop these people?
lfwehadananswer, weWQII)d
have enacted it immediately
theOvil
It so:un~ds;i~l~ik~e~aUgDrea.t~id~ea~~~~~
~all"
doesn't
als, we must act
doesn't u..,.... ""'MH
search for the perpetrators, (unlcae
rather avoid supporting their crimes.
·
Take down the flyers. Cover up the swatstlkas.
rac1al slurs. Change the screen savers.

Cafeteria pile ups
are hassle .for. all_..
Maybe this topic is discussed every year. And maybe it does
seem a bit overdone. But obviously some people just do not getiL
The cafeteria gets crowded enough during certain periodsc(
lunch and dinner time. It's hard enough finding a table CO.It
during those peak hours. The table search Is made
when there area few pil(d with dirtyu~llQlll••~~ou.-;
cups and strewn food.
It does not take a whole lot of energy to pick liP~'IIIlO
plate or two, some silverware and a co~ ""!t""'-!:V
students probably lUt more wdght
weekenddoingl2-ouncecurls. Yetthetnq~--~
It is very disgusting to ha11e tli>$11t GCIIWI!lati1:J•r}lll9.!
all over ir, and various dining materials q::"lefl;W. .I&
over, 1t is jusr pia in disrespectful. Tbere
riaworkerswhoworkhardcnou&htoprcpllp ali:t*MCYf!l'1
great meals. But that's not their problem. fbdrprobltmiswtth
those students who~nnot make the simple gesture of carrying
a uay to the conveyor bell
At home. many students probably have to carry dinner plates
from the table to the sink, rinse it orr and then place it in a
dishwasher or nen wash them by hand. The cafeteria merely
asks students to place a tray, which they've already carried tot he
table, on a conveyor belt. That does not sound too challenging.
Just think of thecaftteriaasa big dorm room. When students
make a mess in their dorm rooms or use any type of cup or plate,
they clean them. So clean up messes in the cafeteria.
The employees are not there to clean up after students. That~
where students come in. Make it a comfortable and enjoyable
d 1ning experience for all Lift your tray and rake it to the hac.k of
the cafeteria. It's not asking too much and ir's not hard.

to-

mi,s s: Bookstore markups. HIT: The place in Canton
that sells books really cheap. miss: England announces
support for U.S. in potential war with Iraq. Yippee skippee.
I feel safe now. HIT: Being with your "special someone" on
Valentine's Day. (ha ha... barf.) HIT /miss: The Valentine's
Dance. (Official opinion polls aren't in yet) miss: People
who make counterfeit parking passes. Damn! Why didn't
we think of that?! [should be] HIT: The voice mail lady.
HIT: Ronald Reagan celebrating his 87th birthday. miss:
Checking your mail when the lights are off in the mail room
so you can't see if there is anything in your mailbox. Then
going through the hassle of opening it, and finding there's
nothing in there. HIT: Spring Break is exactly 15. days
away. miss: The 15 days between .now and Spn~g B~e~k.
miss: The eight percent of people 1~ Newsweek s op~mon
poll that said oral sex does not constitute adult.er~. DIvorced males and a president, no doubt. HIT: F1nd1ng
someone else's VendaCard and claiming it as your own.
HIT: Student Union voter turnout over 1000 people.

Staff Commentary

Lack of

Common Sense
UI want to tell you todosomething,do !call your friend
and ask him or her to tell you about it? Wouldn't that be
ridiculous?
Wouldn't It make more sense ro, oh_. I don't know, call
the person directly 7
WelL thefirst method isessentially
how JCU's financial aid department
handles having students reminded to
sign for their Perkins Loan.
Last week I received a call to go to
the Business Office to sign forthe loan.
The caller added that I would be
charged a $Slate fee. When I arrived
at the office !added myjohn Hancock,
payed the charge, and asked, "Did we
Mark Boleky
receive notice for this?"
.Wt Spom Eliltor
The woman replied, "Oh, yes. There
was a letter sent home co your parents."
"But we received nothing?"
"Well, there were fliers up, and, also, your parents were
supposed to call and remind you."
Hmmm...
Let'ssee,lliveoncampus.lhavetosignforitoncampus.
Yet they sent the notice to my parents. Am I the only one
confused here?
I guess the fliers that were up were supposed to catch
our attention. They wouldn't happen to blend in with, you
k~ the Student Union fundraiser to sell Chris Beato's
sideb~ns or the 100,000 other stupid ones that are up
everywhere.
In this age of technology, how long would. it_ have taken
to send out a group e-mail to all those recelVIng Perkms
Loans?
Incidentally; I also find it interesting th.at our actual
financial aid packets, which need to be hUed out and
turned back in aregiven to us. Most tuitions are paid or, at
least, handled by the parents, yet those they choose not to
send home.
I'm sorry, I just find myself in Bizarro World when
thinking about these things. Theseissuesarecertainlynot
pressing, but little things like these that the~hool handles
make you think there's no common sense 1~volved. Or
maybe the same people in charge of handlmg the Safe
Rides debacle are behind this. (lust a s1de note: can I
borrow $2000 next year from someone? I'm sure I'll be
losing my Perkins Loan aftert~is.) .
.
The only reasoning I can thmk of IS that maybe they re
going.to use the money in a good way. Wnh all the $5late
fees and the postage saved from not sending the packets
home, what can they do with the exua dinero?
I've got it! It could used to pay for the STUDENT ACTIYITIES FEE.
Oh, wait, that would make sense and actually help us
out. Sorry
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from Been 1'l1ere and
Done That
Dear Been There & Done That,
My roommate had an abortion last year.
She has been very depressed about it ever
since and I don't know what to tell her. She
was raised Catholic, and recently asked me
if she thinks she will go to hell for it. 1 said
no but !don't know how to counsel her any
. fu;ther on this subjecL What can l say to
make her feel beuer7
-Difficult to Deal With
~r~lin~

·
(BT) It sounds like this is something she
needs to work out between her and God,
especially if she's worrying about issues
lik.eheavenandhell Theon-campusCounseling Center and Wellness program have
professionally trained people to help her
through this. Also, advise her to go confession and talk to a priest.
(DT) Don't they have hotlines for stuff
like this?
Dear Been There & Done That,
My roommate drinks like a fish. We've
roomed together for two years now and it
never used to be this bad - three nights a
week and he skips class. Our whole floor
has expressed concern, but he just blows
them off. If he acts like this for much longer,
I will be forced to find a new roomie. !like
him a lot. What do I do?-Troubled at the Taverns
~r Troubled,

~lifm how much he means to
you, and how his behavior is hurting ev-

eryone who cares for him. Show him how
to have a ood ·
wi ut · volvin alcohol In addition, ca or more acts an
ways to help your friend at Alcohol and
-Qrug Abuse 24 hour Action Helpline
&Treittnent-(1-800-23+0+20).
(DT) He drinks three nights a week,
that's it? Besides, fish don't drink water,let
alone beer.
Dear Been There & Done That,
What if yourteachercuts his arm on the
podium during class but doesn't realize it?
Blood starts running down his arm as you
can only stare, frozen in your seat with indecision. The prof continues his lecture
obliviously. Do you run for a bandaid or
merely watch and say nothing? l ended up
just sitting there looking like an idiot and
said nothing. Hefinallynoticed and looked
a little shocked. What would you do?
-Cut Up in Class
~rCutUp.

(BT) Excuse yourself and gently tell
your prof that he is bleeding. Ask if you
may be excused to get him a tissue. He will
not only have an increased respect for you,
but it will enable him to save face in front
of the rest of the class, whoprobablysat in
silence with you.
(DT) You looked like an idiot? You
looked like an idiot?
Dear Been There & Done That,
My roomm ate has recently started to sit
around the room in her undies, or in seethroughjammies. l appreciate she's proud
of what she's got, bur I don't need to see it
constantly.jellyrollsscare me. She's a good
girl but she needs to cover it up and do
something for the environment and my
good night's sleep (she's giving me nightmares). What can I do or say?
-Scared of Buffy
Dear Scared,
(BT) Invest in colored sunglasses and a
night-time eye mask. Tell her you're uncornfortable seeing her in her skivvies and
that you'd appreciate her dressing a bit more
conservatively when you're around
(DT) Dorm and room number please.
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He Said, She Said
To Date or Not to Date...

by Joe Halalko and Sam Sublty
b Nicole Jusseaume and Resa Whipkey
It was Monday. I rounded the steps heading toward the InnEven though society has change . men have not. T ey li e to
Between, a couple of friends giving the typical "What's up?" nod. conquer and to challenge. Men like. to know they're the ones .m
Something odd hung over them , though, an aura, if you will. With pursuit of the goal. With the growmg strength of the femmtst
intent to pinpoint what was up, I racked my brain for an original movement, we've changed the rules of dating.
question, one rarely heard on campus. "How was your weekend?"
Before, men had to yearn for us; they hoped to catch a glimpse
Their eyes lit up with wonder. ' We went to a party at another of us passing by, and dreamt of ways to get us alone. We were
school," they smiled,"where the girls actually came up and talked carefully guarded creatures. What happened? Now, the most
to us."
prevalent relationships on campus are the "dormam-~octurnal"
A revelation. Perhaps that scent in the air was notthe Marriott varier y. We don't think these are even worthy of bemg called
that so seductively draws us in to eat everyday. Perhaps it was couples - they spark after a few drinks and are over by brunch the
vindication. Call it what you will, but Ed K. and Steve B. (we'll next morning (while the whole cafeteria is buzzing about your
protect their anonymity) had experienced something that we all short-lived love affair).
hope for, but seldom see on this campus: finding someone who
Everyone is familiar with the "free puppy" theory. Nobody
takes an interest.
wants one. If you givesomerhingaway; it is instantly thought to be
Flash back with me to age 14. My parents, passing on t~e wis- less valuable. What kind of cardoeseveryguywant? Thecheapest
dom to "date a lot of people, there's plenty of time to find a serious one out there? No, you go for theJag, the BMW,orthejeepCherokee.
relationship." Good words, yes, and comforting to a fledgling soul They're expensive, they're classy, and they're hardertoget. They're
driven by newfound hormones. Fast forward to the present. After hardtrtogct. Whatsportsreammakes you feel the bescafteryou've
almost three years at JCU, here 1am, age 21, with questions still beaten them? The one considered undefeatable that presents the
.
•
•
unanswered. It is time to speak up about a phenomenon that I call, greatest challenge. Challenge.
"The Lack of Dating on the JCU Campus" Something needs to
lf you want to be treated like a pnncess, you cant be a free
change. In the wake of the Valentine's D~y dance, my heart may go puppy" Our theory is that guys will respect and value you more tf
on, but it'll have to go off-campus My fnends and 1are wntmg the you are harder to get. _We are .not talking about mind games, or
definitiveworkon this abnormality. The first line of the rough draft putting anyone down.Justdon t make yourself too avatlable. How
reads, "The art of dating is dead ."
about the girl who spends the weekends dmng not only her
Because you know it. At a party, you've wanted to ask the beau- boyfriend's, but her boyfriend's roommate's laundry as well? Or
tiful baby in the corner for her number and then stopped yourself the girl who will rush to his door at any hour of the mght,1gnonng
for fear theJCU "rumor mill" will take over. It is a mill stream that the fact that his call rudely interrupted her beauty sleep? We're
runs long and deep, my friends. between two e.xtremes: hook-up talking about respect lf you're too available, you're bound to be
city and commitment land. In the rumor mtll, dmner and a mov1e taken for granted.
.
assumes some type of supernatural status. People hear of the date
Guys are looking [or someone who treasures herself; 1f you
and puc the both of you·wgecherfor the rest of your lives. You.for don't, why should anyone else? You can show that you really care
e){llmple,approachagirl youaremtldymterested mand fmallyask about your man in ways other than being hjsservant.
her, "Let's go see a movie." Your friends hear of thiS, over a rousmg
Think you have nothing better to do than hrsdtshes? The Rules
game of Playstation, and quickly decide: "He's whipped."
suggests you be a "creature unlike any other." TR stare_s: "Men like
At your lunch table, scope out the ice cream and salad lines and to think that they are getting the prom queen. Show htm that you
come up with nicknames for the hot people m each class. Watt, have a full life, that you are independent. When a man knows he
can have you five minute5 after
his lastorg1rlfneml
gave h1m the.
wrong test. Instead, take a look around t he room and count t h_e_-bot:~r;-itte'li--ort~poor-becatJ;~t"nt:''
:!M•Onely
bor • nol
-group-burby-gencier.
.
1 •
What's the point? 1was an intern in D.C and a co-worker clued crazy about you. In such cases, buyer beware: it won't asr. .
me in to a sobering reality: it is difficult to meet people once you are
Of course, you are taking a chance that someone who 1s lnseout of school and in the work world. There's no cafeteria to meet at cure is unlikey topursueyou, buthe'snot the kmd of guywhow11l
or phone-chain, to pass along what's going on this week. end. .
treasure you anyways. The next time you feel tempted to run the
5o practice now. Take the chance an d express an mterest m sweeper on yourman'sgrungycarpet after
h the football
f h g.ame,or.he
h
someone thatcatchesyourfancy. Introduce your friend tothema~ calls for you in a drunken stupor at al 1 ourso t e mg t: resiSt.
behind the man. Then questions like, "How was your weekend, Why be the "free puppy" when you're as worthy as a registered
might take on a different light.
showdog?

..._

•

~~~~~~~~~------

Letters to the Editor
Students should take responsibility for actions

school is sending a distinct message that our actions evoke consequences, and the school will not (and should ~or) be expected to
pick up the pieces after a foohsh and mespons1ble mght. After all,
in the world outside of this bubble that we call john Carroll, there
are no free rides.

What makessomeJohn Carroll students think that just because Kathleen R. Cantanese
we go to college that this privilege confers exemption from the
Class of 1999
consequences of our actions? Time and time agam,stude?~ complain about faculty "misleading" us in our academic .adv1smg, the
Voicing concern with radio station . . :
Jack of on-campus activites, and the school not prov1dmg us With
1fail to understand how a Catholic, religious umversny ebm•a "Safe Ride." We as students need to wake up and start taking nates all of the religious programming off of our station, but
responsibility for our actions. just because we (or our parents) can becomesa24 hour broadcast. 1wasformerlya Dj with WJCU and
afford a private university, does not mean that.we_ are ~o longer part a few other guys who played gospelm usiceverySaturday mormng.
of the greater society. If we do not want to be m1sled m academ1c We had a huge listening base with majorartistscalhng m from as
adivsing, then we can take it into our own hands and actually read
far as Chicago, to be a pan of our show.
.
.
the undergraduate bulletin (1 realize that is a hard concept to
All o[ a sudden, on one particular Saturday, With no warm.ng,
fathom, l apologize). lf there is nothing to do on cam pus, we can explanation, or even a note in the mailbox, wecameinonly tofmd
stan something ourselves, or (god forbid) venture to some place
out that we were not scheduled for the next semester. Our show has
other than Lee Road. At this age, ignorance should no longer be an been in existencefor seven years, and has grown to be an outlet and
excuse. Furthermore, why should the school be responsibl; for alternative for young people to listen and express views, change
providing a "Safe Ride" for weekend drinkers? lf we want a Safe their lives and live as a Christian. We never used profane language
Ride" we can make sure to appoint a designated dnver before.gomg or played degrading music on the air, which is what some of the
out drinking. Wecancallacabortake the RTA.It'sal~a posstblhty programs on the station openly perform.
.
not to drink altogether, although I know one couldn t poss1bly ask
As a last resort, we solicited over the air for our hsteners to call
that of this student body. Regardless, ignorance and self-mdul- into the station and express theirdisappointment with the cancelgence is not an excuse for the university to take care of us as tf we lation of the religious programming. Their responses,however,fell
were babies. As young adults, we need co learn that part of the
on deaf ears.
"safety comes first" lesson means behaving mat~rely and With
1am baffled on how a religious institution can openly ~rtray
discretion. This implies being accountable for ones actions .. The the faith of God, but eliminate the powerful message of rebgtous
school does not"owe" us a "Safe Ride" to protect us from the evils of
programming on their station.
drinking and we do not "deserve" a safe ride from the school. What
we do deserve is a good kick in the behind for being presumptuous
James Thomas
enough to expect that someone else (John Carroll) is going to take
the slack for our lack of responsibilty. Suggesting that ~he absence
of Safe Rides will bring the university face to face With death lS
to
ridiculous. We need to quit passing the buck and grow up. It IS not
the administration that needs to wake up to the rea!tty of student
Send
leners
to:
drinking, it is the students.
.
carrollnews@jcva.xa.jcu.edu
One of john Carroll's main priorities should be encourag1 ng us
to make our own decisions and act responsibly. ByehmmatmgSafe
DelliJlineforsubtnisslotlsisSunday8pm
Rides, john Carroll is not at tern pting to curb drinking. Rather, the

Have something

soy?

...
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John Carroll University's campus has been plagued with numerous messages of hate over the past several months. Swastikas drawn on doors, raciaL slurs against Afrtcan Ameri.t:ans,
grafFiti against illegal immigrants, flyers denouncing women
and most recently, someone changing the screen saver on the
Recplexcomputer lab to attack an administrator with a derogatory term referring £O sexual orientation complete the growing
list of hate crimes on campus.
Adm ittedly,some people are able to ignore these hateful messages. probably because they are not targeted byrhemor because
they are able to dismiss the antagonist as ignorant.
However, those whoaredefiled cannot possibly disregard the
emotional impact of such cruelty.
At a Jesuit university whose mission statement expresses "a
deep respect for the freedom and dignity of the human person,•
it is appalling that some members of the community insist on
assaulting the dignity of others.
By spreading such insulting messages against certain people,
these perpetrators seem tosaythat their targets are unworthy of
beingatjCU and perhapssocietyingeneral. Realistically, though.
the perpetrators are clearly the ones who are unwonhyofbdng
atJCU. Their actions directly-defy common mores of tact and
the central values of the university.
While there are norammificationsfor violating mores of tact,
such acts are qualified as hate crimes, which carry federal and
state penalties, as well as university sanctions.
Unfortunately, the cowardly perpetra.rors may never fac.e the
penalties bee a use they choose anonymity.
While they can escape unharmed by avoiding the repercussions of their extreme behavior, the emotional turmoil of their
victims leaves a scar that can nor be escaped.
So wha t can be done? lnasocietythatfoundsitsprincipleson
freedom of speechandexpression,canwelashoutlnanartempt
to stop these people?
if we had an answer, we 1IIQWd
have enacted it immediately
theOYil
It sounds like a great idea

~~urrc~~~~~~~~~
doesn 't~i
als, we must act.
doesn't mean
search for the perpetrators, (unlas
rather avoid supporting their crimes.
Take down the flyers. Cover up the swatstlkas.
racial slurs. Change the screen savers.

Cafet~ria pile

ups
are hassle .for. all_.
Maybe this topic is discussed every year. And maybe it does
seem a bit overdone. Bm obvious! y some people just do not getiL
The cafeteria gets trowded enough during certain periods of
lunch and dinner time. It's hard enough finding a tableto~tat
during those peak hours. The table search Is made
when there are a few piltd with dirty dishes a~ltrllJI!~
cups and strewn food.
lr does not take a whole lot of energy to pta liPilUIIVA
plate or two, some silverware and a cou~ ""!!~lL~"'
students probably lift more weight..,._._.. .
weekend doing 12-ouncecurls. Yett t~Jjem""JaUi~
It 1s very disgusting to have tositclownata"IIIIC<Iil@
all over it, and various dining matcrtalt ·:~l;~Mfil~.JI-~.-··~
over, it is jUSt plain disrespectful There ·-• .,.,.llllllle -~~-.•- ..........,
ria workers who worit hardeli\OUproFftJ..,ItWt~-tDCilt·!¥er,·
great meals. But that's not their ptOblem. thdt poblem Is wtth
those students whos:annot make the simple gesture of carrying
a tray to the conveyor bell
At home,manystudentsprobably have to carry dinner plates
from the table to the sink. rinse hoff and then place it in a
dishwasher or even wash them by hand. The cafeteria merely
asks~tudenrs to place a tray, which th.ey'vealreadycarried to the
table, on a conveyor belt. That does not sound too challenging.
just th.lnkof the cafrtelia as a big dorm room. When students
make a mess in their dorm roomsoruseanytypeof cup or plate,
they clean them. So clean up messes in the cafeteria
Theempl~ are not there to clean up after students. That's
where students come in. Make it a comfortable and enjoyable
d m ing experience for all Lift your tray and cake 1tt0 the back of
the cafeteria. It's not askmg too much and it's not hard.
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To Date or Not to Date...

miss: Bookstore markups. HIT: The place in Canton
that sells books really cheap. miss: England announces
support for U.S. in potential war with Iraq. Yippee skippee.
I feel safe now. HIT: Being with your "special someone" on
Valentine's Day. (ha ha...barf.) HIT /miss: The Valentine's
Dance. (Official opinion polls aren't in yet) miss: People
who make counterfeit parking passes. Damn! Why didn't
we think of that?! [should be] HIT: The voice mail lady.
HIT: Ronald Reagan celebrating his 87th birthday. miss:
Checking your mail when the lights are off in the mail room
so you can't see if there is anything in your mailbox. Then
going through the hassle of opening it, and finding there's
nothing in there. HIT: Spring Break is exactly 1~ days
away. miss: The 15 days between .now and Spn~g B~e~k.
miss: The eight percent of people 1~ Newsweek s op~mon
poll that said oral sex does not constitute adult.er~. DIvorced males and a president, no doubt. HIT: F1nd1ng
someone else's VendaCard and claiming it as your own.
HIT: Student Union voter turnout over 1000 people.

Staff Commentary

Lack of

Common Sense
If I want to tell you to do something, do I call your friend
and ask him or her to tell you about it? Wouldn't that be
ridiculous?
Wouldn t ft make more sense to, oh_. I don't know; call
the person directly?
WelLthefirstmethodisessentially
how JCU's financial aid department
handles having students reminded to
sign for their Perkins Loan.
Last week I received a caH to go to
the Business Office to sign for the loan.
The caller added that I would be
charged a $5 late fee. When rarrived
at the office I added myJohn Hancock,
payed the charge, and asked, "Did we
Mark Boleky
receive notice for this?"
.Wt Spomldlt.o r
Thewomanreplied,"Oh,yes. There
was a letter sent home to your parents."
"But we received nothing?"
"Well, there were fliers up, and, also, your parents were
supposed to call and remind you.•
Hmmm...
Let'ssee,Iliveoncarnpus.Ihavetosignforitoncampus.
Yet they sent the notice to my parents. Am I the only one

confused here?
1guess the fliers that were up were supposed to catch
our attention. They wouldn't happen to blend in with, you
know. the Student Union fundraiser to sell Chris Beato's
sideb~ns or the 100,000 other stupid ones that are up
everywhere.
In this age of technology, how long would it have taken
to send out a group e-mail to all those receiving Perkins
Loans?
Incidentally. I also find it interesting th.at our actual
financial aid packers, which need to be filled out and
turned back in are given to us. Most tuitions are pa1d or, at
least, handled by the parents, yet those they choose not to
send horne.
I'm sorry, I just find myself in Bizarro World when
thinking about these things. These issues arecertainlynot
pressing. but little things like these that thesc;hool handles
make you think there's no common sense mvolved. Or
maybe the same people in charge of handling the Safe
Rides debacle are behind this. (Just a s1de note: can I
borrow $2000 next year from someone? I'm sure I'll be
,
losing my Perkins Loan after t~is.) .
The only reasoning lean thmk of IS that maybe they re
going to use the money in a good way. With all the $5 late
fees and the postage saved from not sending the packers
home, what can they do with the extra dinero?
I've got it! It could used to pay for the STUDENT AC-

TIVlTIES FEE.
Oh. wait, that would make sense and actually help us
out. Sorry.
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Dear Been There & Done That,
My roommate had an a bore ion last year.
She has been very depressed about it ever
since and I don't know what to tell her. She
was raised Catholic, and recently asked me
if she thinks she will go to hell for it. I said
no but !don't know how tocounselher any
. fu;ther on this subject. What can I say to
make her feel better?
-Difficult to Deal With
~r~lin~

·
(BT) It sounds like this is something she
needs to work out between her and God,
especially If she's worrying about issues
like heaven and hell Theon-campusCounseling Center and Wellness program have
professionally trained people to help her
through this. Also, advise her to go confession and calk to a priest.
(DT) Don't they have hotlines for stuff
like this?
Dear Been There & Done That,
My roommate drinks like a fish. We've
roomed together for two years now and it
never used to be this bad - three nights a
week and he skips class. Our whole floor
has expressed concern, but he just blows
them off. If he acts like this for much longer,
I will be forced to find a new roomie. !like
him a lot. What do I do?-Troubled at the Taverns
Dear Troubled,

on=rntrhlm how much he means to
-y;;u, and how his behavior is hurting everyone who cares for him. Show him how
to have a cod · wi ou involvin alcohol In addition, ca or more acts a
ways to help your friend at Alcohol and
-I2!_ug Abuse 24 hour Action HeLpline
&:~l-.800-2.3+-<H-20).

(DT) He drinks three nights a week,
that's it? Besides, fish don't drink water,let
alone beer.
Dear Been There & Done That,
What if yourteachercuts his arm on the
podium during class but doesn't realize it?
Blood starts running down his arm as you
can only stare, frozen in your seat with indecision. The prof continues his lecture
obliviously. Do you run for a bandaid or
merelywatchandsaynothing? I ended up
just sitti ng there looking like an idiot and
said nothing. Hefinall y noticed and looked
a little shocked. What would you do?
-Cut Up in Class
~rCutUp,

(BT) Excuse yourself and gently tell
your prof that he is bleeding. Ask if you
may be excused to get him a tissue. He will
not only have an increased respect for you,
butitwillenable him to save face in front
of the rest of the class, who probably sat in
silence with you.
(DT) You looked like an idiot? You
looked like an idiot7
Dear Been There & Done That,
My roommate has recently started to sit
around the room in her undies, or in seethroughjammies. I appreciue she's proud
of what she's got, but I don't need to see it
constant! y. jell yrollsscare me. She's a good
girl but she needs to cover it up and do
something for the environment and my
good night's sleep (she's giving me nightmares). What can I do or say?
-Scared of Buffy

Dear Scared,
(BT) Invest in colored sunglasses and a
night-time eye mask. Tell her you're uncomfonable seeing her in her skivvies and
that you'dapprcciatcherdrcssinga bit more
conservatively when you're around.
(DT) Donn and room number please.

by Joe Halalko and Sam Sublty
It was Monday. I rounded the steps heading toward the InnBetween, a couple of friends giving the typical "What's up?" nod .
Something odd hung over them, though , an a ura , if you will. With
intent to pinpoint what was up, I racked my brain for an original
question, one rarely heard on campus. "How was your weekend?"
Their eyes lit up with wonder. "We went to a party at another
school," they smiled,"where the girls actually came up and talked
to us."
A revelation. Perhaps that scent in the air was notthe Marriott
that so seductively draws us in to eat everyday. Perhaps it was
vindication. Call it what you will, but Ed K. and Steve B. (we'll
protect their anonymity) had experienced something that we all
hope for, but seldom see on this campus; finding someone who
takes an interest.
Flash back with me to age 14. My parents, passing on t~e wisdom to "date a lot of people, there's plenty of time to find a serious
relationship." Good words, yes, and comforting to a fledgling soul
driven by newfound hormones. Fast forward to the present. After
almost three years at JCU, here 1 am, age 21, with questions still
unanswered. It is time to speak up about a phenomenon that I call,
"The Lack of Dating on the JCU Campus.· Something needs to
change. In the wake of the Valentine's Day dance, my heart may go
on, but it'll have togo off-campus. My fnendsand !are wntmg the
definitiveworkon this abnormality. Thefirst line of theroughdraft
reads, "The art of dating is dead."
Because you know it. At a party, you've wanted to ask the beautiful baby in the corner for her number and then stopped yourself
for fear theJCU "rumor m will take over. It is a mill stream that
runs long and deep, my friends, between two e.xtrernes: hook-up
city and commitment land.ln the rumor m1ll, dmner and a mov1e
assumes some type of supernatural status. People hear of the date
and put the both of you·togetherfonhe rest of your liv~. You,for
example,approachagirl youaremJldymterested mandfmallyask
her, "Let's go see a movie." Your friends hear of th1s, over a rousmg
game of Pla.ystation, and quickly decide: "He's whipped." .
At your lunch table, scope out the ice cream and salad lmes and
come up with nicknames for the hot people m each class. Wart,

by Nicole Jusseaume and Resa Whipkey
.
Even though society has changed, men have not. They like to
conquer and to challenge. Men like. to know they're the ones .m
pursuit of the goal. With the growmg strength of the femmrst
movement, we've changed the rules of datmg.
Before, men had to yearn for us; they hoped to catch a glimpse
of us passing by. and dreamt of ways to get us alone. We were
carefully guarded creatures- What happened? Now, the most
prevalent relationships on campus are the "dormant-nocturnal"
variety. We don't think these are even worthy of bemg called
couples-theysparkafterafewdrinksandareoverbybrunchthe
next morning (while the whole cafeteria is buzzing about your
short-lived love affair}
Everyone is familiar with the "free puppy• theory. Nobody
wants one. If you give something away, it is instantly thoughtto be
less valuable. What kind of cardoeseveryguywant? The cheapest
oneoutthere? No,yougoforthejag,theBMW,orthejeepCherokee.
They're expensive, they're classy, and they're harder to get. They're
hardertoget. What sports ream makes you feel the bestaf ter you've
beaten them? The one considered undefeatable that presents the
greatest challenge. Challenge.
.
.
•
If you want to be treated like a prmcess, you cant be a free
puppy." Ourtheory is that guys will respect and value you more 1f
you are harder to get. We are not talking about mind games, or
putting anyone down,just don't make yourself too ava1lable. How
about the girl who spends the weekends domg not only her
boyfriend's, but her boyfriend's roommate's laundry as well? Or
the girl who will rush to hisdooratanyhourof the mght, tgnon~g
the fact that his ca 11 rudely mterrupted her beauty sleep? Were
talking about respect. If you're too available, you're bound to be
taken for granted.
.
Guys are looking for someone who treasures herself; 1f you
don't, why should anyone else? Youcanshow that you really care
about your man in waysotherthan being his servant.
Think you have nothing better to do than hrsd1shes? The Rules
suggests you be a "creature unlike any other.· TR states: •Men like
to think that they are getting the prom queen. Show htm that you
have a full life, that you are independent. When a man knows he
can h ave you [ive mi nu te5 after
his ly
lastorgn
lf n e ntl gave hm1 the.
wrong test. In stead , take a look around t h e room an d count t h_e_-bol:~r;-lne'li-o~pourl:leeat!Se"nt:'
·:~lon
bor • not

...,

•

m·

by'groupimrbrgenrle .

.

What's the point? 1 was an intern in D.C and a co-worker clued
me.in to a sobering reality: it is difficultto meet people once you are
outof school and in the work world. There's no cafeteria to meet at
or phone-chain, to pass along what's going on this week. end. .
d

so;:o~:a~~~:~~~~T~~~/~~~:.~~~~~ce~~~~~e:~ ~~~~:S~~~
behind the man. Then questions like, "How was your weekend,
might take on a different light.

Letters to the Editor

1

•

crazy about you. In such cases, buyer beware: it won't ast. .
Of course, you arc taking a chance that someone who ts m~
cure is unlikeytopursueyou, but he's notthe kind of guy whowrll
treasure you anyways. The next nme you feel tempted to run the
sweeper on yourman'sgrungycarpet after the footballgarne,or.he
calls for you in a drunken stupor at all hours of the
resiSt.
Why be the "free puppy" when you're as worthy as a registered
showdog?

mght~

------------------------

Students should take responsibility for actions
What makessomejohn Carroll students think that just because
we go to college that this privilege confers exemption from the
consequences of our actions? Time and time again,studen~ complain about faculty "misleading" us in our academ1c .adv1smg, the
lack of on-cam pus acti vites, and the school not prov1dmg us w.nh
a "Safe Ride." We as students need to wake up and start takmg
responsibility for our actions. just because we (or our parents) can
afford a private university, does not mean that.weare~o longer part
of the greater society. If we do not want to be m1sled m academ1c
adivsing, then we can take it into our own handsandactuallyread
the undergraduate bulletin (I realize that is a hard concept to
fathom, I apologize). lf there is nothing to do on campus, we can
start something ourselves, or (god forbid) venture to some place
other than Lee Road. At this age, ignorance should no longer be an
excuse. Furthermore, why should the school be responsibl_; for
providing a "SafeRide" for weekend drinkers? lf we want a s.afe
Ride" we can make sure to appoint a designated dnver beforegomg
out drinking. We can calla cabortake the RTA.lr'sa~a posstbJhty
not to drink altogether, although l know one couldn t possibly ask
that of this student body. Regardless, ignorance and self-mdulgence is not an excuse for the university to take care of us as 1f we
were babies. As young adults, we need to learn that part of the
"safety comes first" lesson means behaving mat~rely _and wah
discretion. This implies being accountable for ones awons . . The
school does not"owe· us a "Safe Ride" to protect us from the ev1ls of
drinking and we do not "deserve• a safe ride from the school. What
we do deserve is a good kick in the behind for being presumptuous
enough to expect that someone else (john Carroll) is going to take
the slack for our lack of responsibilty. Suggesting that the absence
of Safe Rides will bring the university face to face w1th death IS
ridiculous. We need to quit passing the buck and grow up.lt IS not
the administration that needs to wake up to the reahty of student
drinking, it is the students.
.
One of john Carroll's main priorities should be encoura.gmg us
to make our own decisions and act responsibly. By elimmaungSafe
Rides,john Carroll is not attempting to curb drinking. Rather, the

school is sending a distinct message that our actions evoke consequences, and the school will not (and should ~ot) be expected to
pick up the piecesaf ter a foolish and irrespons1ble mght. Arter all,
in the world outside of this bubble that we cal!John Carroll, there
are no free rides.
Kathleen R. Camanese
Class of 1999

Voicing concern with radio station .

. :

1fail to understand how a Catholic, religious universitY ehmrnates all of the religious programming off of our station, but
becomes a 24 hour broadcast. I wasformerlya OJ with WJCU and
afewotherguyswhoplayedgospelmusiceverySatu~daymormng.

We had a huge listening base with major artists calling m from as
.
.
far as Chicago, to be a part of our show.
All of a sudden, on one particular Saturday, with no warm.ng,
explanation, or even a note in the mailbox, wecameinonly tofmd
out that we were not scheduled for the next semester. Our show has
been in existence for seven years. and has grown to be an outlet and
alternative for young people to listen and express views, change
their lives and live as a Christian. We never used profane language
or played degrading music on the air, which is what some of the
programs on the station openly perform.
.
As a last resort, we solicited over the air for our listeners to call
into the station and express their disappointment with thecancellationof the religious programming. Their responses,however,fell
on deaf ears.
1am baffled on how a religious institution can openly portray
the faith of God, but eliminate the powerful message of rehgtous
programming on their station.
James Thomas

Have something to say?
Send

leners

to:

carrollnews@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
DealllineforsubmlsslonsisSunday8pm

...
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HELP WANTED
100 instructors I counselors
needed. Coed sleepaway
camp. Pc;>cono Mountains,
Pennsylvania. Good salary I
tips! Call 908-689-3339
(www .campcayuga.com).

$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application.
Call1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREET-SHIRT.

Local country club (only 2
miles from campus) is
looking to hire ala carte and
Education Majors: escort banquet servers. Flexible
students tours toWashington, hours- will work around your
Toronto, etc. Full or part- schedule. Flexible hours time, April - June. Must be will work around your
able to travel. Looking for schedule. Starting at $7.001
responsible,
dynamic, hour plus gratuity (for ala
motivated individuals. carte servers). Also available
Please call 800-347-8687.
to students is a charitable trust
fund to help pay for tuition!
Need a part-time job? 12-20 Apply in person at Shaker
hours per week offered. Heights Country Club, 3300
Some
heavy
lifting . Courtland Blvd. , Shaker
Merchandising Oriental Heights, 44122 or call for an
carpets in a professional appointment 991-3660 (Ask
environment. Call Andrew for ca.rol).
at 360-0104 at Classic
Oriental Rugs.
Marketing Intern Needed,
hard-working, self-starter
Summer and full-time needed to run Marketing
positions at beautiful operations for Mariott Dining
Jakefront yachting club. Service.
On-campus,
Seeks friendly team players. competitive pay, summers
Will
train
qualified needed.
Interested
candidates as: servers, applicants, bring resume to
bussers, host I hostesses, Dining Office by: 3115198.
bartenders, dock attendants I
ground keepers, lifeguards,
receptionists I computer, line SIT IERS NEEDED
chefs. Incentive programs I Part-time babysitter needed
flexible hours/excellent pay. 15 to 20 hours (3 days) per
Interview now for best week for 3 month old baby.
positions
Wednesday $5 I hour, in our home in
through Sunday. 200 Yacht University Heights, flexible
Club Drive, Rocky.Rive(,OH hours,wi ll.work around clas~
44116. Call 216-333-1155 schedule. Call Jennifer at
and ask for Kathy or Mark. 397-0668 or 999-2110.
Free T-shirt + $1000. Credit
Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities &
groups.
Any campus
organization can raise up to

years experience working
with
children,
great
references. Call Always
Tender Care, Inc. 440-5430336.
ACROSS
1 Drill
acqeant 's

FOR RENT
Shaker Heights- 3 bedrooms
+ 3 baths, 2 bedrooms + 2
baths, furnished efficiency.
Near rapid and shopping.
831-1306 or 283-4481.
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Dear concerned parties, your
courage is commendable. I
need more information to
proceed.
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Seized cars from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps,4WD's, your area. Toll
free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A15365 for current listings.
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Call Josh if anyone wants a
Valentine's date.
Love ya roomie!

"Is the warden
expecting you?"

Nannies needed now . .Fulltime a.nd part-time positions
available. Workaroundyour
school schedule. Need: own
transportation, 2 1/2 plus

ul think old age must begin
when you start giving good
advice instead of setting a
bad example."
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·vou dirty low-down cheatin'·•

Ottt
by
Gary
r-~----~~~~--------~~--~~--~~~·
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·For heaven's sake, man,
tum him aroundl" .
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